
ABSTRACT 

LAWRENCE, BRAD MICHAEL.  Intelligent System Identification Applied to the 
Biomechanical Response of the Human Trunk during Sudden Loading. 
(Under the direction of Dr. Gary A. Mirka and Dr. Gregory D. Buckner) 
 

Current techniques in biomechanics are not sufficient for modeling sudden loads.  

Modeling techniques used in intelligent system identification, where self-adapting basis 

functions identify time-varying model parameters, may provide a superior method for 

describing human trunk dynamics during sudden loading.  By deriving time-varying system 

dynamics, more insight is gained into how the trunk responds to sudden loads. 

Six males were subjected to sudden loads with varying conditions of expectation, 

fatigue, and training.  Electromyographical and trunk motion data were recorded, and 

processed using a novel system identification algorithm to yield dependent measures of peak 

and average trunk stiffness, peak muscular torque, work, and impulse. 

This system identification model yielded valid, accurate, and robust results with minor 

experimental cost.  The model calculated physiologically valid stiffness magnitudes ranging 

from an average stiffness mean of 532 Nm/rad (standard deviation = 306 Nm/rad) to a peak 

stiffness mean of 1314 Nm/rad (standard deviation = 814 Nm/rad).  The model root mean 

square accurately predicted empirical angular displacement at a value of 0.1˚.  Across varying 

model inputs, dependent variable output magnitudes differed by less than 5%.  On average, 

the model required 4000 iterations per trial (less than 5 minutes per trial) to converge and 

obtain dependent variable output. 

Model output indicated that expectation significantly increased peak and average 

stiffness (p<0.0001) by 70% and 113% respectively, and significantly decreased peak torque, 

work, and impulse magnitudes (p<0.0001) by 36%, 63%, and 56% respectively; training 



 
 
significantly decreased peak torque and work magnitudes (p<0.05) by 25% and 36% 

respectively; the interaction of expected loads with training significantly increased peak and 

average stiffness (p<0.05) by 17% and 20% respectively, and decreased impulse magnitude 

(p<0.05) by 53%; and the interaction of unexpected loads with fatigue significantly decreased 

work and impulse magnitudes (p<0.05) by 23% and 17% respectively.  These results led to 

workplace recommendations that could potentially reduce low back pain.  This intelligent 

system identification approach is easy to implement and has potential application to address a 

multitude of research questions in the field of biomechanics. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1  Rationale for Low Back Pain Research 
 

Low back pain (LBP) plagues a sizeable proportion of the general population.  

Frymoyer et al. (1983) performed a cross sectional study of 1221 males aged 18 to 55 from 

1975-1978 and found that nearly 70 percent had at one time in their lives experienced 

moderate or severe LBP.  Walker (2000) performed a systematic review of epidemiological 

low back pain studies from 1966 to 1998.  Thirty studies were considered acceptable from a 

methodological standpoint.  The data collected from these studies indicated point prevalence 

of LBP was as high as 33%, one-year prevalence as high as 65%, and lifetime prevalence as 

high as 84%.  These results indicate that LBP is widespread in the working population. 

As well as causing personal suffering due to the associated lost work days, 

occupational LBP can result in large financial costs.  Extrapolating data from the 

aforementioned study performed by Frymoyer et al. to 50 million working American males 

(working females data were not recorded) from age 18 to 55, an estimated 17 million 

workdays are lost annually.  Based on 1980 annual income for American men (United States 

Bureau of the Census, 1980), lost wages would have exceeded $11 billion per year. 

In addition to the high expense associated with lost wages, worker’s compensation 

claims can be equally costly.  Webster and Snook (1994) examined records of 731,087 Liberty 

Mutual Insurance Company workers’ compensation claims from 45 states in 1989.  While 

only 16% of the claims involved LBP cases, these LBP cases accounted for 33% of all claim 

costs.  At a mean cost of $8321 per LBP case, the total LBP claim costs exceeded $991 

million where indemnity costs represented $652 million and medical costs represented $321 
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million.  Assuming other insurance providers processed an equivalent number of claims 

(119,107 claims), the total cost of LBP workers’ compensation cases for 1989 would have 

been $11.4 billion. 

 
 

1.2  Spine Biomechanics Research Evolution 
 

During a lift, an external moment caused by the lifter’s upper body weight as well as 

the object weight is applied to the low back.  To counteract this external moment, internal 

active muscles and passive structures provide reactionary forces.  A large mechanical 

disadvantage exists because the internal structure moment arms are much shorter than the 

applied external moment arm.  Due to this large mechanical disadvantage, a moderate external 

load can result in large counteracting internal forces that can lead to overexertion injuries.  It 

is important to understand and predict these forces acting on the low back, and the 

development of biomechanical models assists in reaching these goals.  Through the 

development of highly accurate and repeatable models, biomechanical research can continue 

to grow and expand leading to improved work design recommendations and a reduction in 

LBP incidence rate. 

Much of the early research conducted in occupational spine biomechanics involved 

static modeling of the low back in the sagittal plane with a single equivalent muscle.  Chaffin 

and Baker (1970) developed a two-dimensional computerized model that represented the 

human body as eight rigid links articulating about six major joint centers.  When a known 

external load was applied to the hands, the six joint torques could be calculated assuming 
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static equilibrium and known anthropometry.  Assuming a 5 cm single equivalent muscle 

moment arm, spinal compression forces could be determined. 

As low back research progressed, epidemiological studies identified the need for more 

complex and accurate biomechanical models.  Three-dimensional multiple muscle models were 

created to represent and predict more realistic loading conditions.  Schultz and Andersson 

(1981) developed a three dimensional model that incorporated intra-abdominal pressure (IAP) 

and muscle activity from ten trunk muscles: the left and right latissimus dorsi, internal 

obliques, external obliques, erector spinae, and rectus abdominus.  This model, while more 

complex, led to a problem of static indeterminacy.  The model contained thirteen internal 

unknown forces with only six available equilibrium equations.  To solve the problem of static 

indeterminacy, the authors proposed two methods.  The first method involved setting the 

antagonistic muscles (rectus abdominus and external and internal obliques) and latissimus 

dorsi muscle contributions to zero.  By setting these muscles to zero, six unknown forces 

resulted which could be simultaneously solved with the six equilibrium equations.  The second 

approach employed linear programming methods to overcome static indeterminacy.  For 

illustrative purposes, minimization of the compressive forces on the spine was chosen as the 

objective function.  Using the three moment equilibrium equations, the requirements of non-

negative muscle forces, and muscle stresses not exceeding 100 N/cm2 as constraints, spinal 

compression forces could be predicted.  Under many common circumstances (e.g. static 

exertions involving significant co-contraction or dynamic exertions involving a significant 

inertial effect), these predictions are unrealistic in the fact that they are based upon computer 

program optimization techniques and not biomechanical input. 
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Based on the observation that most occupational jobs involved a dynamic trunk 

component, dynamic models and studies began to emerge.  Freivalds, Chaffin, Garg, and Lee 

(1984) examined the dynamics of lifting maximum acceptable loads.  Six males performed 

lifting activities as kinematics were measured using a camera and stroboscopic light, and 

kinetics were measured using a force platform.  On average, ground reaction forces peaked at 

400 milliseconds into the lift and were 40% greater than the static loads. 

Leskinen (1985) compared the peak compression forces at L5/S1 from a static and 

dynamic biomechanical model, as 20 subjects independently lifted a box weighing 15 kg from 

10 cm above the ground to knuckle height.  Each subject performed the lift four times using 

one of the following lifting techniques each time: 1) stooping with extended knees and flexed 

hips (a back lift); 2) squatting with flexed knees and hips, and the trunk as erect as possible (a 

leg lift); 3) a leg lift, but the box is pulled horizontally towards the body from 40 cm in front 

of the feet and swung upwards (a load kinetic lift); or 4) a leg lift, but the hips are first moved 

vertically by extending the knees, followed by trunk extension and raising of the load (a trunk 

kinetic load).  Peak compression values from the static model ranged from 3989 to 4650 N.  

Peak compression values from the dynamic model were 33 to 60% greater (5866 to 6629 N), 

depending on the type of lift. These results indicate biomechanical forces can be much greater 

during dynamic lifting situations. 

Epidemiological studies also support the position that dynamic components should be 

considered in low back biomechanical models.  Bigos et al. (1986) found LBP risk was three 

times greater for workers performing dynamic lifts compared to workers exposed to static 

awkward postures in a company of over 31,000 employees. 
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It is evident from these studies that this stage of dynamic models were more 

representative of realistic lifting tasks, and that static models underestimated spinal forces in 

jobs containing movement.  In addition, a method for more realistically estimating muscle 

forces was needed. 

Current research, described in the following paragraphs, has combined dynamics and 

electromyography (EMG) to study and model more accurate representations of spinal loads in 

occupational environments. By employing EMG, more realistic estimates of muscle force can 

be determined and the problem of static indeterminacy can be eliminated by using 

biomechanical input from each muscle of interest. 

McGill and Norman (1986) developed a three-dimensional dynamic model based upon 

detailed anatomical data, electromyographical input from six muscles (the rectus abdominus, 

the external and internal obliques, the latissumus dorsi, and the upper and lower erector 

spinae), and kinematic input from markers on the rib cage and pelvis.  Muscle force derived 

from EMG data was adjusted by anthropometry and modulated by length and velocity.  The 

level of anatomical detail in the model allowed for partitioning of the restorative moment into 

the muscular component, the ligamentous component, and the component associated with the 

intervertebral discs.  Three subjects performed six lifts each (two lifts of low load, high 

acceleration; two lifts of high load, low acceleration; and two lifts of medium load and 

acceleration).  Results indicated that muscular components dominated the restorative moment 

with very little contribution from the disc and ligamentous components.  Because of the 

dominance of the muscular component, partitioning of the restorative moment does not 

provide much useful information.  Other results, however, indicated that disc compression and 
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shear can be overestimated by 16% and 42%, respectively, if a simple 5 cm moment arm is 

used rather than a more realistic moment arm length determined from an individual subject’s 

anthropometry.  The level of anatomical detail and EMG modulation developed in this model 

laid the groundwork for future studies and lumbar biomechanical models. 

Marras and Sommerich (1991a) developed a three-dimensional motion model of 

lumbar spine loading capable of predicting spine compression, shear, and torsional forces, and 

trunk torque production.  Under controlled constant velocity conditions, EMG data were 

collected from ten muscles: the left and right latissumus dorsi, rectus abdominus, erector 

spinae, and external and internal obliques.  Muscle forces were derived from the measured 

EMG values which were normalized, adjusted for each individual muscle cross-sectional 

areas, and gain-modulated (a factor that includes the maximum muscle force per unit area), 

muscle length, and muscle velocity.  Trunk torque, angle, and velocity were measured using 

an isokinetic dynamometer.  An iterative routine modulated the muscle gain factor to equate 

the external torque (measured using a dynamometer) to the internal muscle torque (measured 

through electromyography) based upon equilibrium equations established by Schultz and 

Andersson (1981).  Once the external and internal torques were matched and cross-sectional 

areas and moment arms were approximated, the EMG muscle forces could be input into a set 

of equations to calculate right-left shear forces, anterior-posterior shear, compression, and 

torsional, bending, and lateral moments.  This model has several strengths.  Conditions can be 

tested with this model to determine how external loading and trunk speed affect spinal 

loading.  Individual differences can be studied to examine different muscle recruitment 

patterns and antagonistic muscle activity.  In addition, calculated absolute force and moment 
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data can be compared with structural strength studies to determine safe lifting limits.  In a 

validation study (Marras & Sommerich, 1991b), the model was able to account for over 70% 

of the variability under both motion and asymmetric conditions. 

Marras and Mirka (1990) studied the effects of subject-controlled accelerations and 

asymmetry on lumbar muscle activity.  EMG data from ten trunk muscles were collected as 39 

subjects performed high (125.2 to 136.0 degrees/second/second), medium (65.4 to 67.5 

degrees/second/second), and low (35.8 to 39.5 degrees/second/second) accelerations.  These 

accelerations were recorded by averaging the values over a 45-degree range of motion.  

Muscle activities of up to 50% of maximum were observed to produce the angular 

accelerations with low external torques.  While these data were not used in a model to predict 

spinal loading, this study was one of the first to recognize the importance of acceleration and 

its effects on muscle activity. 

Granata and Marras (1995) developed a free-dynamic, EMG-driven model for 

measuring unconstrained trunk muscle activity.  EMG data were collected from ten trunk 

muscles.  Kinetics were measured using a force plate.  Kinematics were measured using a 

lumbar motion monitor (LMM), a three-dimensional goniometer described in the literature 

(Marras, Fathallah, Miller, Davis, & Mirka, 1992).  A pelvic support structure was used to 

restrict pelvic and lower limb motion, but the trunk above the pelvis was free to move in any 

range of motion.  Ten subjects performed lifts with no weight, 40 pounds, or 80 pounds in 

asymmetric postures of 0, 15, or 30 degrees.  Subjects were given instructions to lift the 

weight within 2 seconds (slow free-dynamic lift), 1 second (medium free-dynamic lift), or as 

fast as possible (fast free-dynamic lift).  Results indicated spinal loads increased with the three 
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independent variables: exertion load, velocity, and asymmetry.  This was the first study to 

show EMG-driven models could be used without constrained posture and isokinetic 

conditions. 

 

1.3  Sudden and Unexpected Loading 

As models continue to evolve, both biomechanical and epidemiological studies are 

identifying specific occupational areas that have associations with LBP.  Mounting 

epidemiological data (Magora, 1973; Manning & Shannon, 1981; Manning, Mitchell, & 

Blanchfield, 1984; Mitchell, Blanchfield, & Manning, 1983; Omino & Hayashi, 1992; Troup, 

Martin, & Lloyd, 1981) indicates sudden and unexpected loading to the lumbar biomechanical 

system are related to LBP and may be a primary risk factor for LBP development. 

The lumbar biomechanical system’s unexpected load response is comprised of both 

voluntary and involuntary components.  The response occurs over such a brief period of time 

that the modeling approaches described previously, which only address the voluntary 

component, are ineffectual in predicting accurate spinal loads.  The unexpected load response 

contains high velocities and accelerations that cannot be controlled experimentally and vary 

continuously over the period of the response.  As a result, most unexpected loading studies to 

date have lacked a strong theoretical model.  These studies have investigated the effects of 

expectation, load preview time, fatigue, posture, strategy development, and trunk pre-loading 

on trunk displacement, trunk muscle activity, and reaction time (Carlson, Nilsson, 

Thorstensson, & Zomlefer, 1981; Cresswell, Oddsson, & Thorstensson, 1994; Krajcarski, 

Potvin, & Chiang, 1999; Lavender & Andersson, 1999; Lavender & Marras, 1995; Lavender 
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et al., 1989; Lavender, Marras, & Miller, 1993; Magnusson et al., 1996; Mannion, Adams, & 

Dolan, 2000; Marras, Rangarajulu, & Lavender, 1987; Radebold, Cholewicki, Panjabi, & 

Patel, 2000; Stokes, Gardner-Morse, Henry, & Badger, 2000; Thomas, Lavender, Corcos, & 

Andersson, 1998; Wilder et al., 1996).  These effects are observed and discussed, however 

only a few studies (Cholewicki, Juluru, Radebold, Panjabi, & McGill, 1999; Cholewicki, 

Simons, & Radebold, 2000) have attempted to develop a biomechanical model that predicts 

the dependent variables and derives the underlying physiological parameters that govern the 

biomechanical response during unexpected loading.  Furthermore, to date no biomechanical 

models have been developed that consider the time-varying voluntary and involuntary aspects 

of the trunk response to sudden loads.  The investigation presented in this document 

introduces a novel predictive, biomechanical model capable of accounting for time-varying 

responses.  A comprehensive literature review of sudden and unexpected loading studies is 

presented in Section 2. 

 

1.4  Alternative Occupational Biomechanics Modeling Approaches 

The previously described modeling approaches are quasi-dynamic in the sense that 

dynamic conditions are experimentally controlled, dynamic data are collected in discrete time 

windows, and simulations are employed where one or more parameters are adjusted prior to 

obtaining model output.  To more accurately represent the time-varying nature of the sudden 

load response, novel biomechanical modeling techniques are needed to effectively and 

accurately predict the full dynamic response including the inertial, damping, and stiffness 

properties of the trunk biomechanical response.  The knowledge gained from the use of 
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accurate modeling can be used to apply the most appropriate administrative and engineering 

controls in the occupational setting to minimize adverse exposure and lower LBP incidence 

rate. 

The dynamics of physical processes have been studied extensively to analyze and 

design electrical and mechanical systems.  A system can be described as a mathematical model 

of a physical process that relates an input signal to an output signal, where a signal is defined 

as a function representing some physical quantity (Hsu, 1995).  System identification can be 

used to design or change system properties to minimize model errors (e.g. minimize excessive 

response overshoot by increasing the damping and spring parameters).  In this study, system 

identification will be used to gain insight into the underlying dynamic characteristics of the 

system, rather than change or modify the system, to understand how varying conditions affect 

trunk stiffness and lead to recommendations that improve trunk response and promote a safer 

work environment. 

Although system identification techniques have been used for years in the mechanical 

and electrical engineering fields, they have been used infrequently in the field of occupational 

biomechanics, and biomechanics in general.  (A review of biomechanical system identification 

models is presented in Section 2).  System identification could improve modeling techniques 

within the field of occupational biomechanics and further contribute to the science, especially 

in specific areas such as unexpected loading where current modeling approaches are deficient.  

Employing system identification will allow the identification of time-varying biomechanical 

measures, not previously investigated, that provide further insight into injury mechanisms that 

cause or contribute to LBP.  For example, a system identification model, once developed, 
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could be applied to accurately estimate muscle stiffness.  Researchers could use this model to 

investigate a wide assortment of occupational, biomechanical tasks with a wide variety of 

exposure variables across a wide range of conditions.  For the special case of sudden loading 

response, the model could be used in a study that examines the effects of different conditions 

upon muscle stiffness.  Additionally, when time-varying stiffness is known, potential injury 

causing variables such as peak torque, work, and impulse could be calculated.  Studies of 

conditions that increase or decrease these variables could directly influence workplace 

recommendations and the selection of the most appropriate engineering or administrative 

controls. 
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2.  BACKGROUND 

2.1  Unexpected Loading Studies 

Studying the relationship between LBP and occupational factors, the National Institute 

for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) found overexertion during lifting accounted for 

60% of LBP claims.  Andersson (1981) identified lifting and sudden forceful incidents as one 

of six primary occupational risk factors.  Additionally, Herrin, Jaraiedi, and Anderson (1986) 

and Marras et al. (1993) found LBP to be highly associated with peak and sudden forceful 

loads on the spine.  Sudden loading leads to initial large displacements and forces acting on 

passive tissues until muscles become active to begin resisting the load.  Once muscles become 

active, high amplitude multi-muscle responses commence to counteract the perturbation, 

leading to the development of unusually high internal forces.  This is due to overshoot of the 

muscle control system where the muscle amplitude response is higher than necessary to 

counteract the external load. 

Analogous studies in material fatigue have shown an inverse logarithmic relationship 

between applied forces and associated fatigue life (Dieter, 1986).  For example, doubling the 

applied force could reduce the effective component life by a factor of 100, and tripling the 

applied force could reduce the component life by a factor of 1000.  Assuming the passive 

tissues of the low back have a similar relationship, high amplitude unexpected loads would 

have a greater effect on tissue deterioration than more commonly occurring expected heavy 

loads or lower amplitude repetitive loading conditions.  Occupations that could possibly 

involve rare unexpected loads may put workers at greater LBP risk than jobs with no 

unexpected loading situations.  Some examples (not an all inclusive list) of occupations where 
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sudden loads are experienced include: flight attendants, nurses, construction workers, movers, 

boatmen, train conductors, baggage handlers, inventory stockers, industrial manual material 

handlers, and any jobs involving slippery or unstable flooring. 

Unexpected loading also results in increased spinal loading rates.  Fathallah, Marras, 

and Parnianpour (1998) found a significant relationship between lift speed and spinal loading 

rate during varying-speed lifting tasks.  As the speed of the lift (external load rate) increased, 

spinal loading rate increased.  These lifting tasks did not involve an unexpected component.  

Under unexpected loading conditions, spinal loading rate would be much more rapid (Marras, 

Rangarajulu, & Lavender, 1987), leading to even greater spinal loading rates.  Increased 

loading rates have been shown to generate greater stress decay, and higher risk of disc 

herniation in spinal segments (Tsai, Lin, & Chang, 1998). 

Additionally, unexpected loads lead to increased trunk motion.  Increased trunk 

displacement, velocity, and acceleration can cause large spinal tissue deformation.  Due to the 

fact that spinal tissues are viscoelastic, rapid deformations are resisted with higher reactionary 

forces than slower deformations.  Trunk displacements that occur during unexpected and 

sudden loading do so at very high rates.  The large angular velocities and accelerations that 

result may increase risk of LBP. 

The combination of high amplitude spinal loads, high spinal loading rates, and 

increased trunk motion pose an increased risk of LBP.  Rare, unexpected loads could 

contribute more than other occupational risk factors towards the development of LBP.  A 

handful of epidemiological studies and several biomechanical studies support this proposition, 

described in the following sections. 
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2.1.1  Epidemiological Studies 

Magora (1973) studied occupational risk factors in 3,316 workers in 8 occupations:  

bank clerks, post office clerks, bus drivers, nurses, farmers, light industry workers, heavy 

industry workers, and police officers.  Sudden maximal physical effort was found to be related 

to a high incidence of LBP.  The author defined sudden maximal physical effort as effort of a 

magnitude higher than in normal daily life and, in general, of an unexpected nature.  Of 2085 

workers who experienced sudden maximal effort either often or sometimes, 295 (14%) 

developed LBP.  This was a higher incidence than the incidence describing the relationship 

between occupations requiring bending and LBP.  Of 2834 workers whose jobs required 

bending either often or sometimes, 317 (11%) developed LBP.  It was concluded that many 

occupational risk factors found to be related to high incidence of LBP, including bending and 

rotation, are actually the result of sudden loads imposed on the spine, while the spine is in a 

flexed or twisted posture.  These types of postures may be less than optimal to respond to 

sudden loads and prevent sudden strains on passive tissues. 

Troup et al. (1981) interviewed 743 workers from northwest England who had 

experienced LBP episodes.  Of the 743 total LBP episodes, 520 either revealed no measurable 

back injury, or occurred during normal everyday activities and were termed non-accidental 

episodes.  187 (35.9%) of these 520 episodes required greater than five weeks for recovery.  

The remaining 223 of 743 episodes occurred as the result of an accident (falls, mishandlings, 

blows, or sudden jerks/twists).  Of the 41 injuries resulting from sudden jerks or twists, 21 

(51.2%) required five or more weeks of recovery indicating sudden loading may extend injury 
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recovery times compared to other injury mechanisms.  This is possibly due to damage caused 

by sudden unexpected strains placed on spinal passive tissues. 

Manning and Shannon (1981) analyzed 2428 accidents reported by 2000 workers that 

caused injury at a Ford Motor Company gearbox factory in 1974.  Ninety-nine injuries were 

lumbosacral injuries (the most common anatomical area injured), and 57 of these injuries 

resulted from unexpected or slipping events.  Of these 57 sudden loading injuries, 63.2% 

resulted in days off from work, compared to 41.4% of injuries caused by other events 

resulting in lost days. 

In follow up studies, Manning et al. (1984) and Mitchell et al. (1983) examined 

accident records for 1153 employees who suffered back injuries at the Ford Motor Company’s 

Halewood Estate in 1980.  401 workers suffered injuries requiring lost workdays or restricted 

work.  Of these 401 injuries, 122 (30.4%) involved slips or sudden unexpected loads.  While 

the authors distinguish between an unexpected load and a slip, it is probable the low back 

injuries suffered were the result of the same injury mechanism – high passive tissue strain from 

the development of rapid internal spinal muscular loads due to destabilization of the spine. 

Omino and Hayashi (1992) studied dynamic postures in airline attendants and 

occurrence of LBP.  From 98 reports of LBP, the authors identified six basic tasks associated 

with LBP.  Nearly half of all LBP reports involved unexpected loading.  These cases included 

the lifting of apparently heavy items that were actually light, the supporting of items that 

started to fall, and sudden swaying of a cart when being pushed or pulled.  The authors 

concluded preparation for a sudden load would reduce the risk of injury. 
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The previous epidemiological studies indicate a potential strong association between 

sudden loading and LBP risk.  Additionally, no epidemiological studies were found to 

discount this risk association.  Biomechanical studies, described in the next section, have been 

undertaken to begin to understand and quantify spinal loads and tissue deformation resulting 

from sudden loading. 

 

2.1.2  Biomechanical Studies 

Carlson et al. (1981) studied trunk kinematics and EMG response from four trunk 

muscles (the longissimus, multifidus, rectus abdominus, and external oblique) to sudden load 

perturbations.  Four subjects wore a molded plastic vest with 5 kg weights attached via a 

string.  The weights were either dropped to simulate a loading scenario or applied and the 

support string cut to simulate an unloading.  In either case, the induced trunk motions were 

small and peak angular deviations occurred on average 400 milliseconds after the load or 

unload.  Electromyographical activity levels, however, exhibited high amplitudes due to the 

load perturbation.  The authors concluded that the change of load magnitude and the time lag 

between motion onset and muscle activation onset had an effect on these high amplitudes.  

The authors suggested these high EMG levels lead to large internal forces and may play a 

significant role in trunk disorder pathogenesis. 

Marras et al. (1987) studied the relationship between muscular response and 

expectation.  Twelve subjects held a box in a static position as weights (5, 10, 15, and 20 lb.) 

were dropped into the box under expected and unexpected conditions.  Under unexpected 

loading conditions, subjects were blindfolded and wore ear plugs.  During expected loading 
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conditions, subjects were allowed to watch the load drop.  EMG data were collected from the 

left and right latissimus dorsi, erector spinae, and rectus abdominus.  As a baseline, EMG data 

were collected as subjects held the box containing each weight statically.  Under sudden 

expected loading, peak EMG activity across the six muscles was 35% greater than under 

static conditions.  Peak EMG activity under sudden unexpected loading was significantly 

greater than expected loading across all muscles (p<0.05), ranging from 1.2 to 3 times 

greater.  In addition, rate of onset of EMG was significantly greater (p<0.05) across all 

muscles for the unexpected loading condition.  The authors pointed out that the greater trunk 

forces occurring at greater rates in unexpected loading conditions may lead to dangerous 

conditions and traumatic low back disorders.  They also stated the need for biomechanical 

models capable of quantifying risks associated with unexpected loading events in order to 

identify hazardous occupational scenarios and potentially reduce the incidence of LBP. 

Using a similar experimental setup as Marras et al. (1987), Lavender et al. (1989) 

studied the effects of preview time and asymmetry on trunk muscle response during sudden 

loading.  Eleven subjects held a box catching three different levels of weight (3, 6, or 9 kg) 

with four levels of preview time (0, 100, 200, or 400 msec).  Preview time was varied by 

opening a shade to different heights to permit the viewing of the dropped weight.  The 

weights were caught with the arms directly in front of the body (symmetric posture) and 45 

degrees to the right side of the body (asymmetric posture).  EMG data were recorded from 

the left and right erector spinae, rectus abdominus, latissimus dorsi, and a generalized oblique 

muscle.  For the 400-msec preview time, peak EMG activity across all muscles was 21% 

greater than EMG activity during static conditions (where subjects held the different weights 
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in the box statically).  EMG activity increased further (over the 400-msec preview time) by 

44.9%, 83.8%, and 99.2% for the 200-msec, 100-msec, and 0 msec preview times, 

respectively.  The 400-msec peak EMG responses were significantly different (p<0.05) from 

EMG responses from the other preview times.  Across all muscles, EMG onset rate was 

greatest in the unexpected (0-msec preview) condition and decreased in descending order as 

preview time increased to 400 msec (62.1% reduction).  Additionally, EMG activity increased 

by 37% in the left posterior muscles during the asymmetric condition.  Considering the trunk 

musculature and spine are under increased stress in asymmetric postures (due to shear and 

torsional stresses), unexpected loading under these conditions may increase LBP risk.  To 

reduce large amplitude muscular responses to sudden load, the authors recommended task or 

tool redesign, training protocols to respond to unexpected loading scenarios, and training to 

anticipate and prepare the physiological system for sudden loads. 

Lavender et al. (1993) studied the development of preparatory strategies during 

sudden loading.  Four subjects held a canvas bucket to catch 53.4 N weights dropped at one-

minute intervals, thirty times over a thirty-minute period.  Each subject performed the thirty-

minute experimental task five times on separate days.  EMG data from ten trunk muscles, the 

ten muscle model described by Schultz and Andersson (1981), force plate data (specifically 

center of gravity (COG) data), position data via an LMM, and IAP data were recorded.  Intra-

abdominal pressure and COG displacement showed negligible and varied results across 

subjects.  Across subjects, flexion angle decreased by 22% between the first and final sessions, 

indicating a stiffer response.  Peak compression values calculated from EMG data during the 

final session were 18% less (p<0.01) than compression values from the first session.  These 
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results indicate that the subjects were able to more quickly respond and adapt to sudden 

expected loads and provide preparatory strategies that stiffen the torso and minimize 

displacement and internal forces.  Training could, therefore, be used to reduce LBP risk in 

workers exposed to sudden expected loads. 

Lavender and Marras (1995) performed a similar follow-up study examining the 

effects of temporal warning signals on sudden loading response.  Four subjects caught 53.4 N 

weights in 30 one-minute intervals for five sessions as in the Lavender et al. (1993) study.  In 

this later study, however, an additional two sessions were conducted where an analog timing 

device was used to display to the subject when the sudden load would be delivered.  Similar to 

the previous study, force plate data, lumbar position data, and EMG data (from eight muscles 

rather than ten) were collected.  The muscles sampled included, bilaterally: the latissimus 

dorsi, erector spinae, rectus abdominus, and external obliques.  The greatest changes between 

the warning signal sessions and baseline sessions were erector spinae EMG values during the 

period of time prior to load delivery (significant at p<0.01 in three out of the four subjects).  

With the warning signal, erector spinae EMG activity increased between 19 and 98%.  While 

this increase in EMG activity seemed to counteract previous studies that showed preparatory 

strategies minimized internal forces, the increased EMG activity prior to the load leads to a 

reduction in the internal forces resulting from muscle overshoot following the load.  In fact, in 

this study the muscle stiffening prior to the sudden load led to decreased spinal compression 

after the load was delivered in three of the four subjects (p<0.05).  The authors concluded that 

the addition of a temporal warning signal more efficiently prepares the lumbar biomechanical 
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system for external loads.  Systems could be designed with this information to provide 

adequate warning times in occupational settings where sudden loads are common. 

Lavender and Andersson (1999) examined the different muscle recruitment strategies 

individuals employ during sudden loading.  Eighteen subjects caught a weight, equal to 7.5% 

of their maximum trunk extension force, under expected and unexpected loading conditions.  

EMG data were collected bilaterally from the latissimus dorsi, erector spinae, rectus 

abdominus and external obliques.  Trunk flexion data was used to define subjects’ strategies.  

If 75% of a subject’s flexion angles were below the mean for all subjects, that subject’s 

response strategy was defined as “stiff”.  If 75% of a subject’s flexion angles were greater 

than the mean, the response strategy was termed “flexible”.  For both the expected and 

unexpected cases, the flexible strategy led to significantly reduced (p<0.01) abdominal muscle 

co-contraction and significantly higher (p<0.01) peak erector spinae activity.  Those 

individuals who adopt a more flexible response strategy may be at higher risk for LBP 

development due to the higher peak forces in the erector spinae and higher relative motion of 

passive tissues during loading. 

Magnusson et al. (1996) studied the effects of asymmetric posture and fatigue 

combined with unexpected loading in chronic low back patients and matched normal controls.  

EMG data were collected bilaterally from the erector spinae.  Twenty-two subjects 

experienced unexpected loading delivered through a harness directly attached to the trunk.  

This eliminated the potential effects of mechanical damping of the hands and arms that may 

occur when delivering an unexpected load to a handheld box.  After a series of expected and 

unexpected trials in symmetric and asymmetric postures, subjects were fatigued by statically 
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holding a weight attached to the harness equal to 20% of their maximum voluntary exertion 

for one minute.  Results revealed EMG reaction times increased when subjects were fatigued.  

Asymmetric postures led to greater stress due to increased shear components.  Under 

unexpected loading, these increased stresses will be applied to the passive soft tissues, which 

are not optimally designed to handle shear forces.  It is important to reduce fatigue and 

asymmetry in the workplace as these factors may exacerbate the risks of LBP.  Additionally, 

results indicated that after chronic low back patients participated in a two-week rehabilitation 

program, EMG reaction time and magnitude decreased significantly (p<0.05).  Appropriate 

training programs can possibly reduce the risk of further LBP and injury by improving 

biomechanical responses and strategies to unexpected loads in chronic LBP patients.  In 

controls, however, the authors found no training effects during unexpected loading from the 

first session to the last, indicating it may not be possible for the biomechanical system to adapt 

to completely unexpected loads. 

In a similar study conducted by Wilder et al. (1996), muscle response to sudden load 

was mediated by fatigue, preview time, walking, vibration, and rehabilitation with chronic 

LBP patients.  EMG reaction times and magnitudes were once again decreased in patients 

following a two-week rehabilitation program.  Additionally, when subjects were fatigued, 

reaction time increased corroborating the results of the previous study.  The increase in 

reaction time indicates a loss in an individual’s ability to quickly protect his or her low back 

during unexpected loads.  Similarly, Parnianpour, Nordin, Kahanovitz, and Frankel (1988) 

found that muscles in a fatigued state would be less able to compensate for any load 

perturbation, accentuating the risk of passive tissue injury.  If the trunk muscles cannot 
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actively dampen the unexpected load, viscoelastic passive tissues absorb the brunt of the 

external force, followed by a high rate internal muscle force response.  While not investigated 

to date, in jobs where sudden load incidence is above average, appropriate work-rest practices 

could be used to minimize the frequency of fatigued workers experiencing unexpected loads. 

Thomas et al. (1998) also used a thoracic harness to investigate kinematic and EMG 

responses to expected and unexpected, symmetric and asymmetric loads applied directly to the 

torso.  EMG data were recorded bilaterally from the longissimus thoracis, erector spinae, 

rectus abdominus, and external obliques.  Trunk motion data were measured using an LMM.  

The lower extremities were controlled by strapping the subjects’ pelvises to a rigid structure.  

Ten male and ten female subjects were recruited for the study to determine if gender affects 

unexpected loading response.  Peak EMG activity was significantly greater (p<0.01) in both 

unexpected (versus expected) and asymmetric (versus symmetric) loading conditions.  Trunk 

sagittal, lateral, and torsional displacement was significantly greater (p<0.01) for unexpected 

loading conditions, and trunk lateral and torsional displacement was significantly greater 

(p<0.01) for asymmetric loading conditions.  No gender differences were found over any 

conditions.  The authors conclude that preload EMG activity observed during expected 

loading conditions led to the reductions in peak muscle activity and trunk displacement, and a 

smoother (reduced overshoot) muscle response compared to responses found during 

unexpected loading. 

Cresswell et al. (1994) studied EMG activity response and trunk displacement during 

unexpected and expected, self-induced perturbations.  Using the same loading technique as 

Carlsson et al. (1981), six subjects experienced a 5 kg load delivered via a string attached to a 
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plastic vest worn by the subjects.  Electromyographical data were collected from the 

transverse abdominus, rectus abdominus, external obliques, internal obliques, and the erector 

spinae.  Trunk displacement was measured using a video-based marker system.  Erector 

spinae muscle activity and trunk displacement were greater during unexpected loading.  In 

addition, all muscles had much smaller time differences between onset of EMG and peak 

EMG during unexpected loading.  The difference was statistically significant (p<0.05).  This 

finding indicates the biomechanical system has less time to react and overcompensates by 

increasing the spinal loading rate, placing the low back at greater risk of injury. 

Krajcarski et al. (1999) examined trunk extensor moment, trunk displacement, and 

EMG activity from six trunk muscles during four different loading conditions: 1) 4% of 

maximum extensor moment pre-loaded and 12% of maximum added load (added 

unexpectedly); 2) 4% pre-load and 24% added load; 3) 16% pre-load and 12% added load; 

and 4) 16% pre-load and 24% added load.  The six muscles sampled were the left and right 

lumbar erector spinae, thoracic erector spinae, latissimus dorsi, rectus abdominus, and 

external obliques.  Subjects received loads through a weight-loaded chain attached to a 

harness, while their pelvises were rigidly fixed by a support.  Results from eight subjects 

indicated trunk flexion angle decreased significantly (p<0.01) as pre-load increased.  Of 

particular interest was the comparison of the two loading conditions that summed to 28% 

total weight (the 4% pre-load/24% added load condition and the 16% pre-load/12% added 

load condition).  Trunk displacement and EMG activity in all but two muscles was 

significantly reduced (p<0.05) in the 16% pre-load case.  The authors suggested this 
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information could be used to develop lifting guidelines and training strategies to reduce LBP 

risk. 

Mannion et al. (2000) studied spinal force development during three types of sudden 

loading.  Twelve subjects (six men and six women) received four different weights delivered 

to the hands while holding a box with and without a blindfold, and by holding onto a box of 

unknown weight while sliding it off a table.  The lower extremity was fixed by strapping 

subjects’ upper thighs to a cushioned crossbar.  Electromyographical data were collected from 

four erector spinae muscle sites (T10 and L3 levels), two rectus abdominus sites, and two 

external oblique sites.  Lumbar curvature was measured via an electromagnetic transmitter 

device.  No gender effects were found.  For the slide loading, compressive forces on the spine 

exceeded static loading with the same held weight by 20% to 30%.  The drop loadings 

resulted in significantly larger (p<0.05) compressive forces ranging from 30% to 70% over 

static conditions.  The two drop loadings also resulted in significantly higher (p=0.001) 

angular velocities than the slide loading.  There were no significant differences between the 

two drop loading conditions, but preview time was approximately 140 msec, and Lavender et 

al. (1989) have shown no differences between unexpected loading response and response with 

a 100-msec preview time.  A biomechanical model estimated the largest peak compressive 

spine forces recorded during the study to be 4000 N.  This is an important result, because 

ultimate compressive strength of lumbar motion segments has been shown to range from 4000 

to 9000 N.  While unexpected loads cannot be completely eliminated, the authors suggest a 

greater emphasis be placed on accident prevention to lower and minimize compressive loads 

on the spine. 
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Radebold et al. (2000) investigated muscle responses to sudden loading in chronic 

LBP patients and controls.  Seventeen LBP patients and seventeen matched controls 

experienced sudden releases while performing 20% and 30% of maximum exertion isometric 

flexion, extension, and lateral bending contractions.  Subjects’ pelvises were restrained in an 

apparatus while sudden releases were delivered via a cable attached to a chest harness at the 

T9 level.  Electromyographical data were collected from 12 trunk muscles: the left and right 

thoracic erector spinae, the lumbar erector spinae, the rectus abdominus, the latissimus dorsi, 

the internal obliques, and external obliques.  Patient EMG reaction times were significantly 

longer (p<0.01) and more variable than controls across all muscles and loading conditions.  

Patients also adopted different muscle recruitment strategies.  After the sudden release, 

patients turned off significantly fewer (p<0.01) agonists (muscles exerting force prior to the 

release) and turned on significantly fewer (p<0.01) antagonists (muscles contracting to retard 

motion after release).  The longer reaction times may result from the altered recruitment 

patterns patients employ as they attempt to increase spine stability.  However, the loss in 

reaction time due to these altered recruitment patterns may lead to increased injury in LBP 

patients.  The authors suggested more specific rehabilitation programs should be used for 

chronic LBP patients to help them cope with unexpected loading situations. 

Stokes et al. (2000) investigated muscular response to perturbation during different 

levels of trunk muscle preactivation.  Thirteen subjects stood in an apparatus with their 

pelvises restricted.  Preload and force perturbations were provided through a chest harness.  

Through a series of anchorage points on the wall, the perturbing load was delivered at angles 

of 0, 45, 90, 135, and 180 degrees.  Subjects performed exertions to 20% or 40% maximum 
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extension effort, at which point a single full sine wave perturbation force was delivered within 

80 or 300 msec.  Electromyographical data were collected from 12 trunk muscles.  Lower 

preload was associated with more muscle responses.  20% preload effort significantly 

increased (p<0.05) muscle response in all the abdominal muscles and for all left dorsal muscles 

except the multifidus.  The authors concluded that increasing spinal preloads could increase 

spine stability during a perturbation. 

Collectively, these studies indicate that several factors, when combined with sudden 

loading, may exacerbate the risk of LBP development.  Expectation, training, posture, fatigue, 

and magnitude of applied moment have all been shown to have a significant effect upon the 

trunk’s biomechanical response to sudden load.  A dynamic system identification approach 

should be used to examine these factors to understand how they affect biomechanical 

parameters, and ultimately, the findings should be used to develop controls that minimize LBP 

risk. 

 

2.2  Dynamics of Physical Systems 

Prior to discussing the application of system identification techniques to biomechanics, 

this section will provide a brief overview of the fundamentals of physical system identification 

in classical engineering fields. 

A physical system is an assembly of physical components that act together as an entire 

unit, usually functioning dynamically, reacting to input stimuli such as force, pressure, or heat, 

and producing output responses measured in quantities such as displacement, velocity, or 

acceleration.  A system’s components and their properties directly affect the system’s output 
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response to an input stimulus.  A simple mechanical system can be decomposed into masses, 

springs, and dampers.  Masses and springs are energy storing components, while dampers are 

energy dissipating components.  These components can be defined by quantitative values, and 

using basic constitutive relations can be related to input and output signals by considering the 

forces exerted by each individual component. 

Hooke’s Law states that the force exerted by a linear spring is equal to the spring 

stiffness (k) multiplied by the distance the spring is displaced (from its resting length).  This 

spring force acts in the direction that opposes displacement: 

 

)( 0xxkf s −−=          (2-1) 

 

Similarly, the force exerted by a linear damper is equal to a viscous damping constant (b) 

multiplied by the relative velocity between the two ends of the damping device: 

 

)( 0xxbfb && −−=          (2-2) 

 

Newton’s Second Law of Motion states that the sum of all forces applied to a constant mass 

is equal to the mass multiplied by the acceleration of that mass: 
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The system’s dynamics can be calculated by summing the individual component forces 

acting upon the mass and applying this relation.  Consider the system shown in Figure 2.1 

where a simple, mechanical system with a mass of m units, a spring with a stiffness of k, and a 

damper with a damping constant of b, is illustrated.  Assume a step input force of magnitude 

f(t) is exerted upon the mass in the positive x(t) direction.  In addition, assume there are no 

gravitational forces in this example, and that the spring and damper are at their resting lengths 

at time t = 0 )0( 00 == xx & . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1.  A simple mechanical system where a force is applied to a mass, spring, and damper 
(assuming no gravity).  
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Using Newton’s Second Law and summing the forces acting on the mass: 

 

∑ +∆−∆−== fxkxbxmf x &&&        (2-4) 

 

fxkxbxm =∆+∆+ &&&        (2-5) 

 

Equation (2-5) is a second order differential equation describing the system’s behavior based 

on the components that comprise the system.  Equation (2-5) is commonly represented in 

terms of the system’s damping ratio ζ  and natural frequency nω : 

 

fxxx nnn
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where 
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n =2ω .  Equation (2-6) represents the “standard form” of a second 

order liner dynamic system.  This equation can be easily solved by performing a Laplace 

transformation and in the case of an underdamped system ( 10 <<ζ ), the resulting 

displacement is: 
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Figure 2.2 shows a plot of x(t) given a stepped force of 180 N, a mass of 10 kg, a 

spring constant of 90 N/m, and a damping constant of 60 N sec/m.  This is a special case when 

the system is critically damped (i.e. 1=ζ ). 
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Figure 2.2.  Critically damped system where b = 60 N sec/m, k = 90 N/m, m = 10 kg, and f(t) = 180 N. 
 
 
 

If the damping constant decreases, the dynamics change considerably.  The time for 

the mass to reach a steady state increases, and the mass may significantly overshoot the steady 

state and exhibit oscillatory motion.  Figure 2.3 shows the system dynamics as the damping 

ratio decreases from 60 N sec/m to 10 N sec/m, and the other system properties remain 

constant. 
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Figure 2.3.  System as b varies from 10 to 60 N sec/m, k = 90 N/m, m = 10 kg, and f(t) = 180 N. 
 
 
 

Likewise as the spring constant changes, the dynamics undergo significant change.  If 

the spring constant is doubled and all other properties remain constant, the steady state 

deflection is cut in half.  If the spring constant is halved, the steady state deflection will 

double.  In addition, as the spring constant decreases, the time to reach steady state will 

increase.  Figure 2.4 illustrates the dynamic response of a system as the spring constant varies 

from 45 N/m to 270 N/m. 
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Figure 2.4.  System as k varies from 45 to 270 N/m, b = 60 N sec/m, m = 10 kg, and f(t) = 180 N. 
 
 
 

By examining experimental data from a system identification perspective, the inertial, 

stiffness, and damping parameters can be estimated.  Estimation of these parameters leads to a 

comprehensive understanding of the system dynamics as well as how to change these 

parameters to achieve desired output.  In the context of this study, rather than changing 

parameters to affect a design, the changes in parameters are of interest as experimental 

conditions are varied.  Results from pilot work that illustrate the use of systems identification 

in an unexpected loading experiment are presented in Section 3. 
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2.3  Biomechanical System Identification Studies 

The methods used to represent system identification models can be classified in several 

ways.  In this section, a classification is introduced that will be used to categorize the 

biomechanical system identification models found in the literature, as well as the modeling 

technique described in this study. 

System identification models can employ either linear techniques or nonlinear 

techniques.  Linear modeling techniques are usually the techniques of choice, because they are 

the easiest to implement and describe.  There are two primary types of linear modeling 

techniques: those that use frequency response functions (FRFs) and those that use parametric 

estimation (PE) models.  Furthermore, either of these linear models may include coefficients 

and variables that vary with time (time-varying) or are independent of time (time invariant). 

Frequency response functions relate the amplitude and phase of the input/output signal 

ratio in the frequency domain by dividing the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the output by the 

input FFT.  Once the FRF of the system has been derived, output may be simulated or 

predicted using convolution techniques.  Model validity may be tested by comparing the 

predicted model output to the measured output.  No inferences of how physical parameters 

affect the system’s dynamic response can be made.  In this case, the system is treated as a 

black box. 

Parametric estimation modeling derives the coefficients of an assumed model structure 

such that the output of the model matches the measured output as closely as possible.  Once 

the coefficients have been formulated through experimental data, these coefficients can be 

used in equations that can predict output based on measured input.  For some PE models, 
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namely auto-regressive moving average (ARMA) models, these coefficients are just 

mathematically manipulated variables that minimize error between model and measured data, 

and do not necessarily have any relationships to the physical properties of the system.  

Structured PE models, however, are restricted in error minimization by conforming to 

equations of motion established prior to the analysis and are derived based on the laws of 

physics and system assumptions.  The coefficients derived from structured PE do, in fact, 

directly relate to the physical properties of the system (e.g. spring constants and damping 

constants). 

While linear system identification techniques are used extensively to successfully 

model real-life systems, there are systems where assumptions of linearity are not appropriate, 

and to obtain valid data from a model with an adequate level of accuracy and precision a 

nonlinear technique must be used.  There are two primary types of nonlinear modeling 

techniques: those that determine nonlinearities in the system state variables and those that 

allow the parametric equation coefficients to vary, so-called linear parameter varying (LPV) 

models.  Linear parameter varying models include linear time-varying (LTV) and linear time-

invariant (LTIV) realizations. 

Standard nonlinear models assume a structure with constant parameters, but nonlinear 

kinematic states.  For example, during extreme displacements a spring force does not change 

proportionally with displacement.  To model this, the spring stiffness remains constant, but 

force is now proportional to displacement squared or displacement cubed.  While this method 

yields a model form that is relatively easy to work with, the characteristics of each nonlinearity 

must be specified in advance prior to initiating the approximating algorithm.  For most 
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systems, it is very difficult to accurately identify all nonlinearities and their relationships with 

the kinematic states. 

On the other hand, LPV modeling involves keeping the linear model structure and 

allowing the coefficients to vary as a function of one or more system states.  A structured 

LPV modeling technique has been used to model car suspensions and successfully control and 

improve ride quality (Buckner, Schuetze, & Beno, 2001). 

The system identification model classification described previously is illustrated in 

Figure 2.5.  With the exception of human vibration research (e.g., Matsumoto & Griffin, 

2002), few studies have used system identification techniques to predict a biomechanical 

response (kinematic, muscular force, etc.) from external stimuli (loading force, acceleration, 

postural disturbance, etc.).  The subsequent sections describe the biomechanical system 

identification modeling studies, by model classification, that have been conducted. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.5.  A classification of system identification models. 
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2.3.1  Linear, TIV, FRF Biomechanical Studies 

Brereton and McGill (1998) examined FRFs of EMG activity to force inputs collected 

during impulsive contractions.  This study introduced an alternative method for processing 

EMG (compared to current methods) by tuning the cutoff frequency of a Butterworth filter to 

match muscle frequency response.  Five subjects performed rapid, isometric contractions 

while seated in three positions (0, 20, and 40 degrees lumbar flexion) at three effort levels 

(<55, 55-75, and >75% maximal effort).  In order to isolate the erector spinae muscles, 

subjects were asked to perform the exertions minimizing abdominal contractions.  Cutoff 

frequencies were qualitatively chosen by comparing average EMG from the upper and lower 

erector spinae muscles and force output graphs.  Optimal cutoff frequencies were defined as 

the cut-off frequencies that resulted in the best match of EMG and force output.  Seventy 

percent of the optimal cutoff frequencies across all trials and subjects were between 2 and 2.5 

Hz.  Interestingly, there were no significant effects of muscle length (lumbar flexion), muscle 

level, or effort on the optimal cut-off frequencies.  The authors concluded that erector spinae 

muscle force could be predicted by applying a cutoff frequency between 2 and 2.5 Hz to the 

frequency response of the muscle EMG, regardless of muscle length, contraction effort, or 

spinal level.  While this method may be valid for rapid isometric contractions, EMG bursts 

resulting from the muscle response to sudden dynamic contractions occur over a shorter 

duration of time (on the order of 200 msec or less) and would therefore require a higher low-

pass cutoff frequency (Shapiro, Gottlieb, Moore, & Corcos, 2002). 

Lafortune, Lake, and Hennig (1994) studied the relationship between ground reaction 

forces and tibial axial accelerations during running.  Five subjects participated in the study.  
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Tibial axial accelerations were measured using a piezoresistive triaxial accelerometer attached 

to the tibia via an intra-cortical traction pin.  Ground reaction forces were measured using 

force plates.  From the first four trials for each subject, individual FRFs were developed by 

dividing the FFT coefficients of the tibial accelerations by the FFT coefficients of the ground 

reaction forces.  Individual frequency domain tibial accelerations were calculated by 

multiplying the force FFT coefficients of each subject’s fifth trial by their individual transfer 

function.  These frequency domain tibial accelerations were then subjected to an inverse FFT 

(converting them to the time domain) and compared to the measured tibial accelerations.  

There were no significant (p>0.05) differences between the computed and measured averaged 

tibial acceleration peaks (9.67 g versus 9.65 g), and time shifts between the two signals were 

less than or equal to 0.2 seconds.  To determine if a general FRF could describe dynamics 

across individuals, an FRF was developed using data from all trials across all five subjects.  

This FRF was used with the average force measured from each subject to compute tibial 

accelerations.  There were no significant differences (p>0.05) between the computed and 

measured averaged tibial acceleration peaks (9.14 g versus 9.45 g), and time shifts were less 

than or equal to 0.4 seconds.  The authors concluded that the generalized transfer function 

should be applicable to other individuals performing the same running tasks.  This is an 

important finding because it allows the calculation of tibial accelerations with just ground 

reaction force data, eliminating the need for invasive surgically attached instrumentation. 

In a second study (Lafortune, Lake, & Hennig, 1996), shock transmission through the 

body was examined with different levels of impact severity and lower limb posture.  Seventeen 

subjects experienced twelve different impacts to their heels in a first experiment, and three 
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impact levels at three levels of knee flexion (0, 20 and 40 degrees) in a second experiment.  

Shock was measured by accelerometers located at the lower leg and at the head via a Plexiglas 

plate firmly bitten upon by the subjects.  An FRF was developed to calculate the 

gain/attenuation of shock transmission between the leg and head.  Impact severity had no 

effects on shock transmission through the body.  Knee angle, however, had a large effect on 

shock transmission.  As knee angle increased from 0 to 20 degrees and 20 to 40 degrees, head 

shock decreased significantly (p<0.01) from 3.12 g to 2.63 g and 2.63 g to 1.7 g, respectively.  

This study illustrates how FRFs not only allow output prediction, but also reveal differences 

across experimental conditions which would not be observable using other biomechanical 

analyses. 

Fagergren, Ekeberg, and Forssberg (2000) modeled precision grip force dynamics 

using a subsystem FRF approach.  Two experiments were conducted to determine two FRFs 

comprising the grip force actuator system:  the FRF relating the voluntary neurological input 

to the muscular force output, and the FRF relating the involuntary neurological input to the 

muscular force output.  Four male subjects participated in these two experiments.  In the first 

experiment, each subject performed 25 voluntary grips between 1% and 50% maximal 

voluntary contraction.  In the second experiment, each subject performed 40 reactive grip 

responses as a weight was dropped onto a small receptacle attached to a grip instrument.  

Since both models were linear, multiplying the two FRFs derived from these experiments 

yielded a model for the entire peripheral motor system describing grip force dynamics.  This 

FRF model, given as )28022(280)( 2 ++= ωωω jjjH , was well suited for predicting grip 

force during simulations including a control system with a sensory feedback loop. 
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2.3.2  Linear, TIV, PE Biomechanical Studies 

Corradini, Gentilucci, Leo, and Rizzolatti (1992) studied motor control of voluntary 

arm reaching and grasping movements.  Six seated subjects performed arm movements 

reaching and grasping or reaching and pointing to spherical objects placed on a table.  The 

spherical object diameters were either 7 centimeters or 0.7 centimeters, and the objects were 

placed 20 or 30 centimeters from the starting position of the subjects’ hands.  A video-based 

marker system was used to collect kinematic data.  Kinematic data were averaged for each 

subject to determine a reference variable for the motor control program.  In addition, the 

kinematic data was used to calculate output joint torques. A purely kinematic analysis 

indicated movement time significantly increased as target distance increased (p=0.002) and as 

target size decreased (p=0.005).  Peak velocity significantly increased as target distance 

increased (p<0.001) and target size decreased (p=0.004).  Deceleration time significantly 

increased as target size decreased (p=0.04).  To supplement these kinematic findings, an 

autoregressive, moving average, exogenous (ARMAX) parametric estimation model was used 

to model the motor control system, comparing the difference in reference and actual joint 

angle trajectory (controller input) to joint torque (controller output).  This model could 

predict accurate moment output based on measured input, and could also reveal qualitative 

information on how the motor control system operates.  The authors explained that variations 

in model order across conditions indicated a change in motor control programs or strategies.  

Even though kinematic data indicated significant changes in movement time and peak velocity 

(and therefore torque) with target distance, the ARMAX model revealed the system exhibited 

order invariance, meaning it responded with the same strategy, just scaled slightly (i.e. 
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analogous to multiplying a polynomial by a scalar).  Model order did, however, vary with 

object size (e.g. analogous to a completely different polynomial).  The model required more 

past data points to accurately describe the error signal between reference and actual limb 

trajectory when the target size was smaller.  This implied a stronger controller action and an 

altering of motor programs.  The model used in this study, like transfer function models, 

illustrated how system identification models can predict accurate output as well as deliver 

more information from observed phenomena compared to current occupational biomechanical 

modeling approaches. 

Mote and Kuo (1989) used an ARMAX model to examine knee varus-valgus and 

internal-external rotation angular displacement during alpine snow skiing.  A snow ski was 

instrumented with two dynamometers to record six-degree of freedom kinetics at the heel and 

toe.  Data were transformed by anthropometry and geometry to calculate kinetics acting about 

the leg axis (between the heel and toe axes).  Goniometers were used to measure varus-valgus 

and internal-external rotation displacement at the knee.  Data were collected from four 

subjects as they performed six slalom course runs.  Predicted varus-valgus and internal-

external rotation displacements using different ARMAX models (derived from the different 

slalom runs) for the same subject show less than 0.3 degree difference across the interval, 

when excited by independent measured moment inputs.  This illustrates the human knee 

response system characterized by ARMAX models is repeatable within subjects.  Across three 

of the four subjects who were similar in size and stature, knee angle predictions from different 

ARMAX models differed by less than 0.5 degrees.  The authors suggested that the issue of 

model generality be explored further to determine if one model “fits all” in the particular task 
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of downhill skiing response and in other applications.  Model generality could lead to 

important conclusive findings on how humans, as a whole, respond biomechanically in certain 

situations. 

Lin, Liu, Ray, and Nikravesh (1978) used a system identification model to determine 

the following material properties (in three directions) of the annulus fibrosus of the 

intervertebral disc: the Young’s moduli, the shear moduli, and Poisson’s ratio.  Nineteen 

lumbar motion segments were loaded on an Instron Universal Testing Machine.  Experimental 

data and output from a finite element model were compared to determine the best overall fit 

between experimental and modeled deflections.  The resulting system identification model 

could predict deflection based on experimental or simulated input.  Also, as a result of the 

system identification model development, physical material parameters were accurately 

identified.  Liu and Ray (1978) used the same system identification techniques to identify the 

relaxation moduli of the intervertebral disc. 

Thelen, Schultz, Fassois, and Ashton-Miller (1994) used a system identification model 

to predict individual muscle forces from EMG.  Nine male subjects performed six maximal 

voluntary exertions, four calibration tasks (sequential flexion, extension, right and left bend, 

and clockwise and counterclockwise axial twist) and four validation tasks in flexion-extension, 

lateral bending, and axial twist (a slow cyclic bi-directional exertion, a fast cyclic bi-directional 

exertion, and two single direction pulse exertions).  During the trials, the subjects stood 

upright with their lower extremities fixed with padded restraints.  EMG data were collected 

from fourteen muscles, and force data were collected from two force plates (one contacting 

the subject’s buttocks and one contacting the subject’s feet).  An Output Error (OE) system 
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identification model was used to obtain coefficients relating force production to EMG.  These 

mathematical coefficients were obtained by normalizing the EMG to maximum exertion levels 

and minimizing a cost function consisting of a curve tracing a covariance matrix.  While 

probably more accurate than selecting a single gain to describe the EMG and force 

relationship, the validation data showed substantial error.  Comparing measured and EMG-

predicted moments revealed errors up to 29%, 34%, and 44%, for mean sagittal moment, 

mean frontal moment, and mean coronal moment, respectively. 

Radwin (2000) used a mechanical parametric estimation model to examine the shock 

absorbing properties of the human hand when loaded with impulsive torque from hand tools.  

An experimental apparatus consisting of a torsional spring of known stiffness, negligible 

viscous damping, and a known inertial mass delivered an input torque (internal/external wrist 

rotation) to the human hand tool operator.  Subject stiffness, damping, and inertia were 

estimated based upon the dynamic response (angle deflection as a function of time) of the 

subject’s hand.  To determine if subject parameters would vary, the following conditions were 

tested: handle shape, tool orientation (either vertical or horizontal), handle height, and pistol 

length.  Thirteen female and 12 male subjects depressed a throttle switch to invoke the input 

torque.  Handle height in a horizontal and vertical orientation significantly (p<0.01) affected 

subject stiffness, mass, and damping.  Pistol length in a horizontal and vertical orientation 

significantly (p<0.01) affected stiffness and damping.  In a vertical orientation, gender 

significantly (p<0.01) affected stiffness and damping.  The author suggested that parametric 

estimation modeling would help design better hand tools and workplaces by understanding the 

human kinematic response to impulsive hand torques.  The author stated this research would 
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lead to a more comprehensive dynamic model of the hand-arm system to address hand tool 

and workplace design. 

Cholewicki et al. (2000) investigated two methods of determining the effects of 

external trunk loading on lumbar spine stability.  One method used trunk muscle EMG and a 

biomechanical model to calculate a stability index.  A second method involved the calculation 

of effective trunk stiffness from trunk kinematics immediately following a quick release 

experiment.  The authors hypothesized that the kinematic response immediately following the 

force release would be entirely determined by the lumbar spine stability immediately prior to 

the release, and that calculations from the two methods would correlate.  Twelve subjects 

were positioned in a semi-seated test apparatus that fixed their pelvises, and wore chest 

harnesses that provided resistance via cables attached at the T9 level.  Subjects exerted 

isometric trunk extension, flexion, and lateral bending until 35% maximal force was reached.  

At this point, an electromagnet initiated the release of the harness cable.  In addition to subject 

exertion, horizontal loads (applied via a parallel cable) and vertical loads (applied via lead shot 

in the chest harness) were tested to simulate varying stability levels.  The horizontal loads 

tested were 0, 10, and 20% of the subject’s body weight.  The vertical loads tested were 0, 

20, and 40% of the subject’s body weight.  All load permutations were tested in random 

order.  Trunk kinematics were measured by a motion sensor affixed to the back at the T9 

level, and EMG was recorded from 12 trunk muscles.  For the kinematic analysis, the trunk 

was represented as a second order system with an inertia, damping coefficient, and stiffness 

coefficient.  In order to accurately estimate trunk kinematics, 250 msec of data was collected 

after the force release.  Effective trunk stability was then calculated as the second derivative of 
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the system’s potential energy (a function of the stiffness coefficient).  Added horizontal and 

vertical loads did increase the stability index and the effective stability (average stiffness 

coefficients varied from 785 Nm/rad under no load conditions to 2200 Nm/rad under 

maximum load conditions), however, there was little correlation between the two measures.  

The authors cited involuntary muscle reflex, occurring within 40 to 80 msec after the drop, as 

the reason for this poor correlation.  The reflex response led to augmentation of stability.  This 

latter conclusion was deduced indirectly, but the authors recognized it as an important issue 

that should be addressed in future studies. 

In a similar study, Cholewicki et al. (1999) used the quick release methodology to 

determine if lumbar spine stability increased with an abdominal belt and increased IAP.  Ten 

subjects participated in the study.  Electromyographical data were collected from 12 trunk 

muscles, and IAP was measured with an intra-gastric pressure transducer.  Two factors were 

tested: with belt and without belt, and 0%, 40%, and 80% maximum IAP.  Higher IAP 

increased trunk stiffness significantly (p<0.05) in flexion (up to 42%) and lateral bending (up 

to 30%).  Wearing the belt also increased trunk stiffness significantly (p<0.05) in flexion and 

lateral bending.  At 0% IAP, the belt increased stiffness by 29% and 9% for flexion and lateral 

bending respectively.  At 80% IAP, the belt increased stiffness by 41% and 57% for flexion 

and lateral bending respectively.  Wearing the belt, however, did not significantly increase 

EMG in any of the 12 trunk muscles, indicating the increases in stiffness were probably 

attributed to passive tissue alterations and not increases in active muscular tension. 

Johansson and Magnusson (1989) studied the dynamic characteristics of human 

posture response (body sway) to perturbing vibrations.  Six subjects experienced vibrations of 
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60 Hz and 0.4 mm amplitude delivered via small vibrators attached to the calf muscle.  A 

parametric estimation model was developed relating the perturbing vibration to the balancing 

sagittal torque response (measured from a force plate).  The following physically meaningful 

parameters could be identified through this model: swiftness, stiffness, and damping.  

Swiftness indicated the highest angular frequency the postural control system can respond to.  

Stiffness controlled the level of deviation from equilibrium.  A high stiffness value indicated 

small deviations during perturbation.  Damping controlled the attenuation of sway velocity.  A 

high damping value indicated small sway velocities during perturbation.  Swiftness, stiffness, 

and damping values were collected from all subjects, and a generalized model was developed 

using these estimated parameters as coefficients.  The model was simulated using vibration 

stimulus input and model output matched well with measured data (p<0.05). 

Collectively, these studies indicate the strength of parametric estimation models in 

deriving values that have physical meaning.  The derivation of physical parameters within the 

system “black box” increases the knowledge and understanding of how the underlying 

dynamics of these systems operate, allowing for more accurate estimates and predictions and 

the application of these results for design or process improvement. 

 

2.3.3   LTV Biomechanical Studies 

No biomechanical studies to date have used time-varying models to describe 

biomechanical response.  Because of the inherent time-varying behavior of muscle systems, 

there is a need for accurate, time-varying modeling techniques to address the deficiencies and 

inaccuracies resulting from the application of linear, time-invariant modeling techniques to 
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these systems.  In addition, such modeling techniques must be easy to implement and deliver 

repeatable results to gain favor and widespread use within the biomechanics community.  LTV 

models with parameters identified using self-adapting basis functions (so-called “intelligent 

system identification”) provide one means for accomplishing these goals.   

Biomechanics researchers may not be aware of the intelligent techniques available, and 

that might explain the small number of overall biomechanical system identification studies that 

have been conducted.  Those researchers that have used linear, time-invariant system 

identification techniques have done so with limited success, probably leading to abandonment 

of future system identification work.  Cholewicki et al. (2000), in fact, cited the time-varying 

aspects of muscle response as interfering with their time-invariant model assumptions.  Other 

researchers may never attempt to model muscle systems because they recognize the nonlinear 

or time-varying aspects of the system, and may consider nonlinear and time-varying system 

identification techniques too unreliable or complex. 

The specific aim of this study was to introduce an LTV model that is simple to 

construct and implement and yields repeatable results; thereby, educating the biomechanical 

community and opening the door to more realistic and accurate investigations of muscle 

mechanics.  Sudden loading represents one under-investigated specific area where LTV 

models could be applied to immediately obtain more realistic results that contribute to the 

science, as well as lead to more appropriate workplace design recommendations.  Pilot work 

investigating the application of LTV models to sudden loading response is presented in 

Section 3. 
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3.  PILOT WORK 

This section presents a pilot study applying intelligent system identification techniques 

to the sudden and unexpected loading of the human trunk. One female (age: 26, weight: 150 

lbs., height: 65 inches) was subjected to sudden loads across several conditions.   

 

3.1  Apparatus 

The test apparatus used in the pilot study, depicted in Figure 3.1, was comprised of a 

wooden stationary fixture, an electromagnet rigidly attached to a another stationary structure, 

a trigger to de-energize the magnet, a magnet coupling connected (via nylon rope) to a force 

gauge and chest harness (to be donned by subjects), four pairs of EMG electrodes, and one 

motion analysis sensor.  The wooden fixture included two seat belts to secure the subject’s 

pelvis in an upright position, restricting lower extemity movement while allowing the trunk to 

rotate freely, sagitally about the L5/S1 vertebral level.  Wood, rather than metal, was used for 

the fixture to eliminate eddy current interference with the electro-magnetic motion analysis 

system (Ascension Technology Corporation, 1999). 
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Figure 3.1.  Experimental apparatus. 

 

3.2  Experimental Variables 

3.2.1  Independent Variables 

The independent variables in this study included expectation, fatigue level, initial trunk 

flexion angle, and training.  Unexpected loads have been shown to lead to high EMG response 

and large trunk deflection (Carlson et al., 1981; Magnusson et al., 1996; Marras et al., 1987; 

Thomas et al., 1998; Wilder et al., 1996), but if the sudden loads are expected, these 

responses are largely attenuated.  Lavender et al. (1989) found that a 400-msec preview time 

was sufficient to significantly decrease peak and mean EMG compared to a 0, 100, and 200-

msec preview time.  Therefore, two preview time levels were used in this experiment (no 
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preview time versus a 400-msec preview time) to examine the effects of expectation on trunk 

dynamics. 

Muscular fatigue has been shown to increase muscle reaction times (EMG onset) and 

reduce muscle compensatory function (Magnusson et al., 1996; Parnianpour et al., 1988; 

Wilder et al., 1996).  In this study, trials where lumbar muscles were not fatigued were 

compared with trials where lumbar muscles were subjected to a fatiguing exertion.  The 

fatiguing exertion is described in detail in Section 3.3. 

Under “no load” conditions, greater forward trunk flexion leads to a larger stretching 

of passive tissues and therefore a higher preload may be helpful.  Mannion et al. (2000) 

suggested the spine may be less stable without tension in the passive structures during flexion.  

Increased preload has been shown to decrease angular deflection and EMG amplitude 

following load delivery (Krajcarski et al., 1999; Stokes et al., 2000).  It was therefore of 

interest to examine the effects of two ranges of initial trunk flexion angle (20-40 and 40-60 

degrees). 

Finally, two levels of training (untrained trials versus trials following a training 

protocol) were investigated in this pilot work to determine the effect of training on dynamic 

response.  Previous work has shown that flexion and EMG magnitudes during sudden loads 

were reduced following training (Lavender et al., 1993; Magnusson et al., 1996; Wilder et al., 

1996). The training protocol is described in detail in Section 3.3. 
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3.2.2  Dependent Variables 

Dependent variables used in this experiment included peak muscle stiffness, average 

muscle stiffness, peak muscle torque (the maximum of the muscle stiffness array multiplied by 

angular deflection), rotational muscle work (the scalar product of the peak torque array and 

angular deflection), and rotational muscle impulse (the scalar product of the peak torque array 

and time).  These five variables were calculated from stiffness functions derived from an 

intelligent system identification technique.  EMG data were collected using four pairs of 

bipolar electrodes from the left and right erector spinae longissimus, and left and right erector 

spinae iliocostalis, as researchers have discovered the erector spinae is actually comprised of 

multiple muscle groups (Bogduk, 1980).  Trunk angular displacement was recorded from an 

electromagnetic sensor placed at the T9 vertebral level. 

 

3.3  Experimental Procedures 

The subject was weighed and the distance from the subject’s L5/S1 joint to the 

glenohumeral joint was measured.  Using Dempster’s tables (Winter, 1990), anthropometric 

values necessary for the system identification approach were calculated from subject 

measurements:  trunk mass (m) = 40 kg, moment of inertia (J) = 5.4 kg m2, and radius of 

gyration (r) = 0.4 m.  Following anthropometric measures, bipolar silver-silver chloride 

surface electrodes were placed on the left and right erector spinae longissimus muscle groups 

(3 cm from the midline at the L3 vertebral level) and the left and right erector spinae 

iliocostalis muscle groups (6 cm from the midline at the L3 vertebral level) using 

hypoallergenic double-sided tape.  Electromyographical data and two triggers to mark sudden 
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load application for the two expectation conditions were collected at 1024 Hz, more than 

twice the maximum firing frequency of the trunk muscles sampled.  A 6 degree-of-freedom, 

DC magnetic motion sensor was placed on the subject’s back at the T9 level using 

hypoallergenic double sided tape.  Motion data were collected at 85.33 Hz (1024 Hz/12) to 

synchronize the EMG and motion data sets.  The subject donned the chest harness and was 

secured in the stationary wooden fixture using the two seatbelts.  The electromagnet was 

energized to serve as a controllable coupling between the force gauge and chest harness.  Two 

nylon ropes connecting the harness to the force gauge were respectively adjusted such that the 

subject’s flexion angle was approximately 20 degrees and approximately 40 degrees as the 

subject hung forward relaxing all muscles.  These rope lengths were used to approximate the 

two levels of initial trunk flexion angle during the experiment. 

Following the experimental setup, the subject experienced 38 sudden load trials on 

Day 1 of the experiment.  For each trial, with no external loads, the subject relaxed all muscles 

and assumed a forward flexed position with arms crossed.  A force gauge was used to ensure 

the subject was not exerting any muscle force prior to the sudden load or prior to an audible 

warning signal preceding the sudden load.  Once the subject assumed the relaxed position, a 

sudden load was delivered within a random time interval between 1 and 20 seconds.  Sudden 

loads were triggered by de-energizing the electromagnetic coupling, which created a moment 

caused by the subject’s trunk weight.  The subject was instructed to retard her forward motion 

as quickly as possible following a sudden load, emulating a gymnast “sticking a landing”.  

Following each sudden release trial, the subject was allowed to rest for two minutes. 
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The first 16 of these 38 trials were conducted without muscular fatigue.  Eight of these 

trials occurred with an initial trunk flexion angle of 20-40 degrees and eight trials occurred 

with an initial flexion angle of 40-60 degrees.  Eight of the trials were conducted without 

warning that the drop was eminent, and eight trials utilized a 400-msec audible warning tone.  

For these trials, the subject was instructed to stiffen when the warning tone was heard.  The 

delivery order of the two different expectation levels and two different initial angle conditions 

was randomized within these 16 trials. 

The remaining 22 of these 38 trials were identical to the first, where expectation and 

initial angle were randomized within 16 trials.  In this second set of trials, however, a fatiguing 

exertion preceded each trial.  In addition, immediately following each trial and one minute 

after the trial, the subject marked a line on a 6-inch long visual analog scale (VAS) indicating 

how fatigued her back muscles were.  An additional six trials were conducted to obtain a 

better estimate of experimental variance to be used in future sample size calculations.  These 

six trials consisted of the conditions predicted to produce the greatest variability – 

unexpected, 20-40 degree, fatigued, untrained trials. 

It was important to ensure that the fatiguing exertion resulted in a measurable 

difference in muscular fatigue compared to fresh muscle, but did not lead to an accumulation 

of fatigue across the 16 trials.  Such accumulation could lead to large increases in dependent 

variable variability.  Prior to this experiment, two experiments held on different days were 

conducted with a different pilot subject (male, 300 pounds, 77 inches) holding a box full of 

weight equal to 40% of his body weight (120 pounds).  This weight was held six times in each 

experiment at a flexion angle of 40 degrees (approximating 80% of maximal trunk exertion) 
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for greater than 10 seconds.  A two-minute rest period separated each trial.  Figures 3.2 and 

3.3 show median firing frequencies of the average of the left and right erector spinae muscles 

from the first experiment.  Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show the median frequencies of the second 

experiment.  A shift in median frequency (difference in median frequency at the start and end 

of the trial) indicates measurable fatigue in a muscle (Enoka, 1994).  The mean shift across 

both experiments was equal to 7.125 Hz.  The frequency shift and the ratio of median 

frequency to contraction time were within the range of published definitions of measurable 

fatigue (Dedering, Németh, & Harms-Ringdahl, 1999).  The mean difference in initial 

frequency between the first and last trials for the first and second experiments was 2.25 Hz 

and 0.75 Hz.  This indicated no accumulation of fatigue occurred within these experiments, 

and the fatiguing exertion was valid for the current pilot study. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3.2.  Median frequency versus time for the first trial of experiment 1. 
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Figure 3.3.  Median frequency versus time for the sixth trial of experiment 1. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Figure 3.4.  Median frequency versus time for the first trial of experiment 2. 
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Figure 3.5.  Median frequency versus time for the sixth trial of experiment 2. 
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median frequency dropped by only 0.25 Hz from the first fatigue trial to the last.  Median 

frequency decreased on average by 6 Hz from the beginning of the exertion to the end.  In 

addition, subjective results indicated the exertion was considered moderate to extremely 

fatiguing, but no fatigue accumulation occurred throughout the experiment.  These results 

further validated this fatigue methodology. 
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or motion instrumentation was used.  On Day 5, the subject experienced an experimental 

protocol identical to that of Day 1.  Results from Day 5 and Day 1 were compared to examine 

the effects of training. 

 

3.4  Modeling 

A second-order mechanical system, represented in Figure 3.6, was used to model 

trunk motion in this pilot experiment.  Because this is a rotational system, the equations of 

motion are slightly different from those presented in Section 2.2.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Figure 3.6.  A rotational biomechanical system representing the trunk during a sudden load. 
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the resting length of the torsional spring, defined as the initial trunk angle in this study.  θ(t) 

and θ0 were measured using the motion analysis sensor.  m represents the mass of the trunk, 

arms, and head, and g is the acceleration of gravity.  kt and bt refer to the torsional stiffness 

and damping coefficients of the trunk system, respectively.  Using Newton’s 2nd Law, the 

linear, time-invariant equation of motion for this biomechanical system is: 

 

∑ +−−−== θθθθθ sin)( 01/5 mgrkbJM ttSL
&&&      (3-1) 

 

The solution of Equation (3-1) is: 
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where t = time, τ = mgrsinθ, and ∆θ (t) = θ (t) - θ0.  Equation (3-2) could be used to estimate 

constant values of stiffness and damping, however as described previously, muscle systems do 

not behave linearly.  In addition, since the empirical motion data is sampled and digitized, a 

discrete form of Equation (3-2) is needed to estimate the system parameters. 
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3.5  Intelligent System Identification 

While it is probable that muscular damping does not vary over time (bt = constant) 

because the response inputs (air, synovial fluid, passive tissue viscosity) are constant, low 

magnitude values, muscle stiffness response to a sudden load is inherently time-varying.  Upon 

load application, there is a delay in muscle activity response.  Upon muscle activity 

commencement, there can be a large compensatory overshoot before activity reaches an 

equilibrium state.  Since muscle stiffness is related to muscle activity, dynamic modeling of the 

trunk biomechanical system must take into consideration the time-varying aspects of muscle 

stiffness.  Therefore, to estimate time-varying stiffness, an intelligent system identification 

technique was employed. 

Time-varying model parameters can be estimated using system identification 

techniques in a variety of ways, including radial basis function network (RBFN) approaches.  

An RBFN is a weighted sum of Gaussian activation functions, or Radial Basis Functions 

(RBFs), that operate on one or more independent inputs.  Each RBF is comprised of a center 

(the RBF midpoint with respect to the independent variable – time or displacement), a sigma 

(the spread of the RBF), and a weight (the amplitude of the RBF).  For this study, an RBFN 

was used to estimate the time-varying muscle stiffness, given by: 
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where k∆T is the sample number k multiplied by the sampling period ∆T (the inverse of 

sampling frequency), weights is a weight vector that is optimized during the system 

identification process, centers is a vector of basis function centers determined during a 

preprocessing step, and sigmas is a vector of basis function spreads also determined during a 

preprocessing step.  The network weights are optimized using measured input-output data and 

a process called “error backpropagation” (EBP) that minimizes a quadratic error cost function 

of prediction errors (Rumelhart, Hinton, & Williams, 1986).  The quadratic error cost function 

is given by: 

 

( ) ( )2

2
1∑ ∆=

k
TkC εε          (3-4) 

 

where ε is the prediction error between the estimated and actual angular displacement, given 

by: 

 

( ) ( ) ( )TkTkTk ∆−∆=∆ θθε ˆ         (3-5) 

 

( )Tkkt ∆ˆ  updates iteratively as the network weights are optimized through the EBP algorithm, 

given by:   
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where η is a positive learning rate for the RBFN used to accelerate solution convergence, 

which ranged from 106 to 109 in this study, and ( )
weights

C
∂

∂ ε  is given by the chain rule as: 
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Referring to Equations (3-1), (3-4), (3-5), and (3-6) it follows that: 
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where T∆  is the sampling period = 1/85.33 sec.  Substituting Equation (3-8) into (3-6) yields: 
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weightsnew can be substituted into Equation (3-3) yielding: 
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Equations (3-9) and (3-10) demonstrate how time-varying stiffness is derived using the EBP 

algorithm.  To initiate the algorithm, initial conditions and parameter seed values must be 

specified for the first iteration (k∆T = 0).  Since each trial starts with the subject at rest, 

( ) ( ) 00ˆ0ˆ ==θθ & .  )0(ˆ
tk  was set to 1000 Nm/rad, and )0(t̂b  was set to 42 Nm sec/rad, based 

upon values determined from Cholewicki et al. (2000).  Finally, while tb̂  did not vary with 

time, the constant value of tb̂  was allowed to vary across iterations to facilitate RBFN 

convergence.  The intelligent system identification and preprocessing procedure used in this 

study is illustrated schematically in Figure 3.7.   
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Figure 3.7.  Intelligent system identification and preprocessing procedure. 
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3.5.1  Network Preprocessing 

In many intelligent system identification applications, RBFN centers and sigmas are 

chosen arbitrarily, because little is known about the functions that drive the variable of 

interest.  In biomechanical system identification studies, however, EMG can provide 

advantageous information regarding the determination of optimal centers and sigmas, 

facilitating RBFN performance.  Since active muscle stiffness dominates overall stiffness in the 

experimental trunk angular displacement range, EMG data indicate where RBF centers (based 

on peaks in the EMG data) and RBF sigmas (based on the spread of the EMG data) should be 

chosen.  Prior to determining the RBF centers and sigmas, the EMG data were filtered, 

rectified, averaged, and processed to determine when the trunk muscles were active and when 

the muscles were at rest. 

For each of the four EMG signals, the data were filtered with a low pass filter with 

cutoff frequency of 400 Hz to remove high frequency artifacts and bandstop filters of 59-61, 

83-87, 119-121, 169-173, 179-181, 239-241, 254-258, 299-301, 339-343, and 359-361 Hz to 

remove 60 Hz noise (and harmonics) and noise associated with the electromagnetic motion 

analysis system (85.33 Hz and harmonics).  Figure 3.8 shows the power spectral density 

(PSD) of an unfiltered EMG signal from the pilot data, and Figure 3.9 shows the PSD of the 

same signal after filtering. 
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Figure 3.8.  Power spectral density plot of EMG data prior to filtering. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.9.  Power spectral density plot of EMG data after filtering. 
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After initial filtering to remove artifacts, the data were rectified and filtered a second 

time to identify EMG peaks occurring from 0-10 Hz.  This second filtering process involved 

low-pass filtering the data with a cutoff frequency of 10 Hz using a second-order Butterworth 

filter with three forward and backward passes to remove phase shift, adopted from Thelen, 

Schultz, and Ashton-Miller (1993).  The cutoff frequency was selected by examining EMG 

sudden loading response data from two previous subjects.  Buchthal and Schmalbruch (1970) 

previously defined the contraction response time of muscle by measuring the time between 

EMG onset and EMG peak value (a quarter sine wave).  The authors translated contraction 

response time into cutoff frequency by taking the inverse of the contraction response time and 

dividing it by four (accounting for the fact this is a quarter sine wave).  In this study, the 

shortest unique EMG contraction response time measured from the two subjects was 

approximately 50 msec.  Since each EMG contraction time is equal to one quarter of a cycle 

of a sine wave, the shortest EMG burst occurred at a frequency of 5 Hz (0.25 cycles/50 

msec).  To guard against the unfavorable effects of aliasing, the cutoff frequency was set at 10 

Hz (5 Hz multiplied by two). 

Following filtering, active muscle activity was distinguished from resting activity.  For 

each EMG signal, a muscle was determined as active if the EMG magnitude exceeded the 

mean of resting EMG activity plus three standard deviations of this mean (DiFabio, 1987).  

For each trial, the four processed EMG signals were averaged to represent the comprehensive 

extensor muscle response to sudden loading.  In addition, since muscle force generation (and 

therefore stiffness generation) lags muscle activity by approximately 50 msec (Cavanagh & 

Komi, 1979; Granata, Ikeda, & Abel, 2000; Zhou, Carey, Snow, Lawson, & Morrison, 1998), 
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a 50-msec delay was added after the sudden load impulse (from the trigger switch) in each 

trial.  Figure 3.10 illustrates an averaged, processed lumbar extensor muscle signal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Figure 3.10.  Averaged, processed extensor muscle signal. 
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approximated the trunk muscle signal.  The algorithm was concluded when the quadratic error 

cost function reached a minimum. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.11.  Convergence of the network preprocessing algorithm after 5 iterations. 
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Figure 3.12.  Convergence of the network preprocessing algorithm after 50 iterations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.13.  Convergence of the network preprocessing algorithm after 200 iterations. 
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3.5.2  Parameter Estimation 

The optimized centers and sigmas from the network preprocessing algorithm were 

implemented into the RBFN to estimate the time-varying stiffness, from Equation (3-10), for 

each trial.  Prior to applying the RBFN, the trunk motion data were filtered with a low-pass 

Butterworth filter with cutoff frequency of 10 Hz.  The cutoff frequency was selected by 

examining sudden loading response motion data from two previous subjects.  The quickest 

motion responses recorded from these two subjects occurred in approximately 50 msec 

(during loads that were preceded by a warning event).  Since each motion response (from 

onset to peak angular displacement) is equal to one quarter of a cycle of a sine wave, the 

quickest motion response occurred at a frequency of 5 Hz (0.25 cycles/50 msec).  To guard 

against the unfavorable effects of aliasing, the cutoff frequency was set at 10 Hz (5 Hz 

multiplied by two).  Figures 3.14-3.16 show how the RBFN “learned” the system dynamics 

and updated predicted angular displacement (the solid green line) to converge with the 

empirical angular displacement (dotted blue curve).  The iterative algorithm was ended when 

the quadratic error cost function reached a minimum. 
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Figure 3.14.  Convergence of the RBFN after 10 iterations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.15.  Convergence of the RBFN after 100 iterations. 
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Figure 3.16.  Convergence of the RBFN after 170 iterations. 

 
 
 
Figure 3.17 shows the plot of estimated model stiffness as a function of time for the 

unexpected trial (0-msec warning) depicted in Figure 3.16.  In contrast, Figure 3.18 shows a 

plot of estimated stiffness during an expected loading trial.  Note the presence of stiffness at 

the first sampling time interval, indicating the subject was able to pre-tense her muscles with a 

400-msec preview time.  Large stiffness values, due to pre-tension, lead to small deflections 

and potentially less LBP risk due to lower torque, work, and impulse values. 
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Figure 3.17.  Predicted time-varying stiffness from an unexpected loading trial. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.18.  Predicted time-varying stiffness from an expected loading trial. 
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In addition to providing peak and average stiffness calculations, time-varying stiffness 

estimations allow the calculation of resultant muscle torque as a function of time, peak muscle 

torque, muscle work (torque as a function of time multiplied by angular deflection), and 

muscle impulse (torque multiplied by time).  These output variables may provide insight into 

injury mechanisms during sudden loading.  These variables were calculated for each trial and 

are presented in the next section, Section 3.6.  T-tests were conducted to determine significant 

differences between conditions for these five variables. 

 

3.6  Pilot Work Results 

Table 3.1 shows the means and standard deviations of peak muscle stiffness, average 

muscle stiffness, peak muscle torque, muscle work, and muscle impulse for the main effects of 

expectation: unexpected (0-msec warning) loading and expected (400-msec warning) sudden 

loading.  p-values from a t-test comparing the two conditions are also included in Table 3.1. 

 
 

Table 3.1  Unexpected versus expected loading means with standard deviations in parentheses. 
Variable Unexpected Loading

(mean (std. dev.)) 
Expected Loading 
(mean (std. dev.)) 

p-value 

Peak stiffness (Nm/rad) 1070.8 (300.0) 2229.2 (1110.1) <0.001 
Average stiffness (Nm/rad) 410.1 (117.2) 1176.1 (674.9) <0.001 
Peak muscle torque (Nm) 196.0 (63.7) 167.7 (69.8) 0.048 
Muscle work (Nm rad) 360.1 (187.7) 218.6 (175.7) 0.0013 
Muscle impulse (Nm sec) 526.9 (233.0) 435.3 (247.0) 0.066 
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Table 3.2 shows the dependent variable means, standard deviations, and p-values 

comparing the main effect of initial trunk angle: 20 to 40-degree initial trunk angle and 40 to 

60-degree initial trunk angle. 

 

Table 3.2  20-40 versus 40-60 degree initial flexion means with standard deviations in parentheses. 
Variable 20-40 Degree Flexion 

(mean (std. dev.)) 
40-60 Degree Flexion 
(mean (std. dev.)) 

p-value 

Peak stiffness (Nm/rad) 1449.7 (823.1) 1825.1 (1116.2) 0.070 
Average stiffness (Nm/rad) 732.0 (496.0) 832.7 (717.7) 0.26 
Peak muscle torque (Nm) 196.6 (61.0) 186.3 (64.9) 0.26 
Muscle work (Nm rad) 409.9 (243.1) 251.4 (164.2) 0.0017 
Muscle impulse (Nm sec) 568.5 (219.1) 420.6 (262.8) 0.009 

 
 
 
Table 3.3 shows the dependent variable means, standard deviations, and p-values 

comparing the main effect of fatigue: unfatigued trunk muscles and fatigued trunk muscles. 

 

Table 3.3  Unfatigued versus fatigued means with standard deviations in parentheses. 
Variable No Fatigue 

(mean (std. dev.)) 
Fatigue 
(mean (std. dev.)) 

p-value 

Peak stiffness (Nm/rad) 1627.4 (935.1) 1634.7 (1049.5) 0.49 
Average stiffness (Nm/rad) 776.5 (574.7) 774.8 (660.4) 0.50 
Peak muscle torque (Nm) 176.7 (62.8) 206.2 (60.0) 0.030 
Muscle work (Nm rad) 270.7 (178.4) 390.6 (244.4) 0.0014 
Muscle impulse (Nm sec) 442.0 (233.4) 547.1 (261.1) 0.047 
 
 
 

Since expectation may confound the effects of fatigue, fatigue effects were 

investigated separately within the unexpected condition, and within the expected condition.  

Table 3.4 shows the dependent variable means, standard deviations, and p-values comparing 

the effects of fatigue within the unexpected trials. Table 3.5 shows the dependent variable 
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means, standard deviations, and p-values comparing the effects of fatigue within the expected 

trials. 

 

Table 3.4  Unfatigued versus fatigued unexpected trial means and standard deviations. 
Variable No Fatigue 

(Unexpected) 
(mean (std. dev.)) 

Fatigue 
(Unexpected) 
(mean (std. dev.)) 

p-value 

Peak stiffness (Nm/rad) 1159.5 (362.7) 952.5 (209.6) 0.03 
Average stiffness (Nm/rad) 437.0 (146.1) 371.6 (80.3) 0.065 
Peak muscle torque (Nm) 206.9 (48.2) 223.6 (39.3) 0.15 
Muscle work (Nm rad) 349.3 (173.0) 536.1 (196.6) 0.0038 
Muscle impulse (Nm sec) 468.3 (260.9) 639.3 (201.6) 0.024 
 
 

Table 3.5  Unfatigued versus fatigued expected trial means and standard deviations. 
Variable No Fatigue 

(Expected) 
(mean (std. dev.)) 

Fatigue 
(Expected) 
(mean (std. dev.)) 

p-value 

Peak stiffness (Nm/rad) 2126.4 (1102.5) 2332.1 (1146.6) 0.31 
Average stiffness (Nm/rad) 1138.5 (642.3) 1213.7 (726.5) 0.38 
Peak muscle torque (Nm) 146.6 (62.3) 188.7 (72.4) 0.044 
Muscle work (Nm rad) 192.1 (150.6) 245.0 (199.1) 0.20 
Muscle impulse (Nm sec) 415.8 (207.6) 454.9 (286.6) 0.33 
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Table 3.6 shows the dependent variable means, standard deviations, and p-values 

comparing the main effect of training – Day 1 trials and Day 5 trials following training. 

 

Table 3.6  Untrained versus trained means with standard deviations in parentheses. 
Variable No Training 

(mean (std. dev.)) 
Training 
(mean (std. dev.)) 

p-value 

Peak stiffness (Nm/rad) 1632.7 (940.1) 1629.9 (1049.0) 0.50 
Average stiffness (Nm/rad) 753.1 (509.1) 810.2 (710.4) 0.36 
Peak muscle torque (Nm) 193.7 (56.5) 189.2 (69.1) 0.39 
Muscle work (Nm rad) 334.2 (227.0) 327.1 (217.8) 0.45 
Muscle impulse (Nm sec) 485.2 (239.9) 503.9 (265.8) 0.38 
 
 
 

Previous studies have shown training has no effect on trunk response to unexpected 

(0-msec warning) loading (Lavender et al., 1993; Magnusson et al., 1996).  Therefore, since 

expectation may confound the effects of training during the unexpected condition, training 

effects were investigated separately within the unexpected and expected conditions.  Table 3.7 

shows the dependent variable means, standard deviations, and p-values comparing the effects 

of fatigue within the unexpected trials. Table 3.8 shows the dependent variable means, 

standard deviations, and p-values comparing the effects of fatigue within the expected trials. 

 

Table 3.7  Untrained versus trained unexpected trial means and standard deviations. 
Variable No Training 

(Unexpected) 
(mean (std. dev.)) 

Training 
(Unexpected) 
(mean (std. dev.)) 

p-value 

Peak stiffness (Nm/rad) 1075.9 (226.8) 1065.7 (366.8) 0.46 
Average stiffness (Nm/rad) 429.9 (87.0) 390.2 (141.4) 0.17 
Peak muscle torque (Nm) 210.7 (44.2) 219.8 (45.0) 0.28 
Muscle work (Nm rad) 447.0 (205.3) 438.5 (212.2) 0.45 
Muscle impulse (Nm sec) 579.6 (254.0) 528.0 (241.6) 0.28 
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Table 3.8  Untrained versus trained expected trial means and standard deviations. 
Variable No Training 

(Expected) 
(mean (std. dev.)) 

Training 
(Expected) 
(mean (std. dev.)) 

p-value 

Peak stiffness (Nm/rad) 1963.1 (915.2) 2274.7 (1208.3) 0.22 
Average stiffness (Nm/rad) 976.9 (504.5) 1290.2 (798.4) 0.11 
Peak muscle torque (Nm) 176.7 (63.4) 158.7 (76.6) 0.24 
Muscle work (Nm rad) 221.5 (193.1) 215.7 (162.9) 0.46 
Muscle impulse (Nm sec) 390.8 (188.2) 479.8 (293.9) 0.16 
 
 
 

In addition, across all trials in this study, the mean damping constant coefficient was 

91.4 Nm sec/rad with a standard deviation of 56.8 Nm sec/rad.  While the coefficient of 

variation in this study was greater than 0.5, in a previous study, Cholewicki et al. (2000) 

found similar values (mean = 42 Nm sec/rad, standard deviation = 64 Nm sec/rad).  In 

addition, the magnitudes of these data are negligible in the dynamic model so the high 

variability is not a concern. 

 

3.7  Pilot Work Discussion 
 

Table 3.1 indicates a clear difference in trunk muscle response between the unexpected 

and expected conditions.  Peak and average stiffness were both significantly greater 

(p<0.0001) in the expected condition where a 400-msec audible warning signal preceded the 

sudden load.  In addition to an increase in stiffness, peak muscle torque and muscle work were 

significantly less (p<0.05 and p<0.005, respectively) in the expected condition.  There was a 

trend for muscle impulse to be significantly less in the expected condition; however, this was 

not significant at the α=0.05 level.  While more subjects were needed to test this experimental 

method (these data were based on just one subject), these preliminary results indicated the 
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trunk biomechanical system is at greater risk if no warning precedes a sudden load, with 

greater overshooting muscular response torque, greater muscle work (energy) applied to the 

system, and greater change in muscular momentum (impulse). 

Table 3.2 indicates a difference in trunk muscle response between the 20-40 and 40-60 

degree initial trunk angle conditions.  On average, peak stiffness was greater with greater 

initial trunk flexion, however this was not significant at the α = 0.05 level.  There was a slight 

increase in average stiffness with the greater trunk flexion condition, although not significant.  

Mean peak torque was slightly less in the greater trunk flexion condition, but not significantly.  

Work and impulse were significantly less (p<0.005 and p<0.01, respectively) in the greater 

trunk flexion condition.  The effect of initial angle, however, did not appear to be as important 

as expectation and in addition the biomechanical model used in this study was based on 

stiffnesses derived from active muscles, and passive stiffness contributions from muscles, 

tendons, intervertebral discs, and fascia were not taken into account in the modeling.  At 

increased trunk flexion angles, where there is a significant contribution of stiffness from 

passive components, this model would probably not be sufficient to accurately predict trunk 

stiffness.  Therefore, a single low flexion angle (20 degrees) was implemented in the refined 

experiment described in Section 4.0. 

Table 3.3 indicates the main effect of fatigue causes a significant increase in peak 

torque (p<0.05), work (p<0.005), and impulse (p<0.05).  No differences were found in the 

stiffness variables, however.  In fact, the peak and average stiffnesses were nearly identical in 

unfatigued and fatigued conditions.  This may be a result of the expected condition (with 400-

msec warning) confounding the effects of fatigue.  Table 3.4 indicates a significant decrease in 
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peak (p<0.05) and average stiffness (p<0.10) with fatigue within unexpected trials, and Table 

3.5 shows no significant differences in muscle stiffness, work, or impulse with fatigue within 

expected trials.  Sudden loads experienced when the trunk muscles are in a fatigued state may 

pose an increased risk of injury as the system reacts with more violent torque, work, and 

impulse to overcompensate for its compromised state.  Adequate work-rest cycles could be 

implemented in work environments where sudden loads occur to possibly prevent the 

exacerbation of sudden loads with fatigue.  Results also indicate that expectation may cancel 

out some of the effects of fatigue, and this hypothesis was investigated further as more 

subjects were run. 

Table 3.6 indicates no significant differences in any variables comparing the main 

effect of the untrained trials with the trained trials.  However, the unexpected condition 

probably acts to confound training as previous work has shown training unable to affect the 

response to unexpected loads with no warning.  Table 3.7 verifies this point as no significant 

differences are found with training within unexpected trials, and all variables are nearly equal 

in magnitude.  Table 3.8 also does not show any significant differences of training within 

expected trials, however peak stiffness increases by 16%, average stiffness increases by 32%, 

and peak torque decreases by 11%.  It was believed these variables would show significant 

differences with a larger sample size.  Increased statistical power could also be gained by 

increasing the number of training sessions, or increasing the number of trials per training 

session.  Interestingly, work is nearly equal between the untrained and trained variables within 

expected trials, and impulse increases by 23%.  This result may indicate that the trunk 

biomechanical system attenuates sudden loads after training by adopting a strategy that 
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“smooths out” torque (decreases peaks in torque) over an increased time interval.  These 

results warrant further investigation, and a revised and refined methodology is presented in 

Section 4, serving as the main study of this dissertation. 
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4.  METHODS 

This section describes the methodology used in this research study, refined from the 

experimental methods employed in the pilot study. 

 

4.1  Subjects 

Six male subjects with a mean age of 30.5 years (standard deviation = 3.5 years) with 

no previous back surgeries, no current back pain or history of significant back pain, and no 

physical or mental disabilities served as participants in this study.  Subjects signed an informed 

consent form (shown in Appendix A) prior to participation in the study.  Upon completion of 

the study, subjects were rewarded with an Ergonomics Lab T-shirt and a $100 cash award. 

The number of subjects and trials were determined by considering the pilot study 

experimental results.  The 10 unexpected, 20 degree, fatigued, untrained trials (four original + 

six additional) collected on the first day of the pilot experiment were used to approximate the 

variance for each dependent variable.  The standard deviations from these 10 trials were:  

177.5 Nm/rad (peak stiffness), 89.6 Nm/rad (average stiffness), 38.1 Nm (peak torque), 109.0 

Nm rad (work), and 141.3 Nm sec (impulse).  By examining the pilot data for the smallest, 

anticipated, main-effect differences in dependent variable group means, the following 

minimum desired differences in means were determined: 400 Nm/rad (peak stiffness), 100 

Nm/rad (average stiffness), 30 Nm (peak torque), 150 Nm rad (work), and 100 Nm sec 

(impulse).  Using a significance level (α) of 0.05, statistical power (1-β) of 0.90, and a two-

tailed analysis, sample size calculations indicated the number of observations to detect the 

minimum desired differences for each dependent variable were: 5 for peak stiffness, 17 for 
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average stiffness, 34 for peak torque, 12 for work, and 41 for impulse.  With this in mind, 

eight replicates of three independent variables were used for a total of 64 experimental trials, 

equaling the trial total (minus the six additional trials) of the pilot study.  The maximum 

calculated sample size, 41 observations, divided by eight replications and rounded up indicated 

six subjects needed to be recruited to detect the differences shown above. 

 

4.2  Apparatus 

The apparatus used in this experiment was nearly identical to the apparatus used in the 

pilot study (Section 3.1) and is shown again in Figure 4.1.  Rather than a nylon rope, an 

adjustable, nylon cargo strap was used to connect the magnet coupling and chest harness, 

eight pairs of EMG electrodes (instead of four), and three motion sensors (instead of one) 

were used.  Summarizing, the apparatus was comprised of a wooden stationary fixture, an 

electromagnet rigidly attached to a another stationary structure, a trigger to de-energize the 

magnet, a magnet coupling in series (via a nylon cargo strap) with a force gauge and chest 

harness (donned by subjects), eight pairs of EMG electrodes, and three motion analysis 

sensors.  The wooden fixture included two seat belts to secure subjects’ pelvises in an upright 

position, restricting lower extremity movement while allowing the trunk to freely rotate 

sagitally about the L5/S1 vertebral level. 
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Figure 4.1.  Experimental apparatus. 
 
 

4.3  Experimental Variables 

4.3.1  Independent Variables 

The independent variables in this study included:  (1) expectation, (2) fatigue level, 

and (3) training.  The rationale for using these independent variables is summarized here, 

based on Section 3.2.1.  Unexpected loads have been shown to lead to high EMG response 

and large trunk deflection, but if the sudden loads are expected, these responses are largely 

attenuated.  Two of the “expected” pilot study trials resulted in undesired, zero angular 

deflection due to the 400-msec preview being long enough for subjects to fully prepare for the 

load and exhibit no deflection.  Therefore, a 300-msec preview time was used for the expected 

case instead of the 400-msec preview used in the pilot study.  Muscular fatigue has been 
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shown to increase muscle reaction times (EMG onset) and reduce muscle compensatory 

function.  Previous work has shown that flexion and EMG magnitudes during sudden loads 

were reduced following training (Lavender et al., 1993; Magnusson et al., 1996). 

 

4.3.2  Dependent Variables 

Dependent variables used in this experiment included the same variables used in the 

pilot study (described in Section 3.2.2).  These included peak muscle stiffness, average muscle 

stiffness, peak muscle torque, rotational muscle work, and rotational muscle impulse.  These 

five variables were calculated from stiffness functions derived from collected EMG and 

motion data.  EMG data were collected using eight pairs of bipolar electrodes from the left 

and right erector spinae longissimus, the left and right erector spinae iliocostalis, the left and 

right latissimus dorsi (included to provide a more comprehensive representation of the 

extensor muscles), and the left and right rectus abdominus (included to observe how the 

flexors respond to sudden loads).  Trunk angular displacement was recorded from three 

electromagnetic sensors placed at the C7, T9, and L5 vertebral levels. 

 

4.4  Experimental Procedures 

On Day 1 of a six consecutive day study, subjects were weighed and the following 

measurements were taken: stature, ground to greater trochanter height, ground to L5/S1 

height, and  ground to  glenohumeral height.  Using Dempster’s  tables  (Winter, 1990), these 

anthropometric data were used to calculate each subject’s trunk center of mass (including 

head and arms).  The center of mass, rCOM, is given by:   
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where mL5/S1 is the mass of the trunk, given by: 

 

BWm SL 436.01/5 =          (4-2) 

 

rL5/S1 is the center of mass of the trunk and head referenced from L5/S1, given by: 
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mUA is the mass of the two upper arms, given by: 

 

BWmUA 056.0=          (4-4) 

 

rUA is the center of mass of the two upper arms referenced from L5/S1, given by: 

 

( ) HHHr SLGHUA 081.01/5 −−=        (4-5) 
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mFA is the mass of the two forearms, given by: 

 

BWmFA 044.0=          (4-6) 

 

rFA is the center of mass of the two forearms (assumed to be positioned at 45 degrees in the 

frontal plane, when subjects cross them during the experiment) referenced from L5/S1, given 

by: 

 

( ) ( )°−−−= 45sin100.0186.01/5 HHHHr SLGHFA      (4-7) 

 

and mHAT is the mass of the head, arms, and trunk above L5/S1, given by: 

 

BWmHAT 536.0=          (4-8) 

 

In Equations (4-2) - (4-8), BW is the subject body weight, H is the subject height, HGT is the 

height from the ground to the subject’s greater trochanter joint, HL5/S1 is the height from the 

ground to the subject’s L5/S1 joint, and HGH is the height from the ground to the subject’s 

glenohumeral joint.  Table 4.1 lists the anthropometric data and resulting center of mass for 

each subject. 
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Table 4.1  Anthropometric data and calculated trunk center of mass. 
Subject Weight 

(kg) 
Height 
(cm) 

Trochanter 
height (cm) 

L5/S1 
height (cm) 

Glenohumeral 
height (cm) 

Trunk center 
of mass (cm 
from L5/S1) 
 

1 113.6 176.5 93.5 100.0 140.0 30.6 
2 68.2 183.0 93 102.0 145.5 32.7 
3 74.1 182.0 92.5 102.0 144.0 31.2 
4 102.3 183.0 92.5 102.5 146.0 32.4 
5 67.3 167.5 84.5 93.5 132.0 28.5 
6 91.8 175.0 89.5 98.0 137.0 29.0 
 
 
 

Following collection of anthropometric measures, subjects were secured at a 40 

degree flexed trunk posture in an asymmetric reference frame (ARF), an apparatus that 

measures trunk torque.  Subjects performed three maximal, isometric trunk extension 

exertions.  A 3-minute rest period followed each exertion.  These data were used to determine 

the amount of handheld weight needed to impart a moment equal to 80% of each subject’s 

averaged, maximum trunk moment recordings.  The handheld weight, FH, is given by: 

 

( )
( ) °−

−⋅°−
=

40sin
626.040sin536.08.0

1/5

1/5

SLGH

SLGHARF
H HH

HHBWM
F     (4-9) 

 

where MARF is the maximum torque measured from the ARF.  These handheld loads were used 

in subsequent days of the experiment to produce the muscular fatigue condition.  Table 4.2 

shows the measured torques and calculated handheld loads for each subject. 
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Table 4.2  Measured torques and calculated handheld loads for fatigue exertion. 
Subject Maximum torque (Nm) 80% maximum torque (Nm) Handheld load (N) 

 
1 282.3 225.8 507 
2 241.5 193.2 467 
3 237.7 190.2 463 
4 444.3 355.4 939 
5 221.7 177.4 498 
6 193.2 154.6 316 
 
 
 

On Day 2, bipolar silver-silver chloride surface electrodes were placed on the left and 

right erector spinae longissimus muscle groups (3 cm from the midline at the L3 vertebral 

level), the left and right erector spinae iliocostalis muscle groups (6 cm from the midline at the 

L3 vertebral level), the left and right latissimus dorsi muscle groups (at the T9 level and 

parallel to the muscle fibers over the belly of the muscle), and the left and right rectus 

abdominus muscle groups (3 cm lateral to the midline at the level of the umbilicus) using 

hypoallergenic double-sided tape.  Electromyographical data and two triggers, to mark sudden 

load application for the two expectation conditions, were collected at 1024 Hz.  Subjects 

donned chest harnesses and were secured in the stationary wooden fixture depicted in Figure 

4.1 using the two seatbelts.  The 6 degree-of-freedom, electro-magnetic motion sensors were 

placed on the subjects’ backs at the C7, T9, and L5 levels using hypoallergenic double-sided 

tape.  Motion data were collected at 85.33 Hz (a multiple of 1024 that allowed 

synchronization of the two signals).  The electromagnet was energized to serve as a 

controllable coupling between the force gauge and chest harness.  An adjustable cargo strap, 

connecting the harness to the force gauge, was adjusted such that the subjects’ initial flexion 

angles were approximately 20 degrees. 
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Following the experimental setup, subjects experienced 32 sudden load trials on Day 2 

of the experiment.  For each trial, with no external loads, subjects relaxed all muscles and 

assumed a forward flexed position with arms crossed.  A force gauge was used to ensure 

subjects were not exerting any muscle force prior to the sudden load or prior to the audible 

warning signal preceding the sudden load.  Once subjects assumed the relaxed position, a 

sudden load was delivered within a random time interval between 1 and 20 seconds.  Sudden 

loads were triggered by de-energizing the electromagnetic coupling, which created a moment 

caused by the subjects’ trunk weights.  Subjects were instructed to retard their forward 

motion as quickly as possible following a sudden load, emulating a gymnast “sticking a 

landing”.  Following each sudden release trial, subjects were allowed to rest for 2 minutes. 

For three of the six subjects, the first 16 of the 32 trials consisted of trials with no 

muscular fatigue.  For the other three subjects, these trials were presented as the second 16 of 

the 32 trials.  Eight of these trials occurred with no warning that the drop was coming, and 

eight trials occurred following a 300-millisecond long audible tone.  Subjects were informed 

that they could stiffen their muscles as soon as they heard this tone.  The delivery order of the 

two different expectation conditions was randomized within the 16 trials. 

For three of the six subjects, the second 16 of the 32 trials experienced were identical 

to the trials with no fatigue, where the two warning conditions were randomized within the 16 

trials.  A fatiguing exertion, however, preceded each of these trials, where subjects adopted a 

40-degree posture and held a weight that resulted in an externally applied moment equal to 

80% of their maximum trunk torque measured by the ARF (see Table 4.2).  This method was 

preferred over the pilot study method, because fatigue correlates better with strength than 
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body weight.  For the other three subjects, these trials were presented as the first 16 of the 32 

trials.  Regardless of the presentation order of these two sets of 16 trials, subjects were given 

a 10-minute rest between the two sets. 

To investigate the effects of training, subjects experienced sudden loading trials in 

three subsequent, consecutive days.  During each of these days, subjects experienced 32 trials 

randomized by expectation, but with no fatiguing exertions.  No EMG or motion 

instrumentation was used on these days.  On Day 6, the subject experienced an experimental 

protocol identical to that of Day 2.  Results from Day 2 and Day 6 were compared to examine 

the effects of training. 

 

4.5  Modeling 

A second-order mechanical system, represented in Figure 4.2, was used to model 

trunk motion in this experiment. 
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Figure 4.2.  A rotational biomechanical system representing the trunk during a sudden load. 
 
 

Using Newton’s 2nd Law, the equation of motion for this biomechanical system is: 
 

 
∑ +−−−== θθθθθ sin)( 01/5 mgrkbJM ttSL

&&&      (4-10) 

 
 
In this study, kt and bt were unknowns.  r and m were calculated previously from 

anthropometric data, θ  was measured empirically by motion sensors, and J was calculated 

directly from a subset of subject motion data.   

For each subject, the eight unexpected sudden load trials with no muscular fatigue and 

no training were used to determine subject inertia empirically.  These eight trials are 

methodologically equivalent to quick release techniques, which have been described as most 
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appropriate for measuring anatomical inertia and preferred over using anthropometric tabular 

data or cadaver-based data (Chaffin & Andersson, 1991).  kt and bt were assumed to be zero 

at the beginning of these trials.  Since the quickest trunk muscle activity occurs at 40 msec 

(Radebold et al., 2000), and an additional 50 msec of time is required for muscle stiffness to 

develop (a total of 90 msec), only the first 7 samples (7/85.33 = 82 msec < 90 msec) of each 

trial were used to determine J to ensure zero contribution from muscle stiffness.  Using the 

first 7 samples for each of the eight trials for all subjects, an iterative static function 

approximation algorithm was used to solve Equation (4-10) for J.  For each subject, the eight 

inertias were averaged, and this averaged inertia value was used for the analysis of all 64 

experimental subject trials.  Table 4.3 lists the inertia means and standard deviations for each 

subject. 

 
 
Table 4.3  Combined head, trunk, and arms subject inertias as measured from a quick release technique. 
Subject Mean inertia (kg m2) Standard deviation (kg m2) 

 
1 3.81 0.23 
2 2.63 0.20 
3 1.95 0.12 
4 6.22 0.23 
5 2.44 0.13 
6 5.16 0.43 
 
 
 
4.6  Intelligent System Identification 

The intelligent system identification technique applied in this experiment was identical 

to the technique applied in the pilot study (refer to Section 3.5 for a detailed description).  

This section will summarize the major aspects of the technique. 
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An EBP algorithm was used to estimate time-varying stiffness, given by: 

 



















 −∆
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2
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The centers and sigmas in Equation (4-11) refer to radial basis function network (RBFN) 

variables.  These variables were determined from a preprocessing, static function 

approximation algorithm applied to filtered, rectified, and averaged EMG data (preprocessing 

MATLAB code is included in Appendix B).  Once these variables were determined, the time-

varying stiffness RBFN iteratively “learned” the system dynamics and updated predicted 

angular displacement to converge with the empirical angular displacement (system 

identification RBFN MATLAB code with individual subject centers and sigmas included in 

Appendix C).  For each trial, the learning rate was set to the largest value possible such that 

the cost function converged and did not become unstable (the learning rate ranged from 106 to 

109 in this study).  The iterative algorithm was ended when the angular displacement quadratic 

error cost function reached a minimum.  The resulting time-varying stiffness estimates were 

used to derive the dependent variables for each trial: peak stiffness, average stiffness, peak 

muscle torque, work, and impulse.  The statistical model and hypotheses that were used to 

test the significance of these variables across the independent variables are presented in the 

next section. 
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4.7  Statistical Modeling 

Split-split plot statistical designs are used when there are two levels of randomization 

restrictions (Steel, Torrie, & Dickey, 2001).  In this study, it was not possible to completely 

randomize training, and it was not practical to completely randomize fatigue.  Therefore, a 

split-split plot model was used to evaluate all experimental hypotheses, and is given by 

Equation (4-12): 

 

ijkhjkhkhjh
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 (4-12) 

 

where y = the observations, µ = the overall mean, β = the effect of blocking by subject, TR = 

the two levels of training (untrained and trained), FT = the two levels of fatigue (unfatigued 

and fatigued), EX = the two levels of expectation (0 and 300-msec preview), and ε = residual 

error.  For the EX treatment and EX interactions, the residual mean square error (MSE) term 

was used to calculate the ANOVA F-statistic.  Because of the split-split plot design, however, 

the ANOVA error term was modified for the TR treatment, FT treatment, and TRxFT 

interaction.  The error term used for the TR treatment was the mean square of the βxTR term.  

The error term used for the FT treatment and TRxFT interaction was the mean square of the 

βxTRxFT term.  Specific objectives and experimental hypotheses for this research are listed 

below: 
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1. Objective:  Investigate the main effect of expectation (EX) on peak and average 

muscle stiffness. 

Hypothesis:  It was hypothesized that sudden loads preceded by a 300-msec preview 

would result in increased peak and average muscle stiffness, compared to the 0-msec 

preview condition. 

H0:  Peak stiffness and average stiffness are equal for the 0 and 300-msec preview 

conditions. 

 

2. Objective:  Investigate the main effect of expectation (EX) on peak muscular torque, 

work, and impulse. 

Hypothesis:  It was hypothesized that sudden loads preceded by a 300-msec preview 

would result in decreased peak muscular torque, work, and impulse, compared to the 

0-msec preview condition. 

H0:  Peak muscular torque, work, and impulse are equal for the 0 and 300-msec 

preview conditions. 

 

3. Objective:  Investigate the main effect of fatigue (FT) on peak and average muscle 

stiffness. 

Hypothesis:  No specific hypothesis was formulated regarding which fatigue condition 

would exhibit increased peak and average stiffness. 

H0:  Peak stiffness and average stiffness are equal for the unfatigued and fatigued 

conditions. 
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4. Objective:  Investigate the main effect of fatigue (FT) on peak muscular torque, work, 

and impulse. 

Hypothesis:  It was hypothesized that sudden loads preceded by a fatiguing exertion 

would result in increased peak muscular torque, work, and impulse, compared to 

unfatigued condition. 

H0:  Peak muscular torque, work, and impulse will be equal for the unfatigued and 

fatigued conditions. 

 

5. Objective:  Investigate the main effect of training (TR) on peak and average muscle 

stiffness. 

Hypothesis:  No specific hypothesis was formulated regarding which training 

condition would exhibit increased peak and average stiffness. 

H0:  Peak and average stiffness are equal for the untrained and trained conditions. 

 

6. Objective:  Investigate the main effect of training (TR) on peak muscular torque, 

work, and impulse. 

Hypothesis:  No specific hypothesis was formulated regarding which training 

condition would exhibit increased peak muscular torque, work, and impulse. 

H0:  Peak muscular torque, work, and impulse are equal for the untrained and trained 

conditions. 
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7. Objective:  Investigate the interactive effect of expectation (EX) and fatigue (FT) on 

peak and average muscle stiffness. 

Hypothesis:  It was hypothesized that 0-msec preview sudden loads preceded by a 

fatiguing exertion would result in decreased peak and average muscle stiffness, 

compared to the 0-msec preview sudden loads with no fatigue.  No specific hypothesis 

was formulated regarding an interactive effect of fatigue upon the 300-msec 

conditions. 

H0:  Peak and average stiffness are equal for all EXxFT conditions. 

 

8. Objective:  Investigate the interactive effect of expectation (EX) and fatigue (FT) on 

peak muscular torque, work, and impulse. 

Hypothesis:  It was hypothesized that 0-msec preview sudden loads preceded by a 

fatiguing exertion would result in increased peak muscular torque, work, and impulse, 

compared to the 0-msec preview sudden loads with no fatigue.  No specific hypothesis 

was formulated regarding an interactive effect of fatigue upon the 300-msec 

conditions. 

H0:  Peak muscular torque, work, and impulse are equal for all EXxFT conditions. 
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9. Objective:  Investigate the interactive effect of expectation (EX) and training (TR) on 

peak and average muscle stiffness. 

Hypothesis:  It was hypothesized that 300-msec preview sudden loads following a 

training protocol would result in increased peak and average muscle stiffness, 

compared to the 300-msec preview sudden loads with no training.  No specific 

hypothesis was formulated regarding an interactive effect of training upon the 0-msec 

conditions. 

H0:  Peak and average stiffness are equal for all EXxTR conditions. 

 

10. Objective:  Investigate the interactive effect of expectation (EX) and training (TR) on 

peak muscular torque, work, and impulse. 

Hypothesis:  It was hypothesized that 300-msec preview sudden loads following a 

training protocol would result in decreased peak muscular torque, work, and impulse, 

compared to the 300-msec preview sudden loads with no training.  No specific 

hypothesis was formulated regarding an interactive effect of training upon the 0-msec 

conditions. 

H0:  Peak muscular torque, work, and impulse are equal for all EXxTR conditions. 
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11. Objective:  Investigate the interactive effect of fatigue (FT) and training (TR) on peak 

and average muscle stiffness. 

Hypothesis:  It was hypothesized that the sudden loads preceded by a fatiguing 

exertion and after subjects completed the training protocol would result in increased 

peak and average muscle stiffness, compared to the sudden loads preceded by a 

fatiguing exertion before subjects initiated the training protocol.  No specific 

hypothesis was formulated regarding an interactive effect of training upon the 

unfatigued conditions. 

H0:  Peak and average stiffness are equal for all FTxTR conditions. 

 

12. Objective:  Investigate the interactive effect of fatigue (FT) and training (TR) on peak 

muscular torque, work, and impulse. 

Hypothesis:  It was hypothesized that the sudden loads preceded by a fatiguing 

exertion and after subjects completed the training protocol would result in decreased 

peak muscular torque, work, and impulse, compared to the sudden loads preceded by 

a fatiguing exertion before subjects initiated the training protocol.  No specific 

hypothesis was formulated regarding an interactive effect of training upon the 

unfatigued conditions. 

H0:  Peak muscular torque, work, and impulse are equal for all FTxTR conditions. 
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All data were analyzed using SAS statistical software (code included in Appendix D).  

These data were tested for normality and equality of variance using graphical techniques 

described by Montgomery (2001).  Graphical techniques allowing the examination of model 

residuals, and the location of the residuals with respect to the range of the values, were 

considered sufficient for the analysis of this data.  Normality of the dependent variables was 

tested by examining normal probability plots of the model residuals and relative frequency 

histograms of the residuals.  Equality of variance of the dependent variables was tested by 

examining time order plots of the model residuals.  A multiple analysis of variance 

(MANOVA) test was used to assess the effect of the independent variables on the collective 

response of the dependent variables.  Analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests were subsequently 

conducted on the significant effects (α=0.05) identified from the MANOVA test, and are 

presented in Section 5.  Tukey’s post-hoc analyses were used to determine significant 

differences among the four levels of the 2-way interactions.   
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5.  RESULTS 

One trial was eliminated from the dataset due to violation of the subject instructions.  

Additionally, in 22 of the remaining 383 trials, subjects demonstrated an extension response to 

the sudden load, rather than a flexion response.  The biomechanical model used in this 

research does not account for this behavior, meaning the peak and average stiffness values 

could not be calculated for this condition.  Therefore, these observations were removed from 

data.  Since the extension response is the result of subjects stiffening their trunks to a degree 

that an ideal state is reached and surpassed, the peak torque, work, and impulse values for 

these 22 trials were set to 0. 

 

5.1  Assessment of Biomechanical Model Validity and Performance 

Table 5.1 provides limited comparative data, checking the validity and performance of 

the model used in this study to the only two studies that employed a similar methodology 

(Cholewicki et al., 1999; Cholewicki et al., 2000).  The table describes the type of method 

used in each study (abbreviated), the stiffness value range (average stiffness from the current 

study and the linear LPE model coefficient from Cholewicki’s study), the average root mean 

square error (RMSE) over all trials that compares the fit of the empirical angular displacement 

curve to the predicted angular displacement curve, the average number of iterations required 

to obtain the stiffness output from the EBP algorithm (across all trials), and the average time 

required to obtain the stiffness output.  The times generated from the current study are based 

on running Matlab Student Version 5.3 on a personal computer with an Intel Pentium III, 700 

MHz processor and 256 MB of RAM. 
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Table 5.1  Biomechanical model validity and performance data comparison. 
Study Method Stiffness Range 

(Nm/rad) 
RMSE # of 

iterations 
to derive 
stiffness 

Time (min) 
to complete 
stiffness 
algorithm 

Current Sudden release 
with no preload; 
2 levels 
expectation, 2 
levels fatigue, 2 
levels training. 

348 Nm/rad 
(unexpected) to 
 
742 Nm/rad 
(expected) 
 

0.10˚ 
 
 
 
 
 

3948 
 
 
 
 
 

4.7 min 
 
 
 
 
 

Cholewicki 
(1999) 

Sudden release 
with 35% max 
preload; 2 levels 
IAP, 2 levels 
lifting belt 

Not disclosed - 
stiffness values 
normalized to a 
baseline 
 

0.47˚ 
 
 
 
 

Not 
disclosed 
 
 
 

Not 
disclosed 
 
 
 

Cholewicki 
(2000) 

Sudden release 
with 35% max 
preload; 3 levels 
horizontal loads, 
3 levels vertical 
loads 
 

785 Nm/rad 
(35% max) to 
 
2200 Nm/rad 
(35% max + 40% 
BW vertical, 20% 
BW horizontal) 

0.30˚ 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Not 
disclosed 
 
 
 
 
 

Not 
disclosed 
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5.2  ANOVA Results 

Tests of the statistical model assumptions of normality and equality of variance for 

ensuring the validity of ANOVA analyses are included in Appendix E.  Tables 5.2-5.6 list the 

results from the ANOVA with F-statistic (from Type III sum of squares) and corresponding 

p-value.  All significant effects with p<0.05, with the exception of Subjects (the blocked 

variable), are emboldened and italicized.  The three-way independent variable interaction was 

not presented, because results from this three-way interaction are not biomechanically 

interpretable.   

 
 
Table 5.2  ANOVA results for peak stiffness. 
Effect F-statistic Prob.>F 

 
Subject 53.07 <0.0001 
Training 0.18 0.6907 
Fatigue 0.07 0.7957 
Expectation 102.55 <0.0001 
Training x Fatigue 0.45 0.5162 
Training x Expectation 8.78 0.0033 
Fatigue x Expectation 0.67 0.4122 
 

 
Table 5.3  ANOVA results for average stiffness. 
Effect F-statistic Prob.>F 

 
Subject 34.65 <0.0001 
Training 3.61 0.1159 
Fatigue 0.58 0.4657 
Expectation 179.88 <0.0001 
Training x Fatigue 1.78 0.2119 
Training x Expectation 6.37 0.0121 
Fatigue x Expectation 0.07 0.7949 
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Table 5.4  ANOVA results for peak torque. 
Effect F-statistic Prob.>F 

 
Subject 7.07 <0.0001 
Training 7.01 0.0456 
Fatigue 0.02 0.8792 
Expectation 75.51 <0.0001 
Training x Fatigue 0.26 0.6205 
Training x Expectation 1.62 0.2034 
Fatigue x Expectation 0.45 0.5020 
 
 
 
Table 5.5  ANOVA results for work. 
Effect F-statistic Prob.>F 

 
Subject 34.41 <0.0001 
Training 7.48 0.0411 
Fatigue 1.56 0.2396 
Expectation 180.54 <0.0001 
Training x Fatigue 1.66 0.2265 
Training x Expectation 2.71 0.1009 
Fatigue x Expectation 6.12 0.0138 
 
 
 
Table 5.6  ANOVA results for impulse. 
Effect F-statistic Prob.>F 

 
Subject 22.93 <0.0001 
Training 7.36 0.0422 
Fatigue 2.01 0.1866 
Expectation 202.30 <0.0001 
Training x Fatigue 1.48 0.2511 
Training x Expectation 6.18 0.0134 
Fatigue x Expectation 3.88 0.0495 
 
 

Figures 5.1-5.5 show the significant two-way interaction effects for each of the 

dependent variables.  Figures 5.1 and 5.2 illustrate the interactive effect of training by 
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expectation, whereby trunk stiffness can be further increased within expected loads when a 

training program is implemented.  Tukey’s post-hoc analyses were used to determine 

statistically significant differences (p<0.05) among the four levels of the 2-way interactions.  

Peak and average stiffness, within 300-msec preview trials, significantly increased by 16.8% 

(from 1555.3 Nm/rad to 1816.5 Nm/rad) and 19.5% (from 678.3 Nm/rad to 810.6 Nm/rad), 

respectively, following completion of the three day training protocol.  The interaction effects 

within unexpected load trials were not significant. 
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Figure 5.1.  Interactive effect of training by expectation on peak stiffness. 
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Figure 5.2.  Interactive effect of training by expectation on average stiffness. 
 
 
 

Additionally, Figure 5.3 shows a interactive effect of training by expectation for the 

trunk impulse response, where impulse from expected trials following the training protocol 

resulted in a 52.9% significant reduction (from 87.1 Nm sec to 41.0 Nm sec), determined 

from a Tukey’s post-hoc analysis.  The interaction effect upon impulse within the unexpected 

loading trials was not significant. 
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Figure 5.3.  Interactive effect of training by expectation on impulse. 
 
 
 

Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show a surprising reduction in work and impulse magnitudes for 

unexpected loads following a fatiguing exertion.  Work decreased significantly by 22.6% 

(from 88.6 Nm rad to 68.6 Nm rad), and impulse decreased significantly by 16.7% (from 

153.7 Nm sec to 136.2 Nm sec).  These unanticipated results are discussed in greater detail in 

Section 6.4.  Post-hoc analyses indicated no significant interactive effect differences within the 

expected loading trials. 
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Figure 5.4.  Interactive effect of fatigue by expectation on work. 
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Figure 5.5.  Interactive effect of fatigue by expectation on impulse. 
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Figures 5.6-5.12 show the significant main effects for each of the dependent variables, 

for which significant higher order effects did not invalidate the interpretation of the main 

effect. 

Peak stiffness and average stiffness increased by 69.5% (from 991.2 Nm/rad to 1680.5 

Nm/rad) and 113.4% (from 347.5 Nm/rad to 741.7 Nm/rad), respectively, when sudden loads 

were preceded by the 300-msec preview (Figures 5.6 and 5.7).  These two figures illustrate 

the large positive impact warning signals have on stiffening the trunk in preparation for sudden 

loads. 
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Figure 5.6.  Main effect of expectation on peak stiffness. 
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Figure 5.7.  Main effect of expectation on average stiffness. 
 
 
 

Figures 5.8, 5.9, and 5.10 illustrate that peak torque, work, and impulse resulted in 

beneficial decreases of 36.3% (from 95.8 Nm to 61.0 Nm), 62.8% (from 78.6 Nm rad to 29.2 

Nm rad), and 55.9% (from 144.9 Nm sec to 63.9 Nm sec), respectively, when sudden loads 

were preceded by the 300-msec preview. 
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Figure 5.8.  Main effect of expectation on peak torque. 
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Figure 5.9.  Main effect of expectation on work. 
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Figure 5.10.  Main effect of expectation on impulse. 
 
 
 

Figures 5.11 and 5.12 show significant, positive main effects of training on peak 

torque and work magnitudes.  Day 5 peak torque values decreased by 25.4% (from 89.9 Nm 

to 67.1 Nm).  Day 5 work values decreased by 36.1% (from 65.9 Nm rad to 42.1 Nm rad).   
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Figure 5.11.  Main effect of training on peak torque. 
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Figure 5.12.  Main effect of training on work. 
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6.  DISCUSSION 

Epidemiological and biomechanical evidence indicates sudden loading could play a 

substantial role in LBP development.  Because of the inverse logarithmic relationship between 

applied forces and material failure life, and the fact that sudden loads result in high forces and 

torque applied to muscle and passive tissue, it is important that more studies be conducted to 

examine the relationship between sudden loading and LBP risk.  Traditional  modeling 

techniques, however, are not conducive to conducting repeatable research in this area, nor are 

they capable of deriving accurate values of dependent variables that may have a direct 

correlation to LBP.  Therefore, a novel system identification model (described in detail 

previously) was formulated to investigate the effects of expectation, training, and fatigue 

(independent variables identified by other researchers as modifiers of biomechanical response). 

 

6.1  Biomechanical Model Validity and Performance 

While there are several differences between this current study and the Cholewicki et al. 

(1999) and Cholewicki et al. (2000) studies, some comparisons may be drawn regarding the 

validity and performance of the dynamic biomechanical models used.  Data from the three 

studies is presented in Table 5.1.  In the two Cholewicki studies, subjects exerted a 35% 

maximum isometric flexion and were released suddenly with no warning when this exertion 

level was reached.  In the 1999 study, two levels of IAP and the effects of wearing a lifting 

belt were studied.  The authors, however, did not disclose global measures of trunk stiffness, 

opting to normalize the stiffness measure to the condition where there was no IAP and no belt 

(obtaining a normalized stiffness ratio).  In the 2000 study, in addition to the 35% maximum 
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exertion, three levels of vertical preload (0, 20, and 40% body weight (BW)) and three levels 

of horizontal load (0, 10, and 20% BW) applied in the opposite direction of the trunk forward 

motion were investigated.  The derived linear, time-invariant stiffness values ranged from 785 

Nm/rad (standard deviation = 580 Nm/rad) under 0% additional vertical and horizontal loads 

to 2200 Nm/rad (standard deviation = 1015 Nm/rad) under 40% BW vertical and 20% BW 

horizontal additional loads.   In this current study, no preload was applied across any trials, 

but the audible warning did result in a trunk pre-stiffening effect prior to the sudden load.  The 

average stiffness values ranged from 348 Nm/rad (standard deviation = 159 Nm/rad) under 

the unexpected condition to 742 Nm/rad (standard deviation = 488 Nm/rad) under the 

expected condition.   

The stiffness values reported from this study are less than the values reported in the 

Cholewicki et al. (2000) study, but this is understandable as the vertical loads increased the 

trunk system inertia and the horizontal loads (that caused a restorative extension moment) 

assisted in reducing trunk deflection, resulting in larger stiffness values.  From a biomechanical 

perspective, the most comparable data are the data from the expected load condition (where 

pre-stiffening is present with no preload) in the current study, and the data from the 0 preload 

condition (with pre-stiffening resulting from the 35% maximum exertion) in the Cholewicki 

study.  These values, reported previously, are 742 Nm/rad (from the current study) and 785 

Nm/rad (from the Cholewicki study).  The results are, however, not directly comparable, as 

the Cholewicki study used a PE model (where both time and angular displacement did not 

vary), and this study used an LTV model, but the closeness in values indicates a validated 

approximation of the magnitude of trunk stiffness of the human trunk during sudden loading. 
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Using the PE model, Cholewicki obtained a root mean square (RMS) value (between 

the predicted and empirical angular displacement) of 0.47˚ across all trials in the 1999 study 

and 0.30˚ in the 2000 study.  Cholewicki et al. (1999) described a RMS value < 0.50˚ as being 

an “excellent fit”.  The LTV model used in this study resulted in a RMS value of 0.10˚.  A 

lower RMS value in this study was anticipated as the LTV model has greater flexibility in 

modeling reality, as it accounts for the time-varying characteristics of the trunk musculature 

and kinematics.  While these three values are not directly comparable between studies due to 

slight differences in experimental design, insomuch as they demonstrate a global measure of 

model accuracy, the LTV model used in this study proved to be highly accurate in angular 

displacement prediction. 

When measuring the performance of a model, in addition to validity and accuracy, it is 

also important to consider the experimental time (cost) required.  In this study, the average 

number of algorithm iterations required to derive predicted time-varying stiffness was 3948 

iterations per trial.  The average time required to derive the predicted stiffness was 4.7 

minutes per trial.  While comparisons to the Cholewicki studies cannot be made (this 

information was not disclosed), this experimental cost (totaling 30.3 hours across the 384 

trials) is reasonable given the benefits of the model.  Future research employing this model will 

use faster computers and more advanced learning convergence algorithms. 

Finally, sensitivity analyses were performed to determine the sensitivity of the 

anthropometric inputs (inertia, mass, and center of mass) and EBP inputs (stiffness seed value 

and learning rate) upon dependent variable outputs.  A random sample of the experimental 

trials were used to conduct the sensitivity analyses, and one variable at a time was changed for 
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each sensitivity analysis yielding a total of five analyses for each trial.  Tabular anthropometric 

measures can vary by up to 5% depending upon the data source.  Therefore, the mass and 

center of mass sensitivity analyses compared an input value of 2.5% less than the value used in 

this study to a value that was 2.5% greater.  Across all dependent variables, the average 

difference in output magnitude was less than 1.2% for both the mass analysis and the center of 

mass analysis.  These low values do not indicate an over-sensitive response to changes in the 

mass or center of mass inputs.  The inertia sensitivity analysis used data from Table 4.3 to 

compare the input inertia mean minus its standard deviation to the input inertia plus its 

standard deviation.  Across all dependent variables, the average difference in output 

magnitude was less than 4.2%.  This value was less than the average plus or minus 6.1% 

change in the mean due to the standard deviation range.  In addition, since all subjects were 

treated identically in their inertia derivations, this was deemed an acceptable value.  The EBP 

stiffness sensitivity analysis used the endpoints of the range of stiffness values (785 Nm/rad 

and 2200 Nm/rad) from Cholewicki et al. (2000) to test the sensitivity of stiffness seed 

magnitude upon the dependent variables.  Across all dependent variables, the average 

difference in output magnitude was less than 4.4%.  This value was small considering the 

180% difference between these two stiffness seed values.  As more studies are performed in 

this area of research, a more validated seed value will evolve and eliminate the need for this 

sensitivity analysis.  The EBP learning rate sensitivity analysis used the endpoints of the range 

of learning rates used in this study (106 and 109) to test the sensitivity of learning rate upon the 

dependent variables.  Across all dependent variables, the average difference in output 

magnitude was less than 2.3%.  This low value did not indicate that the dependent variables 
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were over-sensitive to learning rate.  In addition, future iterations of this model will use more 

advanced learning convergence techniques eliminating the need for multiple learning rate 

selection. 

The biomechanical model used in this study outputs extremely useful predicted time-

varying stiffness values that are: 1) consistent in magnitude with other limited values found in 

the literature; 2) highly accurate in terms of learning the system kinematics; 3) involve a 

minimal level of experimental cost given the tradeoff of model benefits; and 4) with the other 

derived dependent variables, are fairly insensitive to changes in model inputs.  Therefore, the 

biomechanical model used in this study proves to be a robust, accurate modeling approach 

that should instill confidence in other researchers that choose to employ the model or 

variations of the model. 

 

6.2  Significant Effects of Expectation 

There were highly significant main effects of expectation across all dependent 

variables.  There were large increases in stiffness with the warning signal used in this 

experiment (Figures 5.6 and 5.7).  This indicates a 300-msec preview time was an adequate 

amount of time for subjects to stiffen their trunks in preparation for sudden loads.  This 

corroborates previous work, namely Lavender et al. (1989), who determined at least 200-

msec of preview time was necessary to provide the trunk with enough time to stiffen to an 

adequate degree to affect biomechanical response. 

There were also large and significant reductions in peak torque, work, and impulse 

magnitudes when sudden loads were preceded by the 300-msec preview (Figure 5.8, 5.9 and 
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5.10).  Therefore a 300-msec preview, in addition to resulting in a stiffer trunk response, 

resulted in reductions in variables that may lead to LBP injury.  These results are in agreement 

with previous studies indicating peak EMG activities (related to torque), EMG onset rates 

(related to impulse), and trunk deflection (related to work) increased as expectation preview 

times decreased and disallowed the trunk an adequate amount of time to stiffen (Lavender et 

al., 1989; Lavender & Marras, 1995; Marras et al., 1987; Thomas et al., 1998). 

Where applicable, warning systems should be implemented that provide workers with 

some type of notification a loading event is possibly eminent.  Sudden loads, whether expected 

or unexpected, can result in large compensatory resultant muscle torque, work, and impulse 

due to the biomechanical system’s inability to reach an adequate level of stiffness prior to the 

load.  Therefore, first and foremost, interventions should be implemented that minimize 

exposure to all sudden loads (unexpected and expected).  Examples of these types of 

interventions include increasing the stability of handled material (such as the stability of an 

airline attendant’s food cart), implementing appropriate non-slip flooring in slippery 

occupational environments, outfitting employees with appropriate clothing to minimize 

slippage (high grip footwear and gloves where appropriate), designing tools with high grip 

handles, designing lifting points on material with good and obvious coupling points, and 

scheduling workers such that inclimate conditions that precipitate sudden loads are avoided 

(e.g. not scheduling construction workers to work in the rain). 

Secondly, if sudden loads cannot be completely eliminated from a workplace, as much 

warning time as possible should precede the sudden load.  It has been shown in is this study 

that warning times as short as 300 msec can have a large effect on reducing potentially 
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harmful biomechanical responses.  Where sudden loads are eminent, warning systems should 

be incorporated to improve biomechanical readiness.  Where applicable, several ways to 

accomplish this could include applying optical switches that trigger alarms in the path of the 

sudden load, providing electronic tilt sensors or accelerometers on material handled by 

workers (if the alarm sounded, the worker could quickly stiffen in anticipation of the load), 

designing appropriate ramp-up periods in tools such that workers would receive tactile 

feedback prior to the sudden tool actuation, and the simple implementation of visual labeling 

to convey the weight and stability of a handled material. 

Interactive effects of expectation by training revealed trunk peak and average stiffness  

during expected sudden loads could be further increased by implementing a training program 

(Figures 5.1 and 5.2).  Therefore, through training, the trunk response was significantly stiffer 

and subjects were more biomechanically prepared for expected, yet sudden, loads.  This 

stiffening effect may help reduce exposure to potentially harmful biomechanical overshoot 

forces present in sudden loads.  An interactive effect of expectation by training was also found 

for the trunk impulse response, where impulse from expected trials following the training 

protocol resulted in a large significant reduction (Figure 5.3).  This result was anticipated and 

indicates the insignificant increase in impulse found in the pilot study was a statistical anomaly. 

While it is not possible to reduce the deleterious effects of unexpected loading on 

stiffness and impulse through training, it is obvious from these results that a training protocol 

can have a significant effect on further reducing LBP injury risk in situations where there is at 

least 300 msec of preparation prior to the sudden load.  Therefore, a training protocol 
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combined with interventions that implement warning signals might have a considerable impact 

on reducing LBP. 

 

6.3  Significant Effects of Training 

In addition to the interactive effects of expectation and training on stiffness and 

impulse, significant main effects of training were found on the trunk peak torque and work 

magnitudes (Figures 5.11 and 5.12).  Day 5 peak torque and work values decreased 

significantly when compared to Day 1 peak torque and work values. 

Interestingly, these main effect results indicate that training led to a significant 

reduction in peak torque and work values across all trials - both expected and unexpected.  

Impulse, peak, and average stiffness magnitudes were only improved with training (reduction 

in impulse, increase in stiffness) when loads were preceded by the 300 msec warning, and 

subjects learned how to adapt biomechanically prior to the load delivery.  Peak torque and 

work values, however, are much more sensitive to changes in deflection - smaller deflections 

will yield smaller torque and work magnitudes.  Because these values were reduced during 

unexpected loading conditions (loads with no warning), these dependent measures may serve 

as indications of biomechanical training that occur after load delivery.  For example, deflection 

and, therefore, torque and work, may be reduced following training as subjects are able to 

counteract unexpected, sudden loads with a more coordinated muscular recruitment effort.  

While additional basic research will be needed to fully understand the underlying mechanisms 

that lead to reductions in biomechanical exposure variables with training within unexpected 
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loads, these results further support the implementation of training programs for jobs where 

sudden loads exist. 

As part of a training protocol that includes the identification of engineering 

intervention (warning signals) and learning how to optimally lift or handle materials, 

employees should also be “awareness” trained to identify subtle cues that precede sudden 

loading events in specific job tasks.  These subtle cues could be visual, audible, or tactile 

events that are specific to a particular task, tool, or handled material.  In addition to subtle cue 

identification, this awareness training should also involve stressing the importance of 

maintaining a high level of alertness where sudden loads are prevalent.  It is possible that jobs 

that lead to boredom or become too routine lead to a reduction in alertness, and that the trunk 

becomes more at risk to the adverse effects of sudden loads as subtle cues are ignored. 

Generally, the results identified in this study are in agreement with previous studies 

that showed training protocols were found to decrease EMG magnitudes and EMG reaction 

times (Lavender et al., 1993; Magnusson et al., 1996; Wilder et al., 1996), but no direct, 

specific comparisons can be made to this study in terms of dependent variables.  However, 

there is enough comparable evidence to conclude, in jobs where sudden loads are prevalent, 

training protocols should be implemented as part of any new employee orientation and include 

the demonstration of all the types of sudden loads experienced during job tasks, as well as the 

demonstration of subtle cues that accompany sudden loads. 
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6.4  Significant Effects of Fatigue 

There were no main effects of fatigue found across the dependent variables, and no 

interactive effects of fatigue on peak stiffness, average stiffness, or peak torque.  There were 

significant interactive effects of fatigue by expectation on work and impulse (Figures 5.4 and 

5.5).  Surprisingly, however, while fatigue was anticipated to have a negative effect on the 

biomechanical response and increase work and impulse values, within unexpected trials with 

no preview, work and impulse both significantly decreased.  These findings imply trunk 

stiffness may not be further compromised, as was hypothesized, by muscular fatigue when 

unexpected loads are experienced. 

An explanation of this contradiction might be that through fatigue, the muscles 

experience a “warm-up” effect whereby blood flow and accumulation lead to a localized pre-

tensing of the muscle spindles (the organelles responsible for triggering quick muscle 

reactions).  In fact, there is some evidence in the literature that suggests fatigue enhances the 

reflex EMG and motor neuron responses to brief perturbations (Darling & Hayes, 1983; 

Windhorst et al., 1986).  Additionally, Kirsch and Rymer (1987) found that although a 

fatiguing contraction substantially reduced the force of elbow flexors to an applied stretch, the 

torque response to the muscle stretch was equal to the torque prior to the fatiguing 

contraction due to increases in the EMG response. 

Without further research, fatiguing exercises should not be recommended nor 

implemented as a ergonomic intervention.  Stretching, however, and a low to moderate level 

of physical activity prior to starting an occupational task might protect workers from being at 

a biomechanical disadvantage, if unexpected loads occur.  If it is not possible to design 
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warning systems within a workplace, this evidence suggests physical activity preceding 

unexpected loads may be beneficial.  Therefore, employers of jobs with a high probability of 

unexpected loads should consider administration of an exercise and stretching program 

preceding each working shift. 

 

6.5  Modeling Comparisons with Previous Work 

The results from this study generally corroborate the results from the previous studies 

summarized in Section 2.1.2, in terms of the effects of independent variables on response 

variables, but the results (from this study) are not limited in scope, as are the previous studies, 

due to the inflexibility of the models (or lack of models) used in the previous studies.  Most of 

the previous sudden loading investigations measured EMG and motion data as response 

variables (Lavender et al., 1989; Lavender et al., 1993; Lavender & Andersson, 1999; 

Lavender & Marras, 1995; Magnusson et al., 1996; Marras et al., 1987; Thomas et al., 1998, 

Wilder et al., 1996), but did not use these data in any biomechanical models.  At most, based 

on the types of EMG driven models used by previous investigators (Granata & Marras, 1995; 

Marras & Mirka, 1990; Marras & Sommerich, 1991a), EMG data were used with an 

empirically derived gain factor to predict internal forces placed on the spine.  This EMG-force 

relationship can be used to predict internal forces under isometric conditions, and to an extent, 

under dynamic conditions if motions are smooth and can be controlled.  Force fitting this 

relationship to sudden load responses with ballistic and uncontrollable components, however, 

is prone to highly inaccurate results and predictions.  It is therefore necessary to study the 

effects of “experimentally uncontrollable” sudden loading by modeling the trunk dynamics. 
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The Cholewicki studies measured motion and allowed stiffness and damping to vary in 

the equation of motion to yield accurate linear constant estimates of the system dynamics.  

Furthermore, these stiffness estimates were used to predict trunk stability.  The authors, 

however, cited the time-varying aspects of the trunk muscle response, as violating the 

assumptions of their linear parameter estimation (LPE) model and compromising their stability 

results. 

In order to account for the time-varying aspects of muscle during sudden loading, an 

LTV model extending Cholewicki’s work was needed and was formulated in this study.  

Electromyographical data were used to provide the muscle forcing functions to the LTV 

model.  Only the EMG onset and offset time (not the magnitude) data were used as input to 

determine time-varying stiffness, so the aforementioned complications of EMG data used for 

force calculations are not applicable to this model.  In addition to improved accuracy, the 

derivation of time-varying stiffness allows the accurate estimation of many biomechanical 

values not possible using an LPE model or using the sudden loading methodologies employed 

in past studies. 

The equation of motion for an LPE model is given in Equation (6-1) as: 

 

θθθθθ sin)( 0 mgrkbJ tt +−−−= &&&        (6-1) 

 

Note that the stiffness coefficient is a constant.  Therefore, only a single constant stiffness 

value can be derived for a trial.  This single value cannot be used to gain insight into the 

different states and values of stiffness as it varies across the loading event.  Because muscle 
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activity can change system dynamics within 40 to 80 msec of a loading event (Radebold et al., 

2000), Cholewicki et al. (2000) were not able successfully and accurately characterize 

stiffness and stability, in the timeframe desired, following a sudden load. 

The equation of motion for an LTV model is given by Equation (6-2) as: 

 

θθθθθ sin))(( 0 mgrTkkbJ tt +−∆−−= &&&       (6-2) 

 

In this case, a stiffness value can be derived at each sampled point in time (k∆T), and a more 

granular representation of time-varying stiffness may be obtained by increasing the sampling 

rate.  Figure 6.1 illustrates the time-varying stiffness output from an unexpected load 

response.  In this figure, 29 stiffness values comprise the approximately continuous stiffness 

curve.  This type of model output could be used with Cholewicki’s data to successfully model 

trunk stiffness across the independent variables from the 2000 study and output, with a high 

degree of accuracy, the dependent variables of interest (stability in the Cholewicki study).  As 

well as satisfying the constraints encountered by Cholewicki et al. (2000), the predicted time-

varying stiffness can be used to accurately predict a plethora of dependent variables of interest 

to different researchers. 
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Figure 6.1.  Predicted time-varying stiffness from an unexpected loading trial. 
 

By virtue of the novel modeling techniques employed in this study, this investigation 

has expanded upon previous studies by allowing additional biomechanical variables to be 

considered.  The results from LTV models are not limited to the analysis of peak torque, 

work, and impulse, however, and this study should serve as a springboard to a wide variety of 

biomechanical research, including research outside the scope of sudden loading. 

 

6.6  Limitations 

It was assumed that there was no passive tissue contribution to the trunk stiffness 

response, and that the stiffness response was composed entirely of active muscle stiffness 

measurable through EMG.  While this is a valid assumption, given the experimental angular 

displacement range, the model would require modification to accept a passive stiffness input if 
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the experimental range of motion increased.  If future studies are conducted with a larger 

range of motion, means will be necessary for estimating this passive stiffness component. 

Upon unexpected load delivery, it was assumed trunk stiffness was equal to zero.  

Since conscious humans exhibit a constant low-level tonic EMG level, this is not entirely 

valid, but the magnitudes were sufficiently low to be considered negligible.  In addition, future 

studies should improve upon the load delivery procedure.  In this study, the experimenter 

visually observed a force gauge to ensure subjects were not contracting their muscles prior to 

the load delivery.  A preferred method, not attainable in the electrically noisy experiment 

environment, would involve using a automatic release mechanism with EMG inputs that 

ensure the EMG activity is below a predetermined threshold. 

The electromechanical delay was assumed to be a constant 50 msec.  This value may 

vary based on conditions, however, it was assumed this variance was low in this study.  While 

it was not possible to measure in this sudden loading methodology, future studies should 

consider measuring this value in parallel to improve model accuracy. 

Finally, the motion analysis system used in this study employs an electromagnetic 

transmitter and receivers that can interact with metal sources and yield erroneous motion data.  

While the experimental environment used in this study was tested and validated as an adequate 

space for measurement, future studies conducting in the field may necessitate an alternative 

motion analysis system. 
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6.7  Future Research 

Extending this basic research study, applied research should investigate potential 

administrative and engineering interventions (including the recommendations offered in this 

study), and their effects upon biomechanical responses to sudden loading.  Specific areas of 

research might include: the determination of the minimal preview times (using warning 

sensors) for different tasks that lead to a beneficial effect on the sudden load response, the 

investigation of job tasks with different levels of fatigue and their positive or negative effects 

on sudden load response, studying the effect of warming up (but not fatiguing) on sudden load 

response and effects on worker productivity, epidemiological and biomechanical investigations 

of a possible correlation between employee job interest and LBP under sudden loading 

conditions, and investigating the level of worker training needed to improve sudden load 

response and determining training asymptotes. 

Modification of the biomechanical model introduced in this study, used to investigate 

sudden load trunk response, should find use in other areas of biomechanical research.  

Examples of biomechanical system identification studies could include:  the investigation of 

the response of the upper extremity to the ballistic forces delivered from power tools, the 

investigation of varying levels of preload (stability) during occupational tasks, the 

investigation of time-varying stiffness during complex lifting tasks, and the use of time-varying 

stiffness output for real-time biofeedback to optimize lifting technique. 
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7.  CONCLUSION 

Sudden loads may pose a serious threat of LBP development due to the high muscular 

compensatory forces placed on trunk musculature and passive tissue.  Contrary to the need for 

this research, sudden loading epidemiological and biomechanical investigations have not been 

numerous.  The studies that have been conducted yielded results in terms of EMG parameters 

and trunk displacement, but made no attempt to identify more direct biomechanical variables 

which may correlate with LBP injury.  A robust, accurate, intelligent modeling technique has 

been introduced in this study that successfully corroborated results with previous studies and 

also yielded results in terms of peak torque, work, and impulse (variables which may more 

directly correlate with LBP injury).  The model was successful in detecting significant results 

in these dependent variables across varying levels of training, fatigue, and expectation, and led 

to recommendations requiring further applied research.   

The LTV model used in this study is easy to comprehend and utilize.  Because of the 

inherent nonlinear and time-varying properties of biomechanical systems, it is the most 

appropriate type of model to use and can be used well outside the scope of sudden loading 

research.  It is hoped these types of models will gain favor in the biomechanical community 

improving the accuracy of biomechanical modeling, increasing the safety of the workplace, 

and contributing to the science as a whole. 
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APPENDIX A:  Informed Consent Form 
 

North Carolina State University 
INFORMED CONSENT FORM 

 
Title of Study: Application of Intelligent System Identification to the Trunk Biomechanical System 
during Sudden Loading 
 
Principal Investigator Brad Lawrence  Faculty Sponsor (if applicable) Gary Mirka (IE) 
 
You are invited to participate in a research study.  The purpose of this study is to investigate how the human 
trunk muscles dynamically respond to sudden forces when sudden forces are applied to the trunk.  The effects 
of posture (initial trunk angle), warning/no warning of sudden release, fatigue, and training will be examined 
as you are subjected to sudden loads.  The results of this study will be used to provide recommendations to the 
industrial and scientific communities on how to reduce exposure to potentially hazardous sudden loads by 
changing working conditions/cycles, establishing training protocols, or providing warning indicators or other 
physical tools and interventions. 
 
INFORMATION 
This is a 6 day study.  The second day’s session does not necessarily need to be the day after the first day’s 
session, but sessions from Day 2 – Day 6 must be scheduled on consecutive days. 
 
Day 1:  After signing this Informed Consent Form, the research team will gather some measurements from 
you (height, weight, etc.).  You will then be asked to lean backward and press as hard as you can against an 
immovable padded surface.  A three minute rest period will follow each exertion.  Following these three 
exertions, you will be scheduled for the second day.   
 
Day 2:  You will arrive at the lab, sign the part of an Informed Consent Form corresponding to second day 
activities; and be allowed to review any part of the informed consent form at this time.  On this second day, 
you will don a chest harness (similar to a rock climbing harness), three motion sensors will be placed on your 
back using hypoallergenic double sided tape, and sixteen EMG sensors will be placed on your back and 
abdomen at various locations using hypoallergenic double sided tape.  You will be strapped securely into a 
wooden fixture with two seat belt straps around your waist.  A cable will be attached to the harness on your 
back.  You will be asked to relax and hang your torso forward (the ready position).  Once you reach the ready 
position, at a random time interval between 1-20 seconds, you wil be released and you will have to catch 
yourself.  Following each sudden release trial, you will rest for 2 minutes.  There will be a total of 32 of these 
“drops” on this day.  The first 16 of these trials will be performed when you are unfatigued.  Half of these 
trials will occur with no warning that the drop is coming, and half will occur following a warning in the form 
of an audible tone.  In the second part, you will experience 16 sudden releases just like in the first part, 
however, you will be asked to hold a box full of weight (80% of your maximum) for 15 seconds after each 
release.  You will then set the box down and stand in the ready position waiting for the release.  The electrodes 
and motion sensors will be removed, and you will be thanked and dismissed. 
 
Day 3, Day 4, and Day 5:  You will arrive at the lab, sign the part of an informed consent form corresponding 
to third, fourth, or fifth day activities; and be allowed to review any part of the informed consent form at this 
time.  During these days, no electrodes or motion sensors will be placed on your skin.  You will wear the chest 
harness and be strapped securely in the wooden fixture.  You will experience 32 sudden releases with either no 
warnings or 300 millisecond warnings.  There will be no fatiguing exercises preceding the sudden releases on 
any of these days. 
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Day 6: You will arrive at the lab, sign the part of an informed consent form corresponding to sixth day 
activities; and be allowed to review any part of the informed consent form at this time.  You will perform 
exactly the same tasks during Day 6 that you did in Day 2. 
This experiment will take 1 hour on Day 1, 2 hours on the Days 2 and Day 6, and 30 minutes on Days 3, 4, 
and 5. 
 
The following table summarizes each day’s activities, the amount of weight involved, the number of 
repetitions, and the duration of the activity. 
 
 
 
DAY ACTIVITY 
Day 1 Press your back as hard as you can 3 times against an immovable pad for 3 seconds. 
Day 2 Catch your upper body weight 32 times in less than 1 second following a sudden release. 

Hold a box full of weight equal to 80% of your maximum strength 16 times for 15 seconds. 
Day 3 Catch your upper body weight 32 times in less than 1 second following a sudden release 
Day 4 Catch your upper body weight 32 times in less than 1 second following a sudden release 
Day 5 Catch your upper body weight 32 times in less than 1 second following a sudden release 
Day 6 Catch your upper body weight 32 times in less than 1 second following a sudden release. 

Hold a box full of weight equal to 80% of your maximum strength 16 times for 15 seconds. 
 
 
 
RISKS 
 
Your participation in this study involves minimal risk provided that you: 

- do not have back pain or history of back pain, 
- never had a back surgery, 

 
If none of these problems apply to you, please mark your initials here: ______.  There is some risk of skin 
irritation to people with very sensitive skin, even though all adhesives used are hypoallergenic.  If you have 
very sensitive skin, please tell the researchers now.  If you do not have such sensitivities, please mark your 
initials here: _____.  There is also some risk of injury during the performance of brief maximum voluntary 
exertions, even though you will be instructed on how to do them, and will be observed by the researcher when 
you do them.  You are not asked to exert so hard as to hurt yourself, however there is the potential for that to 
occur.  You may experience some residual muscle soreness a day after the maximum exertions, similar to 
soreness you may have experienced in the past, when doing something out of the ordinary for you.  There is 
also some risk of mild discomfort during the 16 fatigue exertions on Day 2 and Day 6. 
 
BENEFITS 
There will be no direct immediate benefits to you as a subject, however, your participation will lead to indirect 
benefits by increasing the inadequate knowledge base of how humans respond to sudden loading and how low 
back injuries and financial costs associated with back injuries can be reduced by implementing proper 
administrative processes, training protocols, and engineering controls 
 
CONFIDENTIALITY 
The information in the study records will be kept strictly confidential.  Data will be stored securely and will be 
made available only to the person conducting the study unless you specifically give permission in writing to do 
otherwise.  No reference will be made in oral or written reports which could link you to the study. 
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Still images of you may appear in the dissertation and related articles that document this experiment.  Your 
face will always be blacked out or otherwise altered if your images are used.  Please provide your initials here 
to indicate that your image may be utilized in this way, so long as your face cannot be seen, and so long as 
your name is not used:  ______. 
 
 
COMPENSATION 
For participating in this study you will receive $100 and an Ergonomics lab t-shirt.  If you withdraw from the 
study prior to its completion, you will still receive an Ergonomics lab t-shirt. 
 
EMERGENCY MEDICAL TREATMENT  
In the unlikely event of physical injury resulting during your participation in this study, immediate medical 
treatment might be available at the Student Health Center on the campus of North Carolina State University.  
However, there are no provisions to provide free medical treatment if you are injured as a result of this study. 
 
CONTACT 
If you have questions at any time about the study or the procedures, you may contact the researcher, Brad 
Lawrence, at [(919) – 254 – 1824].  If you feel you have not been treated according to the descriptions in this 
form, or your rights as a participant in research have been violated during the course of this project, you may 
contact Dr. Matthew Zingraff, Chair of the NCSU IRB for the Use of Human Subjects in Research 
Committee, Box 7514, NCSU Campus (919/513-1834) or Mr. Matthew Ronning, Assistant Vice Chancellor, 
Research Administration, Box 7514, NCSU Campus (919/513-2148) 
 
PARTICIPATION 
Your participation in this study is voluntary; you may decline to participate without penalty.  If you decide to 
participate, you may withdraw from the study at any time without penalty and without loss of benefits to which 
you are otherwise entitled.  If you withdraw from the study before data collection is completed your data will 
be returned to you or destroyed. 
 
CONSENT 
I have read and understand the above information.  I have received a copy of this form.  I agree to participate 
in this study. 
 
Day 1: 
 
Subject's signature_______________________________________ Date _________________ 
 
Investigator's signature__________________________________ Date _________________ 
 
 
Day 2: 
 
Subject's signature_______________________________________ Date _________________ 
 
Investigator's signature__________________________________ Date _________________ 
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Day 3: 
 
Subject's signature_______________________________________ Date _________________ 
 
Investigator's signature__________________________________ Date _________________ 
 
 
Day 4: 
 
Subject's signature_______________________________________ Date _________________ 
 
Investigator's signature__________________________________ Date _________________ 
 
 
Day 5: 
 
Subject's signature_______________________________________ Date _________________ 
 
Investigator's signature__________________________________ Date _________________ 
 
 
Day 6: 
 
Subject's signature_______________________________________ Date _________________ 
 
Investigator's signature__________________________________ Date _________________ 
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APPENDIX B:  Network Preprocessing Algorithm MATLAB Code 
 
close all 
clear x  yhat* 
plot(ext);  %ext=filtered and averaged trunk extensor EMG array 
 
centers=input('Where are the centers?  '); %interactive input to determine 
centers from plot 
sigma=input('Where are the sigmas?  ');  %interactive input to determine 
sigmas from plot 
weights= input('Where are the starting weights?  '); %interactive input to 
determine weights from plot 
 
close 
etaw=.0001;  %weights learning rate 
etas=.000001; %sigmas learning rate 

 

file1=ext; 

x=[1:1:length(file1)]'; 
 
       
for it=1:100000,  %choose arbitrarily large index 
        cost=0;  %initialize cost 
        for i=1:length(file1), 
      yhat(i)=weights'*exp(-(x(i)-centers).^2./sigma); %predicted 
EMG updating as sigma and weights vary 
      if length(weights)>=1,  %if then statements to account for 
RBF number from 1 to 10 
                   yhat1(i)=weights(1)*exp(-(x(i)-centers(1)).^2/sigma(1)); 
                end 
                if length(weights)>=2, 
                   yhat2(i)=weights(2)*exp(-(x(i)-centers(2)).^2/sigma(2)); 
                end 
                if length(weights)>=3, 
                   yhat3(i)=weights(3)*exp(-(x(i)-centers(3)).^2/sigma(3)); 
                end 
            if length(weights)>=4, 
                   yhat4(i)=weights(4)*exp(-(x(i)-centers(4)).^2/sigma(4)); 
                end 
                if length(weights)>=5, 
                   yhat5(i)=weights(5)*exp(-(x(i)-centers(5)).^2/sigma(5)); 
                end                
                if length(weights)>=6, 
                   yhat6(i)=weights(6)*exp(-(x(i)-centers(6)).^2/sigma(6)); 
                end 
                if length(weights)>=7, 
                   yhat7(i)=weights(7)*exp(-(x(i)-centers(7)).^2/sigma(7)); 
                end 
                if length(weights)>=8, 
                   yhat8(i)=weights(8)*exp(-(x(i)-centers(8)).^2/sigma(8)); 
                end 
                if length(weights)>=9, 
                   yhat9(i)=weights(9)*exp(-(x(i)-centers(9)).^2/sigma(9)); 
                end 
                if length(weights)>=10, 
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yhat10(i)=weights(10)*exp(-(x(i)-   
centers(10)).^2/sigma(10)); 

                end 
 
                error=y(i)-yhat(i);  %prediction error 
                cost=cost+error^2/2;  %quadratic error cost function 
                weights=weights+etaw*error*exp(-(x(i)-centers).^2./sigma);  
%weight update function 

sigma=sigma+etas*error*[weights'*[exp(-(x(i)-
centers).^2./sigma)]]*[((x(i)-centers).^2./(sigma.^2))]; 

                %sigma update function 
        end 
        it %print index number to screen 
        cost  %print cost to screen 
        costit(it)=cost; 
        if it>1,  %program ends when a minimum is reached 
              if costit(it)>costit(it-1), 
               break 
            end 
         end 
          
        if length(weights)==1,   %if then statements to print realtime 
plots for RBF number from 1 to 10 
           plot(x,y,'.',x,yhat,x,yhat1) 
           legend('Y','Yhat','Yhat1',0) 
        end 
        if length(weights)==2, 
           plot(x,y,'.',x,yhat,x,yhat1,x,yhat2) 
           legend('Y','Yhat','Yhat1','Yhat2',0) 
        end 
        if length(weights)==3, 
           plot(x,y,'.',x,yhat1,'r',x,yhat2,'g',x,yhat3,'b',x,yhat,'k') 
        end 
     if length(weights)==4, 
            plot(x,y,'.',x,yhat,x,yhat1,x,yhat2,x,yhat3,x,yhat4) 
 
            legend('Y','Yhat','Yhat1','Yhat2','Yhat3','Yhat4',-1) 
        end   
        if length(weights)==5, 
           plot(x,y,'.',x,yhat,x,yhat1,x,yhat2,x,yhat3,x,yhat4,x,yhat5) 
           legend('Y','Yhat','Yhat1','Yhat2','Yhat3','Yhat4','Yhat5',0) 
        end 
        if length(weights)==6, 

           
plot(x,y,'.',x,yhat,x,yhat1,x,yhat2,x,yhat3,x,yhat4,x,yhat5,x,y
hat6) 
           
legend('Y','Yhat','Yhat1','Yhat2','Yhat3','Yhat4','Yhat5','Yhat
6',0) 

        end 
        if length(weights)==7, 

           
plot(x,y,'.',x,yhat,x,yhat1,x,yhat2,x,yhat3,x,yhat4,x,yhat5,x,y
hat6,x,yhat7) 
           
legend('Y','Yhat','Yhat1','Yhat2','Yhat3','Yhat4','Yhat5','Yhat
6','Yhat7',0) 
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        end 
        if length(weights)==8, 

           
plot(x,y,'.',x,yhat,x,yhat1,x,yhat2,x,yhat3,x,yhat4,x,yhat5,x,y
hat6,x,yhat7,x,yhat8) 
           
legend('Y','Yhat','Yhat1','Yhat2','Yhat3','Yhat4','Yhat5','Yhat
6','Yhat7','Yhat8',0) 

        end 
        if length(weights)==9, 

           
plot(x,y,'.',x,yhat,x,yhat1,x,yhat2,x,yhat3,x,yhat4,x,yhat5,x,y
hat6,x,yhat7,x,yhat8,x,yhat9) 
           
legend('Y','Yhat','Yhat1','Yhat2','Yhat3','Yhat4','Yhat5','Yhat
6','Yhat7','Yhat8','Yhat9',0) 

        end 
        if length(weights)==10, 

           
plot(x,y,'.',x,yhat,x,yhat1,x,yhat2,x,yhat3,x,yhat4,x,yhat5,x,y
hat6,x,yhat7,x,yhat8,x,yhat9,x,yhat10) 
           
legend('Y','Yhat','Yhat1','Yhat2','Yhat3','Yhat4','Yhat5','Yhat
6','Yhat7','Yhat8','Yhat9','Yhat10',2) 

        end 
 
         axis([0,length(file1),-30,max(file1)+10]) 
         xlabel('X') 
         title(strcat('Iteration Number: ',num2str(it))) 
         pause(.01) %pause statement for plot function 
end 
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APPENDIX C:  System Identification RBFN MATLAB Code 
 

SUBJECT 1 
 
clear all 
close all 
indexlength=1000000;  %arbitrarily large index is chosen 
filename; %subject motion file (filtered and endpoints determined) 
 
etakt=10000000; %stiffness learning rate 
etabt=100000; %damping learning rate 
 
plot((filename)) 
hold 
 
file1=filename*180/pi; %motionfile converted to degrees 
close all 
 
%SYSTEM ID RBF CENTERS FOR SUBJECT #1 
c1=[15.5,28]'; %udk1e 
c2=[13.5,24]'; %udk2e 
c3=[6,19.5]'; %udk3e 
c4=[6,19]'; %udk4e 
c5=[6,18]'; %udk5e 
c6=[21]'; %udk6e 
c7=[5,20]'; %udk7e 
c8=[6,18]'; %udk8e 
c9=[5,16]'; %udk9e 
c10=[6,19]'; %udk10e 
c11=[14,23]'; %udk11e 
c12=[6,17]';  %udk12e 
c13=[5,19]';  %udk13e 
c14=[14,21]';  %udk14e 
c15=[15]';  %udk15e 
c16=[14,21]';  %udk16e 
 
c17=[14,21]';  %udk17e 
c18=[4,16]';  %udk18e 
c19=[14,22]';  %udk19e 
c20=[6,14]';  %udk20e 
c21=[6,15]';  %udk21e 
c22=[5,16,29]';  %udk22e 
c23=[6,14.5,25]';  %udk23e 
c24=[6,14,24]';  %udk24e 
c25=[12,20]';  %udk25e 
c26=[15.5]';  %udk26e 
c27=[5,15]';  %udk27e 
c28=[14]';  %udk28e 
c29=[12,20]';  %udk29e 
c30=[18]';  %udk30e 
c31=[14,20]';  %udk31e 
c32=[15,21]';  %udk32e 
 
c33=[19]';  %tdk1e 
c34=[17]';  %tdk2e 
c35=[17]';  %tdk3e 
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c36=[17,29]';  %tdk4e 
c37=[14,24]';  %tdk5e 
c38=[17]';  %tdk6e 
c39=[18]';  %tdk7e 
c40=[14,25]';  %tdk8e 
c41=[14]';  %tdk9e 
c42=[2,13]';  %tdk10e 
c43=[5,14]';  %tdk11e 
c44=[14]';  %tdk12e 
c45=[16]';  %tdk13e 
c46=[6,17.5,29]';  %tdk14e 
c47=[15]';  %tdk15e 
c48=[3,14]';  %tdk16e 
 
c49=[14,22]';  %tdk17e 
c50=[6,17]';  %tdk18e 
c51=[1,16]';  %tdk19e 
c52=[0]';  %tdk20e 
c53=[17]';  %tdk21e 
c54=[16]';  %tdk22e 
c55=[16]';  %tdk23e 
c56=[16]';  %tdk24e 
c57=[2,16]';  %tdk25e 
c58=[15]';  %tdk26e 
c59=[1,14]';  %tdk27e 
c60=[18]';  %tdk28e 
c61=[3,16]';  %tdk29e 
c62=[5,16]';  %tdk30e 
c63=[17]';  %tdk31e 
c64=[1,15]';  %tdk32e 
c65=[1,14]';  %tdk33e 
c66=[18,28]';  %tdk34e 
 
%SYSTEM ID RBF SIGMAS FOR SUBJECT #1 
s1=[25,25]';  %udk1e 
s2=[25,20]';%udk2e 
s3=[27,50]';  %udk3e 
s4=[35,40]';  %udk4e 
s5=[40,25]';  %udk5e 
s6=[44]'; %udk6e 
s7=[7,35]';  %udk7e 
s8=[5,17]';  %udk8e 
s9=[17,25]';  %udk9e 
s10=[25,35]';  %udk10e 
s11=[25,22]';  %udk11e 
s12=[25,35]';  %udk12e 
s13=[25,58]';  %udk13e 
s14=[15,22]';  %udk14e 
s15=[40]';  %udk15e 
s16=[20,20]';  %udk16e 
 
s17=[17,16]';   %udk17e 
s18=[25,20]';  %udk18e 
s19=[22,18]';  %udk19e 
s20=[25,17]';  %udk20e 
s21=[25,23]';  %udk21e 
s22=[30,22,41]';  %udk22e 
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s23=[23,20,31]';  %udk23e 
s24=[28,21,29]';  %udk24e 
s25=[15,25]';  %udk25e 
s26=[30]';  %udk26e 
s27=[25,30]';  %udk27e 
s28=[35]';  %udk28e 
s29=[14,20]';  %udk29e 
s30=[35]';  %udk30e 
s31=[24,16]';  %udk31e 
s32=[28,14]';  %udk32e 
 
s33=[30]';  %tdk1e 
s34=[30]';  %tdk2e 
s35=[25]';  %tdk3e 
s36=[28,28]';  %tdk4e 
s37=[25,21]';  %tdk5e 
s38=[32]';  %tdk6e 
s39=[28]';  %tdk7e 
s40=[32,19]';  %tdk8e 
s41=[60]';  %tdk9e 
s42=[20,27]';  %tdk10e 
s43=[10,25]';  %tdk11e 
s44=[45]';  %tdk12e 
s45=[30]';  %tdk13e 
s46=[5,33,15]';  %tdk14e 
s47=[30]';  %tdk15e 
s48=[20,25]';  %tdk16e 
 
s49=[15,26]';  %tdk17e 
s50=[21,32]';  %tdk18e 
s51=[25,27]';  %tdk19e 
s52=[0]';  %tdk20e 
s53=[38]';  %tdk21e 
s54=[20]';  %tdk22e 
s55=[25]';  %tdk23e 
s56=[25]';  %tdk24e 
s57=[12,40]';  %tdk25e 
s58=[32]';  %tdk26e 
s59=[12,27]';  %tdk27e 
s60=[29]';  %tdk28e 
s61=[14,24]';  %tdk29e 
s62=[25,37]';  %tdk30e 
s63=[24]';  %tdk31e 
s64=[11,23]';  %tdk32e 
s65=[9,25]';  %tdk33e 
s66=[40,25]';  %tdk34e 
 
trialnum=input('What is the trial number?   ');  %specify current trial 
number 
centername=sprintf('%s','c',num2str(trialnum)); 
sigmaname=sprintf('%s','s',num2str(trialnum)); 
centerse=eval(centername); 
sigmae=eval(sigmaname); 
 
dt=1/85.33;  %sampling period 
N=length(file1);  %length of file 
time=[1:N]*dt;  %sampling time 
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J=3.81; %subject inertia for head, trunk, and arms 
r=0.306; %head, trunk, and arms center of mass 
m=60.9; %mass of trunk 
g=9.81; %acceleration of gravity 
tau(1:N)=m*g*r*sin(file1(1:N)*pi/180); %applied torque 
bt=100; %damping value seed 
x1=0*time;  %initialization 
x2=0*time; %initialization 
x2dot=0*time; %initialization 
x1(1)=file1(1)*pi/180;  %spring resting angle 
 
close;   figure(1);    set(1,'Position',[114 33 909 668]) 
ckte=centerse/85.33; %RBF centers array 
skte=sqrt(sigmae)/85.33; %RBF sigmas array 
wkte=1000*ones(length(centerse),1);  %RBF weights array seed value 
 
for it=1:indexlength, 
   traincost(it)=0;  %cost function initialization 
   for i=1:N-1, 
      distkte=sqrt((time(i)-ckte).^2); 
      netkte=exp(-(distkte ./ skte).^2); %RBF function 
      kte(i)=wkte'*netkte; %time-varying stiffness derivation 
      if kte(i)<0  %restriction on negative stiffness values 
        kte(i)=0; 
      end 
      x2dot(i)=(-bt*x2(i)-(kte(i)*((x1(i)-x1(1))))+tau(i))/J; %discrete 
version of equations of motion 
  x2(i+1)=x2(i)+x2dot(i)*dt; 
      x1(i+1)=x1(i)+x2(i+1)*dt; 
      error=file1(i+1)*pi/180-x1(i+1);  %prediction error 
      errortotal(i)=file1(i+1)*pi/180-x1(i+1); %error array for RMS 
calculations 
      traincost(it)=traincost(it)+error^2/2; %quadractic error cost 
function 
      bt=bt-etabt*error*dt^2*x2(i)/J;  %static function approximation of 
damping 
      if bt<0  %restriction on negative damping 
         bt=0; 
      end   
      dCdwkte=error*dt^2*netkte*((x1(i)-x1(1)))/J;  
      wkte=wkte-etakt*dCdwkte;  %RBFN weights array updating 
   end 
 it  %print index to screen 
 bt  %print damping value to screen 
 kpeak=max(kte) %print peak stiffness value to screen 
 kavg=mean(kte) %print avg stiffness value to screen 
 deflection=[file1(2:length(file1))-file1(1)]*pi/180;  %angular deflection 
in degrees 
 torque=deflection'.*kte;  %time-varying torque 
 peaktorque=max(abs(torque)) %print peak torque value to screen 
 work=torque*deflection %print work value to screen 
 impulsetime=time(1:length(time)-1); 
 impulse=torque*impulsetime' %print impulse value to screen 
 cost=traincost(it) %print cost to screen 
  
 indexplot=1:1:length(file1); 
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 plot(indexplot,file1,indexplot,x1*180/pi);  %print realtime prediction vs 
actual angle 
 pause(.001) %pause statement for plot function 
 end 
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SUBJECT 2 
 
clear all 
close all 
indexlength=1000000;  %arbitrarily large index is chosen 
filename; %subject motion file (filtered and endpoints determined) 
 
etakt=10000000; %stiffness learning rate 
etabt=100000; %damping learning rate 
 
plot((filename)) 
hold 
 
file1=filename*180/pi; %motionfile converted to degrees 
close all 
 
%SYSTEM ID RBF CENTERS FOR SUBJECT #2 
c1=[5,15,26]'; %udb1e 
c2=[15,28]'; %udb2e 
c3=[7,15,35]'; %udb3e 
c4=[10,17,31]'; %udb4e 
c5=[9,18,30]'; %udb5e 
c6=[13,20,35]'; %udb6e 
c7=[4,14,21,29]'; %udb7e 
c8=[16,33]'; %udb8e 
c9=[7,15,22]'; %udb9e 
c10=[7,16,27]'; %udb10e 
c11=[6,17,30]'; %udb11e 
c12=[0]';  %udb12e 
c13=[7,17]';  %udb13e 
c14=[4,17,26]';  %udb14e 
c15=[5,17,26]';  %udb15e 
c16=[5,17.5,28]';  %udb16e 
c17=[16,29]';  %udb17e 
 
c18=[6,19,25]';  %udb18e 
c19=[8,17.5,27]';  %udb19e 
c20=[9,18,29]';  %udb20e 
c21=[14.5,27]';  %udb21e 
c22=[15,26]';  %udb22e 
c23=[15,25]';  %udb23e 
c24=[17,29]';  %udb24e 
c25=[5,17,26]';  %udb25e 
c26=[7,20,29]';  %udb26e 
c27=[18,29]';  %udb27e 
c28=[16,28]';  %udb28e 
c29=[15.5,28]';  %udb29e 
c30=[0]';  %udb30e 
c31=[4,16,28]';  %udb31e 
c32=[16.5,26]';  %udb32e 
c33=[5.5,16.5,25]';  %udb33e 
c34=[4,17,25]';  %udb34e 
 
c35=[13,28]';  %tdb1e 
c36=[11,27]';  %tdb2e 
c37=[12,27]';  %tdb3e 
c38=[12,27]';  %tdb4e 
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c39=[13,27]';  %tdb5e 
c40=[11.5,27]';  %tdb6e 
c41=[13,27]';  %tdb7e 
c42=[13,27]';  %tdb8e 
c43=[10,26]';  %tdb9e 
c44=[15,27]';  %tdb10e 
c45=[12,27]';  %tdb11e 
c46=[11,26]';  %tdb12e 
c47=[12,26]';  %tdb13e 
c48=[12,26]';  %tdb14e 
c49=[12,26]';  %tdb15e 
c50=[10,27]';  %tdb16e 
 
c51=[16,27]';  %tdb17e 
c52=[6,13,27]';  %tdb18e 
c53=[10,26]';  %tdb19e 
c54=[26]';  %tdb20e 
c55=[16,27]';  %tdb21e 
c56=[6.5,17,26]';  %tdb22e 
c57=[18,27]';  %tdb23e 
c58=[8,26]';  %tdb24e 
c59=[8,26]';  %tdb25e 
c60=[6,28]';  %tdb26e 
c61=[9,27]';  %tdb27e 
c62=[16,27]';  %tdb28e 
c63=[14,27]';  %tdb29e 
c64=[13,27]';  %tdb30e 
c65=[15,26]';  %tdb31e 
c66=[14,27]';  %tdb32e 
 
%SYSTEM ID RBF SIGMAS FOR SUBJECT #2 
s1=[7,17,19]';  %udb1e 
s2=[21,20]';%udb2e 
s3=[16,21,55]';  %udb3e 
s4=[11,16,58]';  %udb4e 
s5=[8,27,40]';  %udb5e 
s6=[21,26,80]'; %udb6e 
s7=[7,40,25,30]';  %udb7e 
s8=[22,80]';  %udb8e 
s9=[11,18,27]';  %udb9e 
s10=[9,30,25]';  %udb10e 
s11=[17,35,31]';  %udb11e 
s12=[0]';  %udb12e 
s13=[5,30]';  %udb13e 
s14=[6,45,26]';  %udb14e 
s15=[7,45,26]';  %udb15e 
s16=[10,35,25]';  %udb16e 
s17=[26,40]';   %udb17e 
 
s18=[10,50,12]';  %udb18e 
s19=[6,30,25]';  %udb19e 
s20=[6,37,32]';  %udb20e 
s21=[20,42]';  %udb21e 
s22=[39,37]';  %udb22e 
s23=[42,38]';  %udb23e 
s24=[34,40]';  %udb24e 
s25=[20,37,25]';  %udb25e 
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s26=[10,47,32]';  %udb26e 
s27=[51,34]';  %udb27e 
s28=[32,28]';  %udb28e 
s29=[28,32]';  %udb29e 
s30=[0]';  %udb30e 
s31=[28,29,38]';  %udb31e 
s32=[54,26]';  %udb32e 
s33=[7,20,20]';  %udb33e 
s34=[25,30,23]';  %udb34e 
 
s35=[35,51]';  %tdb1e 
s36=[22,63]';  %tdb2e 
s37=[41,59]';  %tdb3e 
s38=[32,75]';  %tdb4e 
s39=[37,56]';  %tdb5e 
s40=[38,76]';  %tdb6e 
s41=[41,64]';  %tdb7e 
s42=[47,55]';  %tdb8e 
s43=[48,53]';  %tdb9e 
s44=[44,52]';  %tdb10e 
s45=[33,73]';  %tdb11e 
s46=[25,71]';  %tdb12e 
s47=[38,49]';  %tdb13e 
s48=[28,50]';  %tdb14e 
s49=[35,68]';  %tdb15e 
s50=[43,67]';  %tdb16e 
 
s51=[30,50]';  %tdb17e 
s52=[25,18,55]';  %tdb18e 
s53=[42,44]';  %tdb19e 
s54=[57]';  %tdb20e 
s55=[26,49]';  %tdb21e 
s56=[5,15,35]';  %tdb22e 
s57=[40,35]';  %tdb23e 
s58=[12,75]';  %tdb24e 
s59=[21,71]';  %tdb25e 
s60=[33,89]';  %tdb26e 
s61=[45,81]';  %tdb27e 
s62=[42,35]';  %tdb28e 
s63=[43,39]';  %tdb29e 
s64=[46,51]';  %tdb30e 
s65=[38,46]';  %tdb31e 
s66=[40,40]';  %tdb32e 
 
trialnum=input('What is the trial number?   ');  %specify current trial 
number 
centername=sprintf('%s','c',num2str(trialnum)); 
sigmaname=sprintf('%s','s',num2str(trialnum)); 
centerse=eval(centername); 
sigmae=eval(sigmaname); 
 
dt=1/85.33;  %sampling period 
N=length(file1);  %length of file 
time=[1:N]*dt;  %sampling time 
J=2.63; %subject inertia for head, trunk, and arms 
r=0.312; %head, trunk, and arms center of mass 
m=39.7; %mass of trunk 
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g=9.81; %acceleration of gravity 
tau(1:N)=m*g*r*sin(file1(1:N)*pi/180); %applied torque 
bt=100; %damping value seed 
x1=0*time;  %initialization 
x2=0*time; %initialization 
x2dot=0*time; %initialization 
x1(1)=file1(1)*pi/180;  %spring resting angle 
 
close;   figure(1);    set(1,'Position',[114 33 909 668]) 
ckte=centerse/85.33; %RBF centers array 
skte=sqrt(sigmae)/85.33; %RBF sigmas array 
wkte=1000*ones(length(centerse),1);  %RBF weights array seed value 
 
for it=1:indexlength, 
   traincost(it)=0;  %cost function initialization 
   for i=1:N-1, 
      distkte=sqrt((time(i)-ckte).^2); 
      netkte=exp(-(distkte ./ skte).^2); %RBF function 
      kte(i)=wkte'*netkte; %time-varying stiffness derivation 
      if kte(i)<0  %restriction on negative stiffness values 
        kte(i)=0; 
      end 
      x2dot(i)=(-bt*x2(i)-(kte(i)*((x1(i)-x1(1))))+tau(i))/J; %discrete 
version of equations of motion 
  x2(i+1)=x2(i)+x2dot(i)*dt; 
      x1(i+1)=x1(i)+x2(i+1)*dt; 
      error=file1(i+1)*pi/180-x1(i+1);  %prediction error 
      errortotal(i)=file1(i+1)*pi/180-x1(i+1); %error array for RMS 
calculations 
      traincost(it)=traincost(it)+error^2/2; %quadractic error cost 
function 
      bt=bt-etabt*error*dt^2*x2(i)/J;  %static function approximation of 
damping 
      if bt<0  %restriction on negative damping 
         bt=0; 
      end   
      dCdwkte=error*dt^2*netkte*((x1(i)-x1(1)))/J;  
      wkte=wkte-etakt*dCdwkte;  %RBFN weights array updating 
   end 
 it  %print index to screen 
 bt  %print damping value to screen 
 kpeak=max(kte) %print peak stiffness value to screen 
 kavg=mean(kte) %print avg stiffness value to screen 
 deflection=[file1(2:length(file1))-file1(1)]*pi/180;  %angular deflection 
in degrees 
 torque=deflection'.*kte;  %time-varying torque 
 peaktorque=max(abs(torque)) %print peak torque value to screen 
 work=torque*deflection %print work value to screen 
 impulsetime=time(1:length(time)-1); 
 impulse=torque*impulsetime' %print impulse value to screen 
 cost=traincost(it) %print cost to screen 
  
 indexplot=1:1:length(file1); 
 plot(indexplot,file1,indexplot,x1*180/pi);  %print realtime prediction vs 
actual angle 
 pause(.001) %pause statement for plot function 
 end 
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SUBJECT 3 
 
clear all 
close all 
indexlength=1000000;  %arbitrarily large index is chosen 
filename; %subject motion file (filtered and endpoints determined) 
 
etakt=10000000; %stiffness learning rate 
etabt=100000; %damping learning rate 
 
plot((filename)) 
hold 
 
file1=filename*180/pi; %motionfile converted to degrees 
close all 
 
%SYSTEM ID RBF CENTERS FOR SUBJECT #3 
c1=[7,16,29]'; %ujd1e 
c2=[6,16.5,27]'; %ujd2e 
c3=[7,15,23]'; %ujd3e 
c4=[6,16,29]'; %ujd4e 
c5=[6,18]'; %ujd5e 
c6=[6.5,16,22]'; %ujd6e 
c7=[0]'; %ujd7e 
c8=[6,16,27]'; %ujd8e 
c9=[6,16]'; %ujd9e 
c10=[5,15]'; %ujd10e 
c11=[5,15.5,30]'; %ujd11e 
c12=[4,15]';  %ujd12e 
c13=[4,16]';  %ujd13e 
c14=[6,21]';  %ujd14e 
c15=[6,22]';  %ujd15e 
c16=[6,17,24]';  %ujd16e 
c17=[3.5,16]';  %ujd17e 
 
c18=[8,17]';  %ujd18e 
c19=[1,16]';  %ujd19e 
c20=[16]';  %ujd20e 
c21=[6.5,22]';  %ujd21e 
c22=[5,17]';  %ujd22e 
c23=[5.5,19]';  %ujd23e 
c24=[7,18]';  %ujd24e 
c25=[6,17,28]';  %ujd25e 
c26=[1,17]';  %ujd26e 
c27=[4,15.5]';  %ujd27e 
c28=[20]';  %ujd28e 
c29=[5,15.5]';  %ujd29e 
c30=[17]';  %ujd30e 
c31=[5,19]';  %ujd31e 
c32=[2,17]';  %ujd32e 
c33=[7,17]';  %ujd33e 
 
c34=[7,14,25]';  %tjd1e 
c35=[17,22]';  %tjd2e 
c36=[17]';  %tjd3e 
c37=[6,15,26]';  %tjd4e 
c38=[17]';  %tjd5e 
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c39=[4,15,26]';  %tjd6e 
c40=[4,14,24]';  %tjd7e 
c41=[16,29]';  %tjd8e 
c42=[5,15,27]';  %tjd9e 
c43=[16,28]';  %tjd10e 
c44=[1,14,29]';  %tjd11e 
c45=[5,15.5,27.5]';  %tjd12e 
c46=[7,17,28]';  %tjd13e 
c47=[1,15,29]';  %tjd14e 
c48=[5.5,16,27]';  %tjd15e 
c49=[16,28]';  %tjd16e 
 
c50=[1,14.5,27]';  %tjd17e 
c51=[18,29]';  %tjd18e 
c52=[2,15,27]';  %tjd19e 
c53=[6,17]';  %tjd20e 
c54=[6,18]';  %tjd21e 
c55=[4,14]';  %tjd22e 
c56=[3,15,30]';  %tjd23e 
c57=[1,15.5,29]';  %tjd24e 
c58=[17,27]';  %tjd25e 
c59=[5,15,29]';  %tjd26e 
c60=[5.5,18]';  %tjd27e 
c61=[6,18]';  %tjd28e 
c62=[4,17,27]';  %tjd29e 
c63=[1,14.5,28.5]';  %tjd30e 
c64=[1,14.5,29]';  %tjd31e 
c65=[23]';  %tjd32e 
 
%SYSTEM ID RBF SIGMAS FOR SUBJECT #3 
s1=[2,20,31]';  %ujd1e 
s2=[8,20,20]';%ujd2e 
s3=[28,22,31]';  %ujd3e 
s4=[7,30,60]';  %ujd4e 
s5=[35,49]';  %ujd5e 
s6=[8,23,11]'; %ujd6e 
s7=[0]';  %ujd7e 
s8=[9,21,26]';  %ujd8e 
s9=[20,22]';  %ujd9e 
s10=[20,20]';  %ujd10e 
s11=[17,23,28]';  %ujd11e 
s12=[16,23]';  %ujd12e 
s13=[22,25]';  %ujd13e 
s14=[6,32]';  %ujd14e 
s15=[18,35]';  %ujd15e 
s16=[7,25,10]';  %ujd16e 
s17=[18,22]';   %ujd17e 
 
s18=[1,21]';  %ujd18e 
s19=[21,24]';  %ujd19e 
s20=[31]';  %ujd20e 
s21=[8,21]';  %ujd21e 
s22=[7,23]';  %ujd22e 
s23=[6,25]';  %ujd23e 
s24=[6,29]';  %ujd24e 
s25=[8,25,15]';  %ujd25e 
s26=[11,26]';  %ujd26e 
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s27=[25,24]';  %ujd27e 
s28=[53]';  %ujd28e 
s29=[24,28]';  %ujd29e 
s30=[65]';  %ujd30e 
s31=[7,28]';  %ujd31e 
s32=[37,31]';  %ujd32e 
s33=[23,30]';  %ujd33e 
 
s34=[26,15,27]';  %tjd1e 
s35=[24,34]';  %tjd2e 
s36=[31]';  %tjd3e 
s37=[26,22,24]';  %tjd4e 
s38=[25]';  %tjd5e 
s39=[28,22,23]';  %tjd6e 
s40=[34,25,26]';  %tjd7e 
s41=[28,67]';  %tjd8e 
s42=[10,25,38]';  %tjd9e 
s43=[25,38]';  %tjd10e 
s44=[42,29,42]';  %tjd11e 
s45=[40,28,39]';  %tjd12e 
s46=[9,19,45]';  %tjd13e 
s47=[43,28,29]';  %tjd14e 
s48=[36,22,40]';  %tjd15e 
s49=[30,52]';  %tjd16e 
 
s50=[24,20,31]';  %tjd17e 
s51=[25,30]';  %tjd18e 
s52=[20,20,21]';  %tjd19e 
s53=[10,20]';  %tjd20e 
s54=[10,27]';  %tjd21e 
s55=[20,22]';  %tjd22e 
s56=[20,20,45]';  %tjd23e 
s57=[31,23,31]';  %tjd24e 
s58=[23,32]';  %tjd25e 
s59=[25,18,34]';  %tjd26e 
s60=[11,25]';  %tjd27e 
s61=[11,21]';  %tjd28e 
s62=[6,25,25]';  %tjd29e 
s63=[20,20,42]';  %tjd30e 
s64=[33,26,33]';  %tjd31e 
s65=[72]';  %tjd32e 
 
trialnum=input('What is the trial number?   ');  %specify current trial 
number 
centername=sprintf('%s','c',num2str(trialnum)); 
sigmaname=sprintf('%s','s',num2str(trialnum)); 
centerse=eval(centername); 
sigmae=eval(sigmaname); 
 
dt=1/85.33;  %sampling period 
N=length(file1);  %length of file 
time=[1:N]*dt;  %sampling time 
J=1.95; %subject inertia for head, trunk, and arms 
r=0.285; %head, trunk, and arms center of mass 
m=36.1; %mass of trunk 
g=9.81; %acceleration of gravity 
tau(1:N)=m*g*r*sin(file1(1:N)*pi/180); %applied torque 
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bt=100; %damping value seed 
x1=0*time;  %initialization 
x2=0*time; %initialization 
x2dot=0*time; %initialization 
x1(1)=file1(1)*pi/180;  %spring resting angle 
 
close;   figure(1);    set(1,'Position',[114 33 909 668]) 
ckte=centerse/85.33; %RBF centers array 
skte=sqrt(sigmae)/85.33; %RBF sigmas array 
wkte=1000*ones(length(centerse),1);  %RBF weights array seed value 
 
for it=1:indexlength, 
   traincost(it)=0;  %cost function initialization 
   for i=1:N-1, 
      distkte=sqrt((time(i)-ckte).^2); 
      netkte=exp(-(distkte ./ skte).^2); %RBF function 
      kte(i)=wkte'*netkte; %time-varying stiffness derivation 
      if kte(i)<0  %restriction on negative stiffness values 
        kte(i)=0; 
      end 
      x2dot(i)=(-bt*x2(i)-(kte(i)*((x1(i)-x1(1))))+tau(i))/J; %discrete 
version of equations of motion 
  x2(i+1)=x2(i)+x2dot(i)*dt; 
      x1(i+1)=x1(i)+x2(i+1)*dt; 
      error=file1(i+1)*pi/180-x1(i+1);  %prediction error 
      errortotal(i)=file1(i+1)*pi/180-x1(i+1); %error array for RMS 
calculations 
      traincost(it)=traincost(it)+error^2/2; %quadractic error cost 
function 
      bt=bt-etabt*error*dt^2*x2(i)/J;  %static function approximation of 
damping 
      if bt<0  %restriction on negative damping 
         bt=0; 
      end   
      dCdwkte=error*dt^2*netkte*((x1(i)-x1(1)))/J;  
      wkte=wkte-etakt*dCdwkte;  %RBFN weights array updating 
   end 
 it  %print index to screen 
 bt  %print damping value to screen 
 kpeak=max(kte) %print peak stiffness value to screen 
 kavg=mean(kte) %print avg stiffness value to screen 
 deflection=[file1(2:length(file1))-file1(1)]*pi/180;  %angular deflection 
in degrees 
 torque=deflection'.*kte;  %time-varying torque 
 peaktorque=max(abs(torque)) %print peak torque value to screen 
 work=torque*deflection %print work value to screen 
 impulsetime=time(1:length(time)-1); 
 impulse=torque*impulsetime' %print impulse value to screen 
 cost=traincost(it) %print cost to screen 
  
 indexplot=1:1:length(file1); 
 plot(indexplot,file1,indexplot,x1*180/pi);  %print realtime prediction vs 
actual angle 
 pause(.001) %pause statement for plot function 
 end 
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SUBJECT 4 
 
clear all 
close all 
indexlength=1000000;  %arbitrarily large index is chosen 
filename; %subject motion file (filtered and endpoints determined) 
 
etakt=10000000; %stiffness learning rate 
etabt=100000; %damping learning rate 
 
plot((filename)) 
hold 
 
file1=filename*180/pi; %motionfile converted to degrees 
close all 
 
%SYSTEM ID RBF CENTERS FOR SUBJECT #4 
c1=[6,16]'; %ura1e 
c2=[0]'; %ura2e 
c3=[16,25]'; %ura3e 
c4=[2,13,21,28]'; %ura4e 
c5=[6,15.5,24]'; %ura5e 
c6=[19]'; %ura6e 
c7=[19]'; %ura7e 
c8=[5,15.5,25]'; %ura8e 
c9=[5,15]'; %ura9e 
c10=[22]'; %ura10e 
c11=[18]'; %ura11e 
c12=[14,25]';  %ura12e 
c13=[3,15]';  %ura13e 
c14=[6.5,23]';  %ura14e 
c15=[1,5,9,24]';  %ura15e 
c16=[6,18]';  %ura16e 
c17=[32]';  %ura17e 
 
c18=[5,20]';  %ura18e 
c19=[15,23]';  %ura19e 
c20=[13,22]';  %ura20e 
c21=[1,16]';  %ura21e 
c22=[6,20]';  %ura22e 
c23=[16]';  %ura23e 
c24=[1,16]';  %ura24e 
c25=[21]';  %ura25e 
c26=[7,22]';  %ura26e 
c27=[4,19]';  %ura27e 
c28=[2,17]';  %ura28e 
c29=[6,22]';  %ura29e 
c30=[6,19]';  %ura30e 
c31=[15]';  %ura31e 
c32=[15]';  %ura32e 
c33=[6,20.5,28]';  %ura33e 
 
c34=[18]';  %tra1e 
c35=[16,23]';  %tra2e 
c36=[13,24]';  %tra3e 
c37=[5,14,23]';  %tra4e 
c38=[6,15,24]';  %tra5e 
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c39=[2,14]';  %tra6e 
c40=[3,13]';  %tra7e 
c41=[16]';  %tra8e 
c42=[1,13,23]';  %tra9e 
c43=[6,16,26]';  %tra10e 
c44=[2,17]';  %tra11e 
c45=[15.5,25]';  %tra12e 
c46=[13,25]';  %tra13e 
c47=[13,24]';  %tra14e 
c48=[13,26]';  %tra15e 
c49=[19]';  %tra16e 
 
c50=[4,13]';  %tra17e 
c51=[19]';  %tra18e 
c52=[20]';  %tra19e 
c53=[18,25]';  %tra20e 
c54=[6,14]';  %tra21e 
c55=[3,14]';  %tra22e 
c56=[6,18]';  %tra23e 
c57=[3,15]';  %tra24e 
c58=[19]';  %tra25e 
c59=[17]';  %tra26e 
c60=[17]';  %tra27e 
c61=[5,16]';  %tra28e 
c62=[3,13]';  %tra29e 
c63=[5,17]';  %tra30e 
c64=[17]';  %tra31e 
c65=[3,16]';  %tra32e 
 
%SYSTEM ID RBF SIGMAS FOR SUBJECT #4 
s1=[6,26]';  %ura1e 
s2=[0]';%ura2e 
s3=[20,27]';  %ura3e 
s4=[24,25,14,25]';  %ura4e 
s5=[6,22,17]';  %ura5e 
s6=[27]'; %ura6e 
s7=[21]';  %ura7e 
s8=[25,17,31]';  %ura8e 
s9=[10,35]';  %ura9e 
s10=[55]';  %ura10e 
s11=[20]';  %ura11e 
s12=[22,23]';  %ura12e 
s13=[22,15]';  %ura13e 
s14=[7,20]';  %ura14e 
s15=[3,10,20,37]';  %ura15e 
s16=[20,20]';  %ura16e 
s17=[37]';   %ura17e 
 
s18=[23,35]';  %ura18e 
s19=[18,18]';  %ura19e 
s20=[12,26]';  %ura20e 
s21=[28,22]';  %ura21e 
s22=[8,35]';  %ura22e 
s23=[28]';  %ura23e 
s24=[24,26]';  %ura24e 
s25=[58]';  %ura25e 
s26=[11,28]';  %ura26e 
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s27=[28,36]';  %ura27e 
s28=[18,38]';  %ura28e 
s29=[9,31]';  %ura29e 
s30=[5,17]';  %ura30e 
s31=[31]';  %ura31e 
s32=[36]';  %ura32e 
s33=[24,46,25]';  %ura33e 
 
s34=[33]';  %tra1e 
s35=[22,15]';  %tra2e 
s36=[28,14]';  %tra3e 
s37=[9,20,21]';  %tra4e 
s38=[6,20,20]';  %tra5e 
s39=[16,20]';  %tra6e 
s40=[14,17]';  %tra7e 
s41=[18]';  %tra8e 
s42=[10,12,27]';  %tra9e 
s43=[8,20,17]';  %tra10e 
s44=[15,40]';  %tra11e 
s45=[20,22]';  %tra12e 
s46=[32,15]';  %tra13e 
s47=[30,24]';  %tra14e 
s48=[22,19]';  %tra15e 
s49=[46]';  %tra16e 
 
s50=[11,20]';  %tra17e 
s51=[35]';  %tra18e 
s52=[45]';  %tra19e 
s53=[22,25]';  %tra20e 
s54=[15,20]';  %tra21e 
s55=[15,22]';  %tra22e 
s56=[4,17]';  %tra23e 
s57=[27,26]';  %tra24e 
s58=[34]';  %tra25e 
s59=[22]';  %tra26e 
s60=[26]';  %tra27e 
s61=[22,35]';  %tra28e 
s62=[7,25]';  %tra29e 
s63=[21,28]';  %tra30e 
s64=[23]';  %tra31e 
s65=[18,21]';  %tra32e 
 
trialnum=input('What is the trial number?   ');  %specify current trial 
number 
centername=sprintf('%s','c',num2str(trialnum)); 
sigmaname=sprintf('%s','s',num2str(trialnum)); 
centerse=eval(centername); 
sigmae=eval(sigmaname); 
 
dt=1/85.33;  %sampling period 
N=length(file1);  %length of file 
time=[1:N]*dt;  %sampling time 
J=6.22; %subject inertia for head, trunk, and arms 
r=0.324; %head, trunk, and arms center of mass 
m=54.8; %mass of trunk 
g=9.81; %acceleration of gravity 
tau(1:N)=m*g*r*sin(file1(1:N)*pi/180); %applied torque 
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bt=100; %damping value seed 
x1=0*time;  %initialization 
x2=0*time; %initialization 
x2dot=0*time; %initialization 
x1(1)=file1(1)*pi/180;  %spring resting angle 
 
close;   figure(1);    set(1,'Position',[114 33 909 668]) 
ckte=centerse/85.33; %RBF centers array 
skte=sqrt(sigmae)/85.33; %RBF sigmas array 
wkte=1000*ones(length(centerse),1);  %RBF weights array seed value 
 
for it=1:indexlength, 
   traincost(it)=0;  %cost function initialization 
   for i=1:N-1, 
      distkte=sqrt((time(i)-ckte).^2); 
      netkte=exp(-(distkte ./ skte).^2); %RBF function 
      kte(i)=wkte'*netkte; %time-varying stiffness derivation 
      if kte(i)<0  %restriction on negative stiffness values 
        kte(i)=0; 
      end 
      x2dot(i)=(-bt*x2(i)-(kte(i)*((x1(i)-x1(1))))+tau(i))/J; %discrete 
version of equations of motion 
  x2(i+1)=x2(i)+x2dot(i)*dt; 
      x1(i+1)=x1(i)+x2(i+1)*dt; 
      error=file1(i+1)*pi/180-x1(i+1);  %prediction error 
      errortotal(i)=file1(i+1)*pi/180-x1(i+1); %error array for RMS 
calculations 
      traincost(it)=traincost(it)+error^2/2; %quadractic error cost 
function 
      bt=bt-etabt*error*dt^2*x2(i)/J;  %static function approximation of 
damping 
      if bt<0  %restriction on negative damping 
         bt=0; 
      end   
      dCdwkte=error*dt^2*netkte*((x1(i)-x1(1)))/J;  
      wkte=wkte-etakt*dCdwkte;  %RBFN weights array updating 
   end 
 it  %print index to screen 
 bt  %print damping value to screen 
 kpeak=max(kte) %print peak stiffness value to screen 
 kavg=mean(kte) %print avg stiffness value to screen 
 deflection=[file1(2:length(file1))-file1(1)]*pi/180;  %angular deflection 
in degrees 
 torque=deflection'.*kte;  %time-varying torque 
 peaktorque=max(abs(torque)) %print peak torque value to screen 
 work=torque*deflection %print work value to screen 
 impulsetime=time(1:length(time)-1); 
 impulse=torque*impulsetime' %print impulse value to screen 
 cost=traincost(it) %print cost to screen 
  
 indexplot=1:1:length(file1); 
 plot(indexplot,file1,indexplot,x1*180/pi);  %print realtime prediction vs 
actual angle 
 pause(.001) %pause statement for plot function 
 end 
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SUBJECT 5 
 
clear all 
close all 
indexlength=1000000;  %arbitrarily large index is chosen 
filename; %subject motion file (filtered and endpoints determined) 
 
etakt=10000000; %stiffness learning rate 
etabt=100000; %damping learning rate 
 
plot((filename)) 
hold 
 
file1=filename*180/pi; %motionfile converted to degrees 
close all 
 
%SYSTEM ID RBF CENTERS FOR SUBJECT #5 
c1=[6,20,31]'; %utl1e 
c2=[14,28]'; %utl2e 
c3=[6.5,13,28,35]'; %utl3e 
c4=[18,27]'; %utl4e 
c5=[5.5,20,27]'; %utl5e 
c6=[6,23]'; %utl6e 
c7=[6,19,27]'; %utl7e 
c8=[5,15.5,26]'; %utl8e 
c9=[6,17,28]'; %utl9e 
c10=[22]'; %utl10e 
c11=[6,18.5,29]'; %utl11e 
c12=[17.5,28]';  %utl12e 
c13=[23]';  %utl13e 
c14=[6,22]';  %utl14e 
c15=[2,17,29]';  %utl15e 
c16=[7,14,27]';  %utl16e 
 
c17=[4,14,27]';  %utl17e 
c18=[15,25]';  %utl18e 
c19=[14,26]';  %utl19e 
c20=[6,24]';  %utl20e 
c21=[16,26]';  %utl21e 
c22=[14]';  %utl22e 
c23=[7,12.5,25]';  %utl23e 
c24=[16,26]';  %utl24e 
c25=[21]';  %utl25e 
c26=[6,14,24]';  %utl26e 
c27=[15,26]';  %utl27e 
c28=[16,22]';  %utl28e 
c29=[13,24]';  %utl29e 
c30=[16]';  %utl30e 
c31=[14,25]';  %utl31e 
c32=[5,15]';  %utl32e 
 
c33=[13.5,27]';  %ttl1e 
c34=[13.5,28]';  %ttl2e 
c35=[17,26]';  %ttl3e 
c36=[18,28]';  %ttl4e 
c37=[17,26.5]';  %ttl5e 
c38=[5,14,27]';  %ttl6e 
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c39=[5,14.5,28]';  %ttl7e 
c40=[2,16,27]';  %ttl8e 
c41=[5,23]';  %ttl9e 
c42=[1,15,28]';  %ttl10e 
c43=[17,28]';  %ttl11e 
c44=[6,14.5,30]';  %ttl12e 
c45=[7,18,28]';  %ttl13e 
c46=[13,27]';  %ttl14e 
c47=[18,28]';  %ttl15e 
c48=[16,28]';  %ttl16e 
 
c49=[7,17,29]';  %ttl17e 
c50=[14.5,27]';  %ttl18e 
c51=[1,15,28]';  %ttl19e 
c52=[16,25]';  %ttl20e 
c53=[15,26]';  %ttl21e 
c54=[6.5,16,25]';  %ttl22e 
c55=[14,26]';  %ttl23e 
c56=[5,14,28]';  %ttl24e 
c57=[5,15]';  %ttl25e 
c58=[16,26]';  %ttl26e 
c59=[13.5,27.5]';  %ttl27e 
c60=[13.5,28.5]';  %ttl28e 
c61=[15,26]';  %ttl29e 
c62=[1,13,27]';  %ttl30e 
c63=[14,26]';  %ttl31e 
c64=[15,26]';  %ttl32e 
 
%SYSTEM ID RBF SIGMAS FOR SUBJECT #5 
s1=[4,15,45]';  %utl1e 
s2=[13,48]';%utl2e 
s3=[17,15,37,25]';  %utl3e 
s4=[25,31]';  %utl4e 
s5=[15,40,12]';  %utl5e 
s6=[7,30]'; %utl6e 
s7=[18,27,15]';  %utl7e 
s8=[24,34,26]';  %utl8e 
s9=[20,25,38]';  %utl9e 
s10=[50]';  %utl10e 
s11=[15,33,25]';  %utl11e 
s12=[18,32]';  %utl12e 
s13=[63]';  %utl13e 
s14=[10,60]';  %utl14e 
s15=[7,30,40]';  %utl15e 
s16=[23,23,42]';  %utl16e 
 
s17=[26,24,60]';   %utl17e 
s18=[15,32]';  %utl18e 
s19=[28,36]';  %utl19e 
s20=[4,25]';  %utl20e 
s21=[25,35]';  %utl21e 
s22=[44]';  %utl22e 
s23=[23,19,48]';  %utl23e 
s24=[21,32]';  %utl24e 
s25=[68]';  %utl25e 
s26=[21,21,31]';  %utl26e 
s27=[25,25]';  %utl27e 
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s28=[28,13]';  %utl28e 
s29=[10,40]';  %utl29e 
s30=[31]';  %utl30e 
s31=[35,20]';  %utl31e 
s32=[22,26]';  %utl32e 
 
s33=[26,30]';  %ttl1e 
s34=[21,30]';  %ttl2e 
s35=[21,32]';  %ttl3e 
s36=[30,28]';  %ttl4e 
s37=[25,29]';  %ttl5e 
s38=[25,19,34]';  %ttl6e 
s39=[22,17,43]';  %ttl7e 
s40=[26,22,27]';  %ttl8e 
s41=[5,35]';  %ttl9e 
s42=[32,32,30]';  %ttl10e 
s43=[31,50]';  %ttl11e 
s44=[20,21,35]';  %ttl12e 
s45=[2,30,31]';  %ttl13e 
s46=[19,38]';  %ttl14e 
s47=[25,32]';  %ttl15e 
s48=[23,43]';  %ttl16e 
 
s49=[5,26,76]';  %ttl17e 
s50=[23,28]';  %ttl18e 
s51=[11,25,30]';  %ttl19e 
s52=[21,40]';  %ttl20e 
s53=[17,33]';  %ttl21e 
s54=[8,21,35]';  %ttl22e 
s55=[25,27]';  %ttl23e 
s56=[23,24,42]';  %ttl24e 
s57=[26,30]';  %ttl25e 
s58=[24,25]';  %ttl26e 
s59=[23,30]';  %ttl27e 
s60=[33,38]';  %ttl28e 
s61=[17,29]';  %ttl29e 
s62=[9,22,42]';  %ttl30e 
s63=[29,36]';  %ttl31e 
s64=[21,35]';  %ttl32e 
 
trialnum=input('What is the trial number?   ');  %specify current trial 
number 
centername=sprintf('%s','c',num2str(trialnum)); 
sigmaname=sprintf('%s','s',num2str(trialnum)); 
centerse=eval(centername); 
sigmae=eval(sigmaname); 
 
dt=1/85.33;  %sampling period 
N=length(file1);  %length of file 
time=[1:N]*dt;  %sampling time 
J=2.44; %subject inertia for head, trunk, and arms 
r=0.327; %head, trunk, and arms center of mass 
m=36.5; %mass of trunk 
g=9.81; %acceleration of gravity 
tau(1:N)=m*g*r*sin(file1(1:N)*pi/180); %applied torque 
bt=100; %damping value seed 
x1=0*time;  %initialization 
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x2=0*time; %initialization 
x2dot=0*time; %initialization 
x1(1)=file1(1)*pi/180;  %spring resting angle 
 
close;   figure(1);    set(1,'Position',[114 33 909 668]) 
ckte=centerse/85.33; %RBF centers array 
skte=sqrt(sigmae)/85.33; %RBF sigmas array 
wkte=1000*ones(length(centerse),1);  %RBF weights array seed value 
 
for it=1:indexlength, 
   traincost(it)=0;  %cost function initialization 
   for i=1:N-1, 
      distkte=sqrt((time(i)-ckte).^2); 
      netkte=exp(-(distkte ./ skte).^2); %RBF function 
      kte(i)=wkte'*netkte; %time-varying stiffness derivation 
      if kte(i)<0  %restriction on negative stiffness values 
        kte(i)=0; 
      end 
      x2dot(i)=(-bt*x2(i)-(kte(i)*((x1(i)-x1(1))))+tau(i))/J; %discrete 
version of equations of motion 
  x2(i+1)=x2(i)+x2dot(i)*dt; 
      x1(i+1)=x1(i)+x2(i+1)*dt; 
      error=file1(i+1)*pi/180-x1(i+1);  %prediction error 
      errortotal(i)=file1(i+1)*pi/180-x1(i+1); %error array for RMS 
calculations 
      traincost(it)=traincost(it)+error^2/2; %quadractic error cost 
function 
      bt=bt-etabt*error*dt^2*x2(i)/J;  %static function approximation of 
damping 
      if bt<0  %restriction on negative damping 
         bt=0; 
      end   
      dCdwkte=error*dt^2*netkte*((x1(i)-x1(1)))/J;  
      wkte=wkte-etakt*dCdwkte;  %RBFN weights array updating 
   end 
 it  %print index to screen 
 bt  %print damping value to screen 
 kpeak=max(kte) %print peak stiffness value to screen 
 kavg=mean(kte) %print avg stiffness value to screen 
 deflection=[file1(2:length(file1))-file1(1)]*pi/180;  %angular deflection 
in degrees 
 torque=deflection'.*kte;  %time-varying torque 
 peaktorque=max(abs(torque)) %print peak torque value to screen 
 work=torque*deflection %print work value to screen 
 impulsetime=time(1:length(time)-1); 
 impulse=torque*impulsetime' %print impulse value to screen 
 cost=traincost(it) %print cost to screen 
  
 indexplot=1:1:length(file1); 
 plot(indexplot,file1,indexplot,x1*180/pi);  %print realtime prediction vs 
actual angle 
 pause(.001) %pause statement for plot function 
 end 
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SUBJECT 6 
 
clear all 
close all 
indexlength=1000000;  %arbitrarily large index is chosen 
filename; %subject motion file (filtered and endpoints determined) 
 
etakt=10000000; %stiffness learning rate 
etabt=100000; %damping learning rate 
 
plot((filename)) 
hold 
 
file1=filename*180/pi; %motionfile converted to degrees 
close all 
 
%SYSTEM ID RBF CENTERS FOR SUBJECT #6 
c1=[6]'; %utn1e 
c2=[22]'; %utn2e 
c3=[8,17,26]'; %utn3e 
c4=[6.5,20]'; %utn4e 
c5=[6.5,18]'; %utn5e 
c6=[6,16]'; %utn6e 
c7=[6,18]'; %utn7e 
c8=[6,17]'; %utn8e 
c9=[6,18]'; %utn9e 
c10=[5,17]'; %utn10e 
c11=[5.5,20]'; %utn11e 
c12=[20]';  %utn12e 
c13=[6.5,20]';  %utn13e 
c14=[18]';  %utn14e 
c15=[6,21]';  %utn15e 
c16=[6,19]';  %utn16e 
c17=[6.5]';  %utn17e 
c18=[18.5]';  %utn18e 
c19=[6,15]';  %utn19e 
 
c20=[5,17]';  %utn20e 
c21=[13.5]';  %utn21e 
c22=[18]';  %utn22e 
c23=[5,21]';  %utn23e 
c24=[18.5]';  %utn24e 
c25=[18.5]';  %utn25e 
c26=[5,20.5]';  %utn26e 
c27=[6,19]';  %utn27e 
c28=[6,23]';  %utn28e 
c29=[6.5,18]';  %utn29e 
c30=[15,24]';  %utn30e 
c31=[7,13,23]';  %utn31e 
c32=[8,17]';  %utn32e 
c33=[6,17]';  %utn33e 
c34=[6,14]';  %utn34e 
c35=[19]';  %utn35e 
 
c36=[14]';  %ttn1e 
c37=[5.5,16,20]';  %ttn2e 
c38=[5,22]';  %ttn3e 
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c39=[7.5,19]';  %ttn4e 
c40=[5,15,24]';  %ttn5e 
c41=[5.5,21]';  %ttn6e 
c42=[5,20]';  %ttn7e 
c43=[6,14,24]';  %ttn8e 
c44=[6,23]';  %ttn9e 
c45=[5.5,14,25]';  %ttn10e 
c46=[5,20]';  %ttn11e 
c47=[6,17]';  %ttn12e 
c48=[5.5,18.5]';  %ttn13e 
c49=[5,14,24]';  %ttn14e 
c50=[18]';  %ttn15e 
c51=[8,17.5]';  %ttn16e 
 
c52=[18]';  %ttn17e 
c53=[5,19]';  %ttn18e 
c54=[6,13,27]';  %ttn19e 
c55=[17,24]';  %ttn20e 
c56=[3,17]';  %ttn21e 
c57=[4,14,21]';  %ttn22e 
c58=[3,15]';  %ttn23e 
c59=[21]';  %ttn24e 
c60=[5.5,18,24]';  %ttn25e 
c61=[22]';  %ttn26e 
c62=[6,19]';  %ttn27e 
c63=[4.5,18]';  %ttn28e 
c64=[6.5,15,24]';  %ttn29e 
c65=[6,16.5]';  %ttn30e 
c66=[17.5]';  %ttn31e 
c67=[6,18]';  %ttn32e 
c68=[5,17]';  %ttn33e 
c69=[17]';  %ttn34e 
 
%SYSTEM ID RBF SIGMAS FOR SUBJECT #6 
s1=[8]';  %utn1e 
s2=[25]';%utn2e 
s3=[9,6,35]';  %utn3e 
s4=[17,17]';  %utn4e 
s5=[17,15]';  %utn5e 
s6=[20,22]'; %utn6e 
s7=[5,27]';  %utn7e 
s8=[18,23]';  %utn8e 
s9=[7,27]';  %utn9e 
s10=[5,17]';  %utn10e 
s11=[6,20]';  %utn11e 
s12=[27]';  %utn12e 
s13=[13,33]';  %utn13e 
s14=[30]';  %utn14e 
s15=[12,43]';  %utn15e 
s16=[13,40]';  %utn16e 
s17=[5]';   %utn17e 
s18=[35]';  %utn18e 
s19=[5,19]';  %utn19e 
 
s20=[16,40]';  %utn20e 
s21=[29]';  %utn21e 
s22=[26]';  %utn22e 
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s23=[5,75]';  %utn23e 
s24=[35]';  %utn24e 
s25=[25]';  %utn25e 
s26=[15,35]';  %utn26e 
s27=[7,15]';  %utn27e 
s28=[19,35]';  %utn28e 
s29=[7,26]';  %utn29e 
s30=[15,25]';  %utn30e 
s31=[19,10,40]';  %utn31e 
s32=[15,38]';  %utn32e 
s33=[16,25]';  %utn33e 
s34=[13,23]';  %utn34e 
s35=[23]';  %utn35e 
 
s36=[14]';  %ttn1e 
s37=[3,5,10]';  %ttn2e 
s38=[17,55]';  %ttn3e 
s39=[13,25]';  %ttn4e 
s40=[11,20,25]';  %ttn5e 
s41=[5,5]';  %ttn6e 
s42=[5,25]';  %ttn7e 
s43=[18,20,30]';  %ttn8e 
s44=[15,50]';  %ttn9e 
s45=[16,15,30]';  %ttn10e 
s46=[4,17]';  %ttn11e 
s47=[5,25]';  %ttn12e 
s48=[5,20]';  %ttn13e 
s49=[10,16,26]';  %ttn14e 
s50=[20]';  %ttn15e 
s51=[11,18]';  %ttn16e 
 
s52=[28]';  %ttn17e 
s53=[5,20]';  %ttn18e 
s54=[19,21,33]';  %ttn19e 
s55=[20,15]';  %ttn20e 
s56=[11,40]';  %ttn21e 
s57=[16,15,21]';  %ttn22e 
s58=[18,40]';  %ttn23e 
s59=[53]';  %ttn24e 
s60=[2,15,12]';  %ttn25e 
s61=[51]';  %ttn26e 
s62=[14,43]';  %ttn27e 
s63=[2,20]';  %ttn28e 
s64=[19,26,23]';  %ttn29e 
s65=[14,33]';  %ttn30e 
s66=[23]';  %ttn31e 
s67=[3,17]';  %ttn32e 
s68=[4,20]';  %ttn33e 
s69=[25]';  %ttn34e 
 
trialnum=input('What is the trial number?   ');  %specify current trial 
number 
centername=sprintf('%s','c',num2str(trialnum)); 
sigmaname=sprintf('%s','s',num2str(trialnum)); 
centerse=eval(centername); 
sigmae=eval(sigmaname); 
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dt=1/85.33;  %sampling period 
N=length(file1);  %length of file 
time=[1:N]*dt;  %sampling time 
J=5.16; %subject inertia for head, trunk, and arms 
r=0.290; %head, trunk, and arms center of mass 
m=49.2; %mass of trunk 
g=9.81; %acceleration of gravity 
tau(1:N)=m*g*r*sin(file1(1:N)*pi/180); %applied torque 
bt=100; %damping value seed 
x1=0*time;  %initialization 
x2=0*time; %initialization 
x2dot=0*time; %initialization 
x1(1)=file1(1)*pi/180;  %spring resting angle 
 
close;   figure(1);    set(1,'Position',[114 33 909 668]) 
ckte=centerse/85.33; %RBF centers array 
skte=sqrt(sigmae)/85.33; %RBF sigmas array 
wkte=1000*ones(length(centerse),1);  %RBF weights array seed value 
 
for it=1:indexlength, 
   traincost(it)=0;  %cost function initialization 
   for i=1:N-1, 
      distkte=sqrt((time(i)-ckte).^2); 
      netkte=exp(-(distkte ./ skte).^2); %RBF function 
      kte(i)=wkte'*netkte; %time-varying stiffness derivation 
      if kte(i)<0  %restriction on negative stiffness values 
        kte(i)=0; 
      end 
      x2dot(i)=(-bt*x2(i)-(kte(i)*((x1(i)-x1(1))))+tau(i))/J; %discrete 
version of equations of motion 
  x2(i+1)=x2(i)+x2dot(i)*dt; 
      x1(i+1)=x1(i)+x2(i+1)*dt; 
      error=file1(i+1)*pi/180-x1(i+1);  %prediction error 
      errortotal(i)=file1(i+1)*pi/180-x1(i+1); %error array for RMS 
calculations 
      traincost(it)=traincost(it)+error^2/2; %quadractic error cost 
function 
      bt=bt-etabt*error*dt^2*x2(i)/J;  %static function approximation of 
damping 
      if bt<0  %restriction on negative damping 
         bt=0; 
      end   
      dCdwkte=error*dt^2*netkte*((x1(i)-x1(1)))/J;  
      wkte=wkte-etakt*dCdwkte;  %RBFN weights array updating 
   end 
 it  %print index to screen 
 bt  %print damping value to screen 
 kpeak=max(kte) %print peak stiffness value to screen 
 kavg=mean(kte) %print avg stiffness value to screen 
 deflection=[file1(2:length(file1))-file1(1)]*pi/180;  %angular deflection 
in degrees 
 torque=deflection'.*kte;  %time-varying torque 
 peaktorque=max(abs(torque)) %print peak torque value to screen 
 work=torque*deflection %print work value to screen 
 impulsetime=time(1:length(time)-1); 
 impulse=torque*impulsetime' %print impulse value to screen 
 cost=traincost(it) %print cost to screen 
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 indexplot=1:1:length(file1); 
 plot(indexplot,file1,indexplot,x1*180/pi);  %print realtime prediction vs 
actual angle 
 pause(.001) %pause statement for plot function 
 end 
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APPENDIX D:  SAS Code 
 
proc glm; 
class Sub Trn Fat Exp; 
model Kp Ka Tp W I = Sub Trn Sub*Trn Fat Trn*Fat Sub*Trn*Fat Exp Trn*Exp 
Fat*Exp Trn*Fat*Exp; 
test h=Trn e=Sub*Trn; 
test h=Fat e=Sub*Trn*Fat; 
test h=Trn*Fat e=Sub*Trn*Fat; 
means Trn; 
means Fat; 
means Exp; 
means Trn*Fat; 
means Trn*Exp; 
means Fat*Exp; 
output out=ntest residual=Kp_r Ka_r Tp_r W_r I_r; 
run; 
 
proc univariate data = ntest plot; 
var Kp_r Ka_r Tp_r W_r I_r; 
run; 
 
proc plot; 
plot Kp_r*Order; 
plot Ka_r*Order; 
plot Tp_r*Order; 
plot W_r*Order; 
plot I_r*Order; 
run; 
 
 
 

POST-HOC ANALYSES 
 
data brad; 
infile "c:\documents and settings\administrator\desktop\data.txt"; 
input Sub Exp $ 3-4 Fat $ 6-7 Trn $ 9-10 Kp Ka Tp W I; 
Trn_Exp = trim(Trn)||trim(Exp); 
 
proc glm; 
class Sub Trn Fat Exp Trn_Exp; 
model Kp = Sub Trn Sub*Trn Fat Trn*Fat Sub*Trn*Fat Exp Trn_Exp Fat*Exp 
Trn*Fat*Exp; 
means Trn_Exp / tukey lines; 
run; 

 
 
data brad; 
infile "c:\documents and settings\administrator\desktop\data.txt"; 
input Sub Exp $ 3-4 Fat $ 6-7 Trn $ 9-10 Kp Ka Tp W I; 
Trn_Exp = trim(Trn)||trim(Exp); 
 
proc glm; 
class Sub Trn Fat Exp Trn_Exp; 
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model Ka = Sub Trn Sub*Trn Fat Trn*Fat Sub*Trn*Fat Exp Trn_Exp Fat*Exp 
Trn*Fat*Exp; 
means Trn_Exp / tukey lines; 
run; 

 
 
data brad; 
infile "c:\documents and settings\administrator\desktop\data.txt"; 
input Sub Exp $ 3-4 Fat $ 6-7 Trn $ 9-10 Kp Ka Tp W I; 
Trn_Exp = trim(Trn)||trim(Exp); 
 
proc glm; 
class Sub Trn Fat Exp Trn_Exp; 
model Tp = Sub Trn Sub*Trn Fat Trn*Fat Sub*Trn*Fat Exp Trn_Exp Fat*Exp 
Trn*Fat*Exp; 
means Trn_Exp / tukey lines; 
run; 
 
 
data brad; 
infile "c:\documents and settings\administrator\desktop\data.txt"; 
input Sub Exp $ 3-4 Fat $ 6-7 Trn $ 9-10 Kp Ka Tp W I; 
Fat_Exp = trim(Fat)||trim(Exp); 
 
proc glm; 
class Sub Trn Fat Exp Fat_Exp; 
model W = Sub Trn Sub*Trn Fat Trn*Fat Sub*Trn*Fat Exp Trn*Exp Fat_Exp 
Trn*Fat*Exp; 
means Fat_Exp / tukey lines; 
run; 
 
 
data brad; 
infile "c:\documents and settings\administrator\desktop\data.txt"; 
input Sub Exp $ 3-4 Fat $ 6-7 Trn $ 9-10 Kp Ka Tp W I; 
Fat_Exp = trim(Fat)||trim(Exp); 
 
proc glm; 
class Sub Trn Fat Exp Fat_Exp; 
model I = Sub Trn Sub*Trn Fat Trn*Fat Sub*Trn*Fat Exp Trn*Exp Fat_Exp 
Trn*Fat*Exp; 
means Fat_Exp / tukey lines; 
run; 
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APPENDIX E:  Tests of Statistical Model Assumptions 
 

The following figures show the normal probability plots and relative frequency 

histograms of the model residuals by dependent variable. 
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Normal probability plot of the peak stiffness residuals. 
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Relative frequency histogram of the peak stiffness residuals. 
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Normal probability plot of the average stiffness residuals. 
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Relative frequency histogram of the average stiffness residuals. 
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Normal probability plot of the peak torque residuals. 
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Relative frequency histogram of the peak torque residuals. 
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Normal probability plot of the work residuals. 
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Relative frequency histogram of the work residuals. 
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Normal probability plot of the impulse residuals. 
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Relative frequency histogram of the impulse residuals. 
 
 
 
No gross departures from normality were evident from examination of the normal probability 

plots and residual, relative frequency histograms across dependent variables.  The analysis of 

variance is quite robust to moderate departures from normality (Montgomery, 2001), so these 

data were deemed to have passed the test of normality of the residuals. 

The following figures show the time order plots (generated with SAS) of the residuals 

of the dependent variables. 
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             Plot of Peak stiffness residuals*Order.  Legend: A = 1 obs, B = 2 obs, etc. 
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Time order plot of peak stiffness residuals. 
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            Plot of Average stiffness residuals*Order.  Legend: A = 1 obs, B = 2 obs, etc. 
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Time order plot of average stiffness residuals. 
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            Plot of Peak torque*Order.  Legend: A = 1 obs, B = 2 obs, etc. 
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Time order plot of peak torque residuals. 
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            Plot of Work*Order.  Legend: A = 1 obs, B = 2 obs, etc. 
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Time order plot of work residuals. 
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                   Plot of Impulse*Order.  Legend: A = 1 obs, B = 2 obs, etc. 
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Time order plot of impulse residuals. 

 

None of the time order plots suggest trends that violate the assumption of equality of variance 
(Montgomery, 2001). 


